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ABSTRACT

Several decades after A.K. Erlang originated the theory of queues and queue

ing networks, D.V. Lindley added impetus to the development of this field

by determining a recursive relation for waiting times.

Part I of this thesis provides a theoretical treatment of single-server and

multiserver queues described by the basic Lindley relation and its exten

sions, which are referred to collectively as Lindley-Loynes equations. The

concepts of stability, and minimal and maximal solutions are investigated.

The interdependence of theory and practice becomes evident in Part II, where

the results of recent and current research are highlighted. While the main

aim of the first part of the thesis is to provide a firm theoretical framework

for the sequel, the objective in Part II is to derive generalised forms of the

Lindley-Loynes equations from different network protocols. Such protocols

are regulated by different switching rules and synchronization constraints.

Parts I and II of the thesis are preceded by Chapter 0 in which several fun

damental ideas (including those on notation and probability) are described.

It is in this chapter too that a more detailed overview of the concept of the

thesis is provided.
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CHAPTER 0

FOUNDATIONS

0.1 NOTATION AND CONVENTIONS

The first few pages of this chapter are devoted to the notation, terminology

and concepts to be used throughout the thesis.

At the outset it is important to recoqtuse that as a general rule, random

variables and their realisations/values usually will not be distinguished nota

tionally. Often the intended meaning will be evident from the context (e.g.,

E( x n ) ) or, in some cases, either interpretation may be valid. In addition,

situations may arise where a capital letter such as W represents a random

variable (or its realisation), distinct from some other random variable w.

GENERAL CONVENTIONS

Vectors and matrices are distinguished from scalars by boldface type.

An empty sum is 0 and an empty product is 1.

x is positive means x > 0, in contrast to x is nonnegative :::} x 2 o. Similarly

with negative and nonpositive.

If x E IR* (f an extended real-valued function), then the positive part of

x, x+ = max(O, x ) (f+(t) = max(O,f(t))). Similarly, the negative part of

x, x- = max(O, -x) = - min(O, x). Consequently, x = x+ - x- and

Ixl = x+ + z ". lxJ denotes the floor or greatest integer function (satisfy

ing lxJ :s; x < lxJ+1).
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STYLE OF PROOFS

Often in a proof a sequence of equalities and inequalities will be presented

thus:

A > B (=)
> C

Lemma 6
\In

which must be interpreted as:

"A ~ B because of Lemma 6 and B = C for every n (so that A ~ C)".

The conclusion of a proof is indicated by a box, thus D.

ABBREVIATIONS

iff if and only if
i.t.o. in terms of
s.t. such that
w.l.g. without loss of generality
w.r.t. with respect to

REFERENCES

p. (pp.) page(s)
§ (§§) section(s)

SETS AND SEQUENCES

The distinction shall be made between a set (class or collection) and a se

quence by using braces ({}) for a set and angle brackets (0) for sequences.

The symbol for a proper subset shall be written as c, which should be distin

guished frorn C. An analogous convention is adopted in the case of supersets

(i.e., ~ in contrast to 2).

The cardinality of a (countable) set is delimited by 11 (which will also be

used to denote absolute value or modulus). Equivalent (equipotent) sets are

indicated by the symbol ~.



if X_ 1= 0
if X_ 1= 0
if X+ 1= 0
if X+ 1= 0

NUMBER SYSTEMS

<C set of complex numbers
IN set of natural numbers {I, 2, 3, ... }
<Q set of rational numbers
IR set of real numbers
7l set of integers {... , -2, -1,0,1,2, ... }

Let X ~ IR. Then the following notation is adopted:

X_ {x EX: x < o} X:' X_ U {-oo}
Xe {XEX:x~O} Xe XeU{-oo}
X EB {x EX: x ~ O} X; XEB U {oo}
X+ {xEX:x>O} X~ X+U{oo}

Thus n: == -IN, 7lEB == IN U {a} and 71.+ == IN.

Moreover, the extended real number system IR* == IR U {-oo, oo}, and

IRe, == [0, 00] .

Next we let

[a, b]x == [a, b] n X where X ~ IR and a, b E IR

The extension to open and semi-open intervals is self-evident, so that

3

[-1,4)ll == {-1,0,1,2,3}.

A special symbol is reserved for the frequently encountered set [1, n]lN. Write

{l, ... ,n} nEIN
{n+1 ,n+2, ... }

Let X be as above. Then denote the m-fold cartesian product of X as follows:

m

X m == XX
i=l



PROBABILITY CONCEPTS

The following symbols and abbreviations will be used:

a.e. almost every(where)
a.s. almost sure(ly)
d

---7 convergence in distribution
==d,?:.d Refer to Appendix C (Stochastic Ordering)
E expectation (operator)
I indicator function
IID independent and identically distributed
.ID identically distributed (but not necessarily independent)
I·D independent (but not necessarily identically distributed)
1.0. infinitely often
L law (distribution)
P probability (measure)
~ convergence in probability
r.v.(s) random variable(s)
<«, ?:.st Refer to Appendix C (Stochastic Ordering)
w.p.l with probability one
rv distribu ted as

4

X F { L(X) F
rv * F(x) 1 - F(x), the tail (distribution) of X

Y rv Exp(A-1) * {fy (y) == Ae-'\y and Fy(y) == 1 - e-'\y y?:.O
EY == A-I A>O

Zn rv Z * Zn ==d Z
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0.2 PROBABILITY THEORY AND RELATED FIELDS

It will be instructive to review some concepts from probability theory and

related fields. Assume an underlying probability space (0, F, P) where nee-

essary.

Definition 0.2.1 (Proper and Improper Random Variables)

Let X be a random variable taking values in IR* and having a distribution

function F. Write

F(oo) = Em F(x) and F( -00) = lim F(x)
x~oo x~-oo

X (or its distribution function F) is said to be proper or honest

iff F (- 00) = 0 and F (00) = 1
i.e. iff X is a.e. finite

On the other hand, X (or F) is referred to as being improper, dishonest or

defective

iff F(-oo»OorF(oo)<l
i.e. iff P[X = -00] > 0 or P[X = 00] > 0

Definition 0.2.2 (Strict Stationarity)

(~n, n E IN) is a strictly, strongly or completely stationary sequence iff

p [i6 [en; < Xi]] = P [i6 [en;+k < Xi ]] Vk ,N E IN and (n" .. . ,nN) E INN

(0.2.1)
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Remark 0.2.1

In some instances, it may be desirable to generalise the situation to allow

k, N E 71. but, of course, IN and 71. are equipotent. In this regard, one should

also refer to the footnote in Borovkov [12, p. 8].

Furthermore, if one is considering the stationary process (~t, t E T ~ lRn),

(0.2.1) becomes

P Wl [et; < Xi]] = P [i0
1

[et;H:S: Xi]] VN E IN,t ET and (t1,... ,tN) E T
N

(0.2.1')

Remark 0.2.2

A necessary condition for the strict stationarity of (~n) is that (~n) IS an

identically distributed sequence. (Set N = 1 in (0.2.1).)

A sufficient condition for the strict stationarity of (~n) is that (~n) is an IID

sequence. (Again this is evident from (0.2.1).)

Remark 0.2.3 (Equivalent Definition of Strict Stationarity)

Often the following alternative equation for the strict stationarity of (~n) will

prove useful:

where lROO is the space of (ordered) real sequences and B (lROO
) , the er-algebra

generated by that space.
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Before considering the idea of ergodicity, we recall some additional useful

concepts.

Definition 0.2.3 (Measurable & Measure-Preserving

Transformations)

A transformation T : 11 ----+ 11 is measurable iff

T-1A=={w:TwEA}EF VAEF

Further, a measurable transformation T is measure-preserving iff

Remark 0.2.4 (Relationship between Measure-Preserving Trans

formations and Strictly Stationary Sequences)

(a) First we apply Definition 0.2.2 to demonstrate how stationary sequences

may be constructed from a measure-preserving transformation T. In

ductively we deduce that Pi'I":" A) == P(A) V n E IN. Bearing this in

mind, let ~k == ~k(W) == ~l(Tk-lW) (k E INd where 6 == ~l(W) is some

random variable. Define

Ak = {W : jQ [en;+k(w) <Xi] } = {W :JS [en; (Tkw) :::; Xi] } so that

Aa = {W : jQ [en;(w) <Xj]}. Consequently wEAk ~ Tkw E Aa or

wEAk {:} Ak == T-kAa so P(Aa) == P(T-kAa) == P(Ak), where we

use the fact that T is measure-preserving. It follows (by the arbitrary

nature of Nand k) that (~n) is strictly stationary.
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(b) (a) has a converse of sorts. That converse will be explained in terms

of the definition given in Remark 0.2.3. We demonstrate that for ev

ery stationary sequence (~n) considered on (f!, F, P), a new proba

bility space, random variable and measure-preserving transformation

(n, F, p), tl(w) and T respectively can be constructed in such a way

that the distributions of (~n) and (tl(W),tl(Tw), ...) coincide.

Let

n= IRoo, F = B (IROO)

P(B) = P{w E n e= (~1'~2,"') E B} VB E B(IROO)

Next, for C E B(IRk) , write

It follows that

A

and T-1A {w : (x2, ... , X k+1) E C}

P{w: eE {w: (Xl, ... ,Xk) E Cl}

P{w: (~l"",~k) E C}

Similarly P('i'-lA) = P {w : (~2, ... ,~k+d E C} but strict stationarity

of (~n) =} P(A) = P(T- 1A) =} T is measure-preserving. In addition

p{w: ([l, ... ,[k) E C} = P(A) = P{w: (~l"",~k) E C} Vk E IN

=} (~n) =d (tn)
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Definition 0.2.4 (Invariance)

Let T be a measure-preserving transformation on (!1, F, P). Then A E F

is invariant (w.r.t. T) if[ t-: A = A except for a possible exceptional set of

probability zero.! Denote by I the class of invariant sets, which is also a

er-algebra.

A E F is invariant w.r.t. the sequence (en) iff :3 B E B(lROO
) such that

A = {w : (en, en+l, ... ) E B} V n E IN. Write I e for the er-algebra of such

invariant sets.

A random variable X = X(w) is invariant iff P{w : X(w) = X(Tw)} = 1 iff

it is I-measurable.

Definition 0.2.5 (Ergodicity/Metric Transitivity)

A measure-preserving transformation T is ergodic or metrically-transitive

iff P(A) = 0 or 1 V invariant sets A E F

or equivalently
n

lim 1.'"P(A n T-j B) = P(A)P(B) V A, B E F
n_oon~

j=l

(0.2.2)

Similarly, a stationary sequence (en) is ergodic iff the measure of every in

variant set is 0 or 1.

lSome authors prefer to call such an event almost invariant, reserving the term invari
ant for the case T- 1A = A .
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Remark 0.2.5

It is not difficult to see why (0.2.2) implies that P(A) = 0 or 1 for an invariant

set A(= B). For:

1 n 1 n
[p(A)]2 = lim - I:P(A n T-j A) = lim - I:P(A) = P(A)

n--+oo n . n--+oo n .
J=l J=l

Definition 0.2.6 (Mixing)

A measure-preserving transformation T is (strongly) mixing iff

lim P(A n T-nB) = P(A)P(B) V A, B E F
n--+oo

Remark 0.2.6 (Relationship between Mixing and Ergodicity)

Suppose T is mixing. Then for an invariant set A = B (in Definition 0.2.6)

[p(A)]2 = lim P(A n T-nA) = P(A)
n--+oo

as in Remark 0.2.5. In other words T mixing ~ T ergodic.

Remark 0.2.7 (One-to-One Transformations)

If T is injective, then in the previous definitions and remarks T-1 A may be

substituted with TA, T-j B with Tj B, and so on.
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Example 0.2.1

Let (0, F, P) = ([0,1),8([0,1)), A) where A is the Lebesgue measure, and

consider the transformation

Tw = (w + ()) mod 1 wEn, () E [0, 1)

Since n is the semiclosed interval [0, 1), T is injective so that Remark 0.2.7

may be applied.

Although w+() E [0,2), (w +()) mod 1 E [0,1), from which it is fairly obvious

that VA EFTA E F, or T is measurable.

Write

{w EA: w + () < I} TAl
{wEA:1~w+(}<2} TA2

Then Al U A2 = A and TAl U T A2 = TA.

{w+(}:wEA1 }

{w+(}-1:wEA2 }

For continuous intervals 11 and 12 , and ai,bi E [0,1) (i = 1,2), we obtain

11 C Al =? 11 [aI, b1) =? A(ld b1 - a1

~
J1 C TAl =? J1 [a1 +e, b1+(}) =? A(Jd A(ld

12 c A2 =? 12 [a2 , b2) =? A(I2) b2 - a2

J:t
J2 C TA2 =? J2 [a2 + () - 1, b2+() - 1) =? A(J2) A(12)

Consequently A(A) = A(TA) VA E F so T is measure-preserving.

If () = 7: E [0, l)lQ (m E 7l (J:j, n E IN), then T is nonergodic.
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n-1
{ . 2+1}

Write A = UA j where A j = w: *~ W ~ ~ • Then
j=O

n-1 n-1 n-1
'x(A) = ?= 'x(Aj ) = ?= 21n = ~ and TA = UTA j where

)=0 )=0 j=O

{(w + 0) mod 1 : *~ w ~ 2~~1}

{w' : (j~m) mod 1 <w' < (j:m + 2~) mod 1}

Since the case m =°is trivial, suppose m E INn-1. It follows that :3 k E INn-1

s.t. k + m = n

=} ( j:m) mod 1

TA ·)

jE[0,k-1]ll

j E [k,n -1]ll

jE[0,k-1]ll
jE[k,n-1]ll

=} TA = A
=} A is invariant but 'x(A) t/. {O, I}
=} T is nonergodic

If, however, 0 E [0,1)lR\~ then T is ergodic. The interested reader is referred

to Rosenblatt [51, p. 32] or Shiryayev [56, p. 380].

When 0 is irrational so that T is ergodic, T is not mixing. For instance, if

o= h and, in Definition 0.2.6, we let B = [0,h) and A = Tn+1 B, we find

that 'x(Tn+l B n T" B) = V2 - 1 Vn E IN =} lim P(A n T" B) = V2 - 1 but
n-oo

P(A)P(B) = 'x(Tn+1 B)'x(Tn B) = ['x(B)]2 = ~ # V2 - 1 where we use the

fact that T is measure-preserving. Similar results can be deduced for more

general O.
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We are now in a position to state some theorems of particular interest in

the forthcoming sections. The proofs will be found in most good books on

probability.

Theorem 0.2.1 (Strong Law of Large Numbers for lID Sequences)

Let (Xn ) be an IID sequence with X n rv X Vn E IN. If EIXI < 00, then

lim ~ t x, = E(X) a.s.
n-too n j=l

Theorem 0.2.2 (Ergodic Theorem or Strong Law of Large Numbers

for Strictly Stationary Sequences)

Let (Xn ) be a strictly stationary sequence with X n rv X V n E IN. If

EIXI < 00, then

1 n

lim - LXj = E(X I Ix) a.s.
n -too n j = l

If, in addition, (Xn ) is an ergodic sequence, then

1 n

lim - LXj = E(X) a.s.
n -too n j=l

Remark 0.2.8

Versions of the previous two theorems, especially Theorem 0.2.1, exist in

which it is required that only E(X2
) < 00 or even E(X) < 00. Indeed it is

also possible to deduce a strong law for the case where E(X) exists but is
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not necessarily finite.

We conclude this section with some lemmata from other areas of mathe-

matics. These lemmata are rather simple, nonetheless, they will prove to be

valuable in the thesis.

Lemma 0.2.1

For sequences (ar ) and (br )

PROOF

Let (3 = infbr and, = sup( a; + br ) .
r r

Then, by definition

but
:::}

,-(3
sup a;

r

< , Vr
< ~ Vr
< a; + b;
< , Vr
IS an upper bound for (a r )

< "t ': (3

from which the result follows.

o
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Lemma 0.2.2

Suppose X n+l = X n + Yn Vn ~ N (N Ell). Then

n

X n+l = XN + L Yj
j=N

PROOF

We may write

Xj+l - Xj Yj V'>NJ -

n n
=} L: (Xj+l - Xj) L: Yj

j=N j=N

n
=} X n+l - XN L: Yj

j=N

o

0.3 AN OVERVIEW OF THE THESIS

As it was indicated in the Abstract, the major section of the thesis is divided

into two parts, the first of which is based on the classic papers of Loynes

[47] and Brandt [15]. Loynes's article deals mainly with the single-server

queue, whereas Brandt [15] concentrates on multiserver queues. Despite the

fact that more than two decades separates the publication of the two arti

cles, Loynes [47] and Brandt [15] have much in common. An appropriate
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waiting-time equation, the idea of which was originated by Lindley [45], pro

vides an important theoretical foundation for investigating the existence and

uniqueness (or otherwise) of a stationary regime (for the queues under con

sideration). Chapters 1 and 2 are concerned with an analysis - similar to

that of Loynes [47] and Brandt [15] - of single-server and multiserver queues.

The issue of the existence and uniqueness of a stationary regime for com

plex networks is investigated in Part H. This second part of the thesis is

concerned with both the practical and theoretical aspects of queueing net

works.

The necessary terminology on network protocols, switching rules and syn

chronization constraints is explained in Chapter 3, where examples from

computer and communication technology are provided.

In the next chapter these general principles are applied to the specific case

of a starlike network which is a convenient mechanism for deriving the the

ory and application (in telecommunications) of generalised Lindley-Loynes

equations. When this network operates according to the F AFS discipline

(explained in Chapter 4) , its waiting-times are governed by an extended or

second-order Lindley equation, depending on the underlying switching rule.

The extended Lindley equation, associated with a message-switched starlike

network, is discussed in Chapter 5 which is based on Baccelli et al. [4]. The

subsequent chapter is concerned with Lindley equations of second or higher

order. Higher-order Lindley relations (Karpelevich et al. [35]) are determined

by a suitable generalisation of the starlike network.
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A more intricate network, with an appropriate synchronization rule, is con

sidered in Chapter 7 where the paper, Berezner & Malyshev [8], is reviewed.

The final, brief chapter of the thesis is concerned with the application of the

F AAFS protocol, introduced in Chapter 4, to the starlike network.

One of the differences between the basic queuelng systems of Part I and

the more complex queueing networks of Part 11 is that the non-uniqueness

of a stationary regime in the latter case is a far more natural phenomenon.

This is especially true of infinite networks.

The article, Kelbert et al. [36], provides some insight into the nature of

non-uniqueness in countable Jackson networks where the set of service coun

ters is denumerable. While this paper may not relate to starlike networks,

the search for uniqueness and non-uniqueness conditions for the invariant

measure of the underlying Markov process certainly has relevance.

More detailed introductions are given in Parts I & 11 and their respective

chapters. Notation which is not used globally is also introduced in the ap

propriate chapter. Appendices are provided to avoid interrupting the flow of

the central argument of the thesis.
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PART I
BASIC QUEUEING SYSTEMS

At a discussion on a paper by David Kendall [40] in 1951, D.V. Lindley

proposed a recursive-type equation for the waiting-times in a single-server

queue. Soon thereafter he formalised his ideas in an article (Lindley [45]).

Subsequently much interest was shown in formulating results for single- and

many-server queues on the basis of waiting-time relations we call Lindley

Loynes equations. This is precisely the topic of Part I of the thesis.

Throughout, a working knowledge of basic concepts from the theory of queues

is tacitly assumed. The reader is referred to a number of monographs, in

cluding Cohen [23], Cooper [24], Franken et al. [31], Gross & Harris [32],

Kleinrock [42] (& [43]), Saaty [54] and Wolff [59]. It is appropriate, nonethe

less, to review a few concepts and establish some notation to be used in the

first part of the thesis.

The arrival-time sequence is denoted by (tn), the service times by (sn) and the

interarrival-time sequence by (Tn = tn+1 - tn), where Tn E IREB and Sn E IREB •

Typically n E IN or n E 7l where, particularly under the former assump

tion, n may often be interpreted as an index for the nth customer." (un) will

represent a suitable difference between the service and interarrival sequences.

Although it is not always necessary to do so, throughout Parts I and 11 we re

strict our attention to realisations without batch arrivals. In the language of

point processes (Appendix B) we will disregard RMPPs which are not simple.

1Refer also to Doob [30, Chapter 10].
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Multiserver queues will be assumed to consist of r E 1N l servers. When

r = 1 we are, of course, considering a single-server queue.

We will make one general assumption about the queues we consider in Part

I:

[1.1] ((Tn, sn)) is a (strictly) stationary ergodic sequence

for which the Kendall notation G/G/r is used.f Additional restrictions may

be imposed:

[1.2] (Tn) and (sn) are independent sequences

[1.3] (Tn ) is an IID sequence

[lA] (sn) is an IID sequence

When [1.1] and [1.2] are satisfied simultaneously with [1.3], then the queue

is of type GI/G/r; the notation G/GI/r is used if [lA]' rather than [1.3],

holds." The queue for which all four conditions are satisfied is denoted by

GI/GI/r. In all cases a first -come, first-served (FCFS) (also referred to as

FI FO: first-in, first-out) discipline is in operation. The situation may be

summarised informally as:

{
GI/G/r }

GIIGllr C GIGIlr ~ G/G/r

where we also note that if (Tn) (or (sn)) is an IID sequence, then it is sta

tionary (Remark 0.2.2) and ergodic. (Apply stationarity and independence

2 although G/G/r need only mean a general input distribution and a general service
distribution

3GI signifies a general independent distribution.
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in Definition 0.2.5 or 0.2.6.) Furthermore, the stationarity stipulated in [1.1]

implies that Tn "-J TO and Sn "-J So Vn (Remark 0.2.2). Thus the traffic inten-

. be zi .full...sity may e gIven as p = rEro.

The results proved by Lindley [45] are those for a GI / GI /1 queue (a gener

alisation of the M/ GI /1 case treated by Kendall [40]) in which each of E( To)

and E(so) is finite. In particular, Lindley showed that a necessary and suffi

cient condition for convergence to a steady-state waiting-time distribution is

that either p < 1 or So = TO a.s.

Both Kendall and Lindley seemed intimidated by the apparent difficulties

associated with an r-server (r > 1) queue. In their paper, Kiefer & Wol

fowitz [41] not only formulated a Lindley-Loynes equation for multiserver

queues but also proved that, for a G1/GI / r queue, p < 1 (or p = 1 and

So = rTo a.s.) is necessary and sufficient for convergence of the distribution

of the waiting-times to a unique stationary (proper) distribution. The presta

tionary waiting-time sequence (wn ) forms a Markov chain (because of the

independence assumptions and Lindley-Loynes equation (2.2.6)). Unique

ness is then in the class of all stationary Markov state-processes.

A few years later Loynes [47] adapted the ideas of Kiefer & Wolfowitz, and

applied several of his own, to a G/G/r queue. The relaxation of assumptions

on (Tn) and (sn) inevitably leads to weaker conclusions. p < 1 is shown

to be sufficient (but not necessary) for convergence to a stationary (proper)

waiting-time distribution, the uniqueness of which may be guaranteed for

r = 1.
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Over two decades later Brandt [15] provided greater clarity on the issue

of uniqueness of the waiting-time distribution for G/G/r queues, and he was

able to demonstrate (Brandt [16]) that p < 1 is sufficient for uniqueness of

the stationary state process of a G/GI/r queue. Example 2.5.1 (of this the

sis) provides a trivial instance of a GI/G/r queue which fails to satisfy this

uniqueness property.

Part I compnses a review of Loynes [47] and Brandt [15], with Chapter

1 devoted to single-server queues and Chapter 2 to multiserver queues. An

attempt is made at unifying the notation: that is, unless this is a hindrance

rather than a help. A number of additional useful lemmata and theorems

have been provided, especially in §2.3. Most proofs not given in the origi

nal papers are given by the author; even when proofs have been supplied in

the article concerned, they are expanded upon - with any necessary correc

tions - in the thesis. Expanded proofs are especially required in response

to Loynes's concise demonstration of results. While remarks clarify particu

lar issues, more extensive details are also provided in the examples, some of

which have been generalised.

We are now in a position to address specific problems and investigate re

sults in depth.
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CHAPTER 1

THE SINGLE-SERVER QUEUE

1.1 INTRODUCTION

Most of the preliminaries for this chapter were outlined in the introduction

to Part I, so this introduction will be fairly short.

The sequence (un) consists of terms of the form Sn - Tn (E IR), which implies

that the aforementioned sequence is stationary ergodic. E( uo) is assumed to

exist, but need not be finite: nonetheless, this means that at least one of

E( so) and E( TO) must be finite. Tn is used for Loynes's Tn . In contrast to his

notation, capital letters will not be used to symbolise strict stationarity. If

stationarity of a random variable needs to be emphasised, then the LV. will

be underlined.

The (prestationary) Lindley equation for a single-server FeF S queue is fairly

easily derived (see Lemma 3.5.1):

(1.1.1)

The independence assumptions of Lindley [45] permit the transformation of

(1.1.1) and similar relationships into integral equations (and convolutions),

a topic covered in Kleinrock [42, Chapter 8].

Although we do not necessarily have the advantage of independence, a single

server queue is still more easily analysed than its multiserver counterpart.
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Even then, some techniques used by Loynes (and others) to prove results for

the GIG/l case may be generalised and adapted to the GIGlr queue.

In the next section the notion of stability is introduced using terminology

a little different from Loynes. In particular, his substability is equivalent to

our stability. The concept of a minimal stationary solution to (1.1.1) - also

investigated in §1.2 - proves to be of considerable importance.

The third and final section of the chapter uses the results of §1.2 to provide

a thorough investigation of GIG/1 queues for the three distinct domains

{p > I}, {p < I} and {p = I} of the traffic intensity.

1.2 STABILITY AND THE MINIMAL SOLUTION

Definition 1.2.1 (Stability)

Let (xn , n E IN) be a sequence of a.e. finite random variables such that X n

has a (proper) distribution function E; Yn E IN. Then (xn ) shall be said to

be

(a) convergent stable iff Fn converges weakly to a (unique) distribution

function F

(b) stable iff every (infinite) subsequence contains a convergent stable sub

subsequence

(c) divergent stable iff (x n ) is stable but not convergent stable

(d) unstable iff it is not stable
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Lemma 1.2.1 (Equivalent Condition for Stability)

(xn ) is a stable sequence iff there exist proper distribution functions G1 and

G2 such that

(1.2.1)

where E; is as in Definition 1.2.1.

PROOF

Necessity.

Suppose (xn ) is a stable sequence but suppose to the contrary that no proper

distribution G1(x) exists which satisfies (1.2.1). V x let G(x) == infFn(x),
n

which is known to exist. G( x) cannot be a proper distribution function (has

a defect at 00) otherwise it would satisfy the requirements for G1(x). Con

sequently, since lim G( x) < 1, we have
x-+oo

:J <5 E (0,1) s.t. Vx E IR, G(x) < 1 - <5 (1.2.2)

For the purposes of the proof of this lemma, it suffices to consider sequences

(Fn(m); m, n E IN). Then, by definition of the infimum,

V El > 0 3 n' s.t. Fnl(n) < G(n) + El for each n E IN. Choose such a n' = kn

(which often will not be unique) that satisfies

(1.2.3)

and construct the subsequence (Fkn(x), n E IN) of (Fn(x)).
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By Definition 1.2.1(b), there exists sub-subsequence (F(mk)n(X), n E IN) such

that F(mk)n (x) converges to a (unique) proper distribution function F(x) for

all points of continuity x of F. Without loss of generality, and to avoid un

necessary complications in notation, we will assume that the natural numbers

n are points of continuity of F. For if they were not, we could consider a

corresponding infinite sequence (cn ) of continuity points, where Cn is suitably

defined.

Using the fact that F is proper, we have that V t2 > 0 3 Xo s.t. x > Xo =}

F > 1 - t2 so, in particular

3 X s.t. x > X =} F(x) > 1 - ~

Next, we may write that (for each point of continuity x of F)

V t3 > 0 3 N s.t. m»; ~ N =} IF(mk)n( x) - F(x)1 < t3. In particular

(1.2.4)

(1.2.5)

because of the convergence at continuity point to, where we may assume

to> X. Choose N2 ~ max (NI , to). Since N3 =: kN 2 ~ N2

F(t o) < FN 3 (to) + ~ (:::; ) by (1.2.5)

< FN 3 (N2 ) + ~ F nondecreasing

< [G(N2 ) + ~] + ~ by (1.2.3)

< [(1 - 8) + ~] + ~ (=: ) by (1.2.2)

< 1 - ~
4
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which contradicts (1.2.4).

Thus the required Cl does exist. A similar proof will verify the existence

of C2 • So (1.2.1) holds.

Sufficiency.

Suppose (1.2.1) is satisfied. Let (Xkn ) be a subsequence of (xn ) . By Helly's

Theorem (Billingsley [11, Appendix 11, pp. 226-227] or Shiryayev [56, p. 316]),

d -
:3 subsequence (X(mk)n) such that F(mk)n(x) ~ F(x) but Cl(x) ~ F(mk)n(x) ~

C2(x) V n E IN (mkn E IN), x E IR => Cl(x) ~ F(x) ~ C2(x) V points of

continuity x. Thus

1 > lim F(x) > lim Cl (x) 1 => lim F(x) 1
x--;.oo x--;.oo x--;.oo

and 0 < lim F(x) < lim C2(x) 0 => lim F(x) 0
x--;.-oo x--;.-oo x--;.-oo

Consequently F is a proper distribution and (xn ) is a stable sequence.

o

Corollary 1.2.1a

Sequence (xn ) is stable iff

lim Fn(x) == 0 and lim Fn(x) == 1 uniformly in n
x--;.-oo x--;.oo
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Corollary 1.2.1b (Sums of Stable Sequences)

Suppose (xn) and (Yn) (n E IN) are two stable sequences. Then (xn + Yn, n E IN)

is also a stable sequence.

PROOF

(Xn) stable =} lim P[xn :::; t] = 1 uniformly in n =}
t--+oo

Similarly, the stability of (Yn) =}

Let T = T( E) = T1 +T2 • 1 Then V E > 0 and t 2:: T, uniformly in n

P[Xn + Yn :::; t] > P[{xn < ~t} n {Yn < ~t}] (=)

> P[xn < ~t] + P[Yn :::; ~t]

-P[{xn :::; ~t} U {Yn :::; ~t}]

> 1-~+1-~-1 (=)2 2

> 1- E

=} lim P[xn + Yn :::; t] = 1 uniformly in n
t--+oo

That lim P[xn + Yn :::; t] = 0 uniformly in n follows by observing that
t--+-oo

1In fact, T = ~(Tl +T2) will do.
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lim P[Xn + Yn > t] = 1 uniformly in n, after applying an argument similar
t--oo

to that above. Hence (xn + Yn) is stable, as claimed.

o

Remark 1.2.1

If (x n ) is a sequence of nonnegative random variables, then the distribution

function G2 (x ) of Lemma 1.2.1 and the stipulation lim Fn(x) = 0 of Corol-
x--oo

lary 1.2.1a become redundant as a condition for stability. The reason is

obvious: Fn(x) = 0 \:I x < o.

Lemma 1.2.2

Let the random variables (wn , n E IN) be determined by the relationship'

(1.2.6)

where

initial condition Wl is stipulated,
(un, n E 7l) is a stationary sequence, and
f(x, y) is a nonnegative function which is nondecreasing and continuous
from below (even at 00) in its first argument.

Fix m E 7l, and consider the sequence (w:, n E 7l) given by

m _ { 0 n E (-00,1 - m]ll
Wn - f(w~l' un-d n E [2 - m, oo)ll

Then

(a) for fixed n, w~ is nondecreasing in m

(1.2.7)

2In this lemma W n and Un need not represent waiting times or the difference (sn - Tn)
respectively, but can be more general than this. .
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(b) the sequence (w!;n, n Ell) is

(i) strictly stationary for fixed I E 7l, and

(ii) determined 'i n E 7l by

[

n-l ] +
w~-n = sup L Uj

kE(n-l,n)ll.j=k

when

f(x, y) = (x + y)+

PROOF

(a) Assume initially that n E (-00, 1 - m )71.. Then

If n = 1 - m, then

I E 7l (1.2.8)

W~+l f (W~+ll , Un-l)
> 0 (=) f nonnegative
> w~

Suppose now that W~+l ~ w~ for some n E [1 - m, 00 )71.. Then

W::1
1 f (W~+l, un)

> f (w~, un) (=)
> W:+1

We have thus established, by the inductive principle, that

'in E 7l
i.e. for m = m + 1
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Suppose that m > m :::} w: ~ w: Vn E 71... Then

Case 1: n ~ 1 - (m + 1) < 1 - m

Case 2: 1 - (m +1) < n ~ 1 - m

( -+1 )
W

m+1 f w m
Un n-1' n-1

> 0 (=) f nonnegative
> w:

Case 3: n > 1 - m > 1 - (m + 1)

( -+1 )
W

m+1 f wm
Un n-1' n-1

> f (w:-1,Un-I) from original hypothesis

> f (w:_ 1,Un-I) (=) by the inductive hypothesis

> w:
So finally

Vn E 71.. and Vm > m

(b) In accordance with the definition of w:, on setting m = l-n, we obtain

(i) Define a sequence (fll-1] , I E 71..) with terms

fll-1] OVIE71eU{l};
fl1] f(O, un-I);

f1
2] f[f(O, Un- 2),Un-I];

fP] f{f[f(O, Un-3),Un- 2], Un-I}; ...
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It is not difficult to show that

l-n _ j[i-1] _ { 0 1E ?le U {I}
wn - * - [i-I] ( ) 1 -f* Un-(l-l), ... ,Un-1 E 1Nl

In particular, for a fixed 1E ?le U{I}, (w~-n) is merely a constant

sequence of zeroes and is, therefore, obviously stationary. On the

other hand, if 1 is some fixed integer greater than one, then w~-n

is a function (fl l
-

1
]) of 1- 1 consecutive terms of the stationary

sequence (un) which implies that (w~-n) is again stationary.

(ii) Initially let 1E ?le U{I}. Then

(n-l,n)71 0

n-l

L:Uj
j=k

o VkE(n-l,n)71

~ [ sup I:" + 0
kE(n-l ,n)71j=k

w~-n as required



Now consider 1E 1Nl. We proceed by induction on 1.

W~-n (W~=~ + Un-l) +

( l-(n-l) )+
wn - l +Un-l

[
SUP .~ Uj] +

J=n-l

[
n-l ]+

sup LUj
kE(n-2,n)ll.j=k

Suppose (1.2.8) holds for some I E 1Nl .

32

(
l+l-n )+wn - l +Un-l

(
l-(n-l) ) +

wn - l + un-l

( [

n-2 ] + ) +
sup LUj + Un-l

kE(n-l-l,n-l)ll. j=k

[ {( n-l)}] +max sup LUj, Un-l
kE(n-l-l,n-l)ll. j=k

[
n-l ]+

sup LUj
kE(n-([+l) ,n)ll. j=k

which is nothing more than a special case of ff- l
] .

o
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Remark 1.2.2

For Lemma 1.2.2, recently proved, and Theorem 1.2.1, which follows shortly,

it is helpful to consider a grid of 7l x 7l, with m and n as axes.

Remark 1.2.3 (Initial Waiting-Time)

When (wn ) of equation (1.1.1) (and (1.2.6)) represents a sequence of waiting

times, then Wl, the waiting-time of the first customer to the queue, is treated

as an initial value. If Wl = a (either a nonnegative real number or a non

negative random variable), then we shall write (wn(a)) to emphasise that we

are considering the waiting-time sequence with initial value a (or a(w)).

From (1.2.7), we observe that

n>l

or wn(O) = w~ on IN

Finally, we note that (1.1.1), although physically meaningful only when

n E IN, may always be interpreted mathematically Vn E 7l.
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Theorem 1.2.1

Return to Lemma 1.2.2. Under the conditions associated with (1.2.6), there

exists a stationary sequence of (possibly improper) random variables, (mn , n Ell),

such that

(c) (i) wn(O) (= w~) is the minimal sequence satisfying (1.2.6) Vn E IN

(ii) (mn ) is the minimal (stationary) sequence satisfying (1.2.6)

Vn E 7l

(iii) w~ ~ m« Vn E 7l

(d)

PROOF

m.; = [suptun-j] +
kElNj=l

(1.2.9 )

(a) Recall the nondecreasing (more especially, the monotonic) sequence

(w:, m E 7l) of Lemma 1.2.2. It follows that j (mn , n E 7l) such that

w: r m n , which will be finite if (w:, m E 7l) is bounded above.
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Next

lim !(w;;:,un ) from (1.2.7)
m-+oo

! ( lim w;;:, Un) by the left continuity of !
m-+oo

This is valid Y n E 7l since 1 - m; -00.

The strictly stationary sequence (w;;:-n, n E 7l) i (mn,n E 7l) which

implies that (mn,n E 7l) is strictly stationary, so we have proved (a).

(b) Recall Remark 1.2.3.

We may write w~ as w~-n and Wo as w~-o so each of w~ and Wo is a term

in the strictly stationary sequence \w'k-k,k Ell) (Lemma 1.2.2(b)(i))

which implies that w~ =d w~ i mo, where we use Remark 0.2.2 and

(a) of the current theorem. Then [w~ ::; x] 1 [mo ::; x] =} p·[w~ ::; x] =

P[w~:S; x] 1 P[mo:S; x]. Consequently L(w~) 1 L(mo).

(c) If (xn) is a nonnegative solution sequence of some equation and (Yn) is

the minimal such sequence, then X n ~ Yn Yn under consideration.

(i) Suppose W~+l = ! (w~, un) Y n E IN and (xn) is also a solution

sequence to (1.2.6). Then Xl ~ 0 = w~.
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Suppose now that X n ~ w~ for some n E IN. It follows that

> f (w~, un) (==) f nondecreasing

hence the result (by induction).

(ii) We have m n+l == f (mn,un) V n E 7l; assume that (zn) also

satisfies (1.2.6) Vn E 7l.

Initially we demonstrate by induction that Zn ~ w:: Vn E 7l.

If n ~ 1 - m, then w:: == 0 =* Zn ~ 0 == w::.
Next suppose that the result holds for some n ~ 1 - m. Then

> f (w::, un) (==) f nondecreasing

Thus Zn == lim Zn 2:: lim w:: == m.; Vn E 7l.
m--oo m--oo

(iii) mn2::0==W~ VnE71e U {l }

Suppose rru, 2:: w~ for some n E IN. Then

> f (w~, Un) (== ) f nondecreasing

It follows that m.; 2:: w~ Vn E 7l.
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(d) Recall that it was shown in (1.2.8) that

[

n-l ] +
l-n '"""w« = sup L..J Uj

kE(n-l,n)ll j=k

Then

[

n-l] + [ n-l ] +
sup L Uj' m I00 sup L Uj'

k'E( -m,n)ZZj'=k' k'E( -oo,n-l]llj'=k'

or m.;

which is (1.2.9).

[

n-k'] +
sup L Un-j

k'E( -oo,n-l]ll j=l

[
SU Pt un-j ] +
kEll'Jj=l

o

Remark 1.2.4 (Minimal Solutions to (1.2.6))

The significance of the result contained in part (c) of Theorem 1.2.1 was em

phasised in the introduction to Part 1. (It is now also evident why Loynes [47]

chose the notation M n (and I, m n ) : m.; is the minimal stationary solution to

the equation under consideration.

Since w~ = 0 V n ::; 1, the sequence (w~) generally will not satisfy (1.2.6)

on ?le. Consequently, it cannot be viewed as a minimal solution to that
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equation on 71.. As demonstrated in Theorem 1.2.1(c)(iii), however, (w~)

and (mn) may be compared on 71., but (wn(O)) and (mn) only on IN. The

comparison between (wn(a)) and (mn) for a more general a extends this idea

Vn E IN:

Lemma 1.2.2 and Theorem 1.2.1 are concerned with a fairly general func

tion. Return now to the more specific function f(x,y) = (x + y)+, which is

obviously nonnegative. With respect to its first argument.' it is continuous

from the left everywhere (in fact , continuous everywhere) and nondecreasing

. { f( X2, y) XI:::;-y
slnceXI>X2*f(XI,y) f( )

> X2 , Y Xl > -y

Theorem 1.2.2

k
(a) (i) A queue is stable if limsup L U_j < 00 w.p.1 and is unstable

k--+oo j=l

otherwise.

(ii) For an initial condition WI

divergent stable.

0, however, the queue cannot be

(b) In the case of an unstable queue, the waiting-time distribution function

tends to zero.

3 and its second argument, for that matter
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PROOF

(a) From previous theory, it is immediately clear that (mn = lim w:) is
m-oo

a stationary solution to the equation Wn+1 = (wn + un )+ for n E 7l.

Also, m n is the minimal stationary solution for n E 7l and

(i) It follows that, if the queue is to be stable, mo must be a proper

random variable; mo improper implies an unstable queue.

From (1.2.9)

rti« = [supEU-j] +
kElNj=l

k

==} mo < 00 a.e. {:? sup LU-j < 00 a.e.
kElNj=l

k

{:? lim supLU-j < 00 a.e.
k j=l

It is clear that the event [limsupEU-i < 00] is invariant w.r.t.
k )=1

the sequence (un) (Definition 0.2.4) (certainly it is a tail event)

and since (un) is ergodic, Definition 0.2.5 =>

P [limsupEU-i < 00] = J 0 :
k ]=1 11 =?

mo a.e, infinite:
queue unstable

mo a.e. finite:
queue stable

(ii) L (w~) 1 L (mo) implies convergence to a (unique) distribution

which may be proper or improper but , in either case, the queue is

not divergent stable.
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(b) Since it was shown in (a) that the unstable queue corresponds to

the case of nu, a.e. infinite (i.e., P[mo = 00] = 1), it follows that

P[mo :::; x] = 0 V x E JR.

o

Remark 1.2.5

If mo is dishonest, then Theorem 1.2.2(a) implies that tti« is a.e. infinite but,

of course, the stationarity of m n , in accordance with Remark 0.2.2 implies

that (mn ) is a sequence of a.e. infinite random variables. An analogous con

clusion can be drawn in the case where rtu, is honest.

1.3 REGIMES OF STABILITY AND STATIONARITY

Theorem 1.3.1 (Supercritical Queue)

Consider a queue with E(uo) > 0, or p > 1. Then

(a) the queue is unstable

(b) initial conditions do not affect this instability

(c) there exists no stationary sequence of a.e. finite random variables sat

isfying (1.1.1) Vn E 71..

(cl) For any Wl = a ~ 0

W n ( a) n
--'---'- 7;! E(uo) a.s.

n
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PROOF

lim t v-, = lim k (t t U_j) = E(uo) lim k = 00 a.s.
k-+oo . k-+oo . 1 k-+oo

J=l J=

where the strong law for stationary sequences (Theorem 0.2.2) is applied in

the second equality.

k
(a) Since lim X n = 00 <=> limsup X n = 00, we obtain limsup L U_j = 00

n-+oo n-+oo k-+oo j=l

(w.p.1).

On the basis of Theorem 1.2.2(a), we deduce that the queue is unstable,

when the initial condition is given by W1 = o.

(b) Suppose now that the waiting-time of the first customer is some a ~ O.

The case a = 0 has already been considered, so let a > o.

Recall from Theorem 1.2.1(c) that wn(O) is the minimal solution of

(1.1.1) for n E IN. As a result, wn(a) ~ w~ \I n E IN

* 0 < lim P[wn(a) ~ x]
n-+oo

< lim P[w~ ~ x]
n-+oo

P[mo < x] by Theorem 1.2.1(b)

0 \Ix E IR

* lim P[wn(a) ~ x] 0 \Ix E IR
n-+oo

* lim P[wn(a) = 00] 1 since wn(a) ~ 0
n-+oo
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(c) From (a), Theorem 1.2.2(a) and Remark 1.2.5, we deduce that (mn )

is an a.e. infinite sequence; from Theorem 1.2.1( c), (mn , n E 7l.) is the

minimal stationary sequence satisfying (1.1.1). Any other stationary

sequence would, therefore, also be a.e. infinite. Hence the result.

a point is reached in almost every realization when WM(O) is positive

for some M E IN. Ultimately then, the queue builds up and never

empties. Thereafter every customer must wait for service, and W n+1 (0)

reduces to wn(O) +Un Vn 2:: N 2:: M, say.

Using Lemma 0.2.2 and Theorem 0.2.2

Wn(O)

n

1
. wn(O)
lm-

n-+oo n

n-1

WN(O) + LUj
j=N

WN(O) + (n-N) _1_~u:
n n n-N L..J J

j=N

n-1

o+ lim _1_ '"' u .
n-+oo n-N L..J J

j=N

= E(uo)

a.s.

a.s.

A similar proof can be formulated for w~a), a > O. Hence the result.

o
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Theorem 1.3.2 (Subcritical Queue)

Consider a queue with E( uo) < 0, or p < 1. Then

(a) the queue is convergent stable

(b) initial conditions do not affect this convergent stability nor do they

alter the limiting distribution

(c) there exists precisely one a.e. finite stationary solution sequence (mn )

of (1.1.1)

(d) P [mo = 0] > 0

(e) For any Wl = a ~ 0

wn(a) n_....:.......... -;;; 0 a.s.
n

PROOF

lim t u-i = lim k (!. tU-i) = E(uo) lim k = -00
k-wco : 1 k-+oo k . 1 k-+oo

]= ]=

where the strong law for stationary sequences (Theorem 0.2.2) is applied, as

in Theorem 1.3.1.

k
(a) Since lim z., < 00 {:} lim sup X n < 00 , we obtain lim sup L U_j < 00

n-+oo n-+ oo k-+oo j=l

(w.p.1).

On the basis of Theorem 1.2.2(a), we deduce that the queue is conver

gent stable, when the initial condition is given by Wl = o.
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(b) Consider any sequence (wn , n E IN) of waiting-times satisfying (1.1.1),

and with W1 a.e. finite. Suppose now that Vn E IN W n > 0 (i.e., W n i- 0)

with positive probability. Then (with positive probability)

n

W1 + z=Uj

j=l

Vn, using Lemma 0.2.2

=} lim inf W n+1
n

n

W1 + lim infL:uj
n j=l

W1- 00
-00 since W1 is a.e. finite

but lim inf W n+1 > 0
n

Thus 3 N1 E IN s.t. WN1 0 w.p.l (because P [W1 = 00]

P [liminf t Uj > -00] = 0).
n J=l

o and

If, again, one were to suppose that V n > N1 ui; f. 0 (with positive

probability), a contradiction similar to that above would arise. Repe

tition of this argument leads to the conclusion that P [w n = 0 i.o.] = 1.

From the minimality of (w~) deduced in Theorem 1.2.1(c)

> 0 VnEIN
o
wRr

1
+1 substituting in (1.1.1)
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Suppose w n = w~ for some n 2:: N 1 . Then

Vn 2:: N 1 (by induction)

In the above, if the sequence (wn ) has initial condition 0:, then wn ( 0:) = w~

V n 2:: N 1 , where N1 is sufficiently large. The agreement of these se

quences after some finite N 1 implies that neither the convergent stabil

ity nor the limiting waiting-time distribution can be affected by initial

conditions.

(c) Application of the argument given in (b) implies that 3N2 E IN s.t. mN2 = 0

w.p.l where, for convenience, N 2 = min{n: m n = 0 w.p.l} so that

tu; = w~ V n 2:: N2 •

Let No = max (N1 , N2 ) . Then tu; = w~ = W n Vn 2:: No. To understand

this, suppose w.l.g. that No = N1 • It follows that m NI = wfJv
I

(because

N 1 2:: N 2 ) and the minimality of w~ (Theorem 1.2.1(c))=?

0 = WNI > WO mNI > 0NI
=? WNI

WO mNIN I

11

0

From N 1 on, then, all three quantities will coincide for the same reason

as in (b).
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Let (wn , n E 7l) be some other stationary sequence of a.e. finite random

variables satisfying (1.1.1). The above discussion allows us to conclude

that W n and m n eventually coincide. (Before they do coincide, we know

that W n ~ m n because of the minimality of m n (Theorem 1.2.1(c))).

So, L(mn) -Et F (say) at points of continuity of F => L(wn ) -Et F.

Now, using the fact that (mn ) is an identically-distributed sequence

(because it is stationary), we obtain P [mn ::; x] = P [mo ::; x] =
lim P[mo ::; x] = lim P[mn ::; x] = F \I n E 7l. Similarly
n-oo n-oo

P[Wn ::; x] = F \In E 7l so that L(mn) = F = L(wn ) \In E 7l.

We have, however, noted that mn ~ Wn => mn = Wn a.e, (Shiryayev

[56, p. 183, Property R)) => a unique stationary sequence satisfying

(1.1.1).

(d) Suppose, to the contrary, that P [mo = 0] = 0 = P [mn = 0]. Then

o < mn+l = (rnn +un )+ => mn+l = m.; + u.; and if we use Lemma

0.2.2, we obtain

1 n- L u ·
n . 1 J

J=

1
E (uo)

m n +l _ !!:!.l.
n n

1
o a.e.

by the strong law (Theorem 0.2.2). Thus the assumption that E(uo) < 0

has been contradicted. So we must have that P [mo = 0] > o.

To show that m:+ 1 -Et 0, in fact, requires knowledge of the result in

(e). From (a), Theorem 1.2.2(a) and Remark 1.2.5, we deduce that

(mn , n E 7l) is a sequence of honest random variables. Thus there ex

ists some finite a (or a.e. finite a(w)) such that ml ::; a = wl(a) w.p.1.
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As before, we conclude that 0 ::; mn ::; W n (a) V n E IN. From (e)

o< mn < Wn(O') -2; 0 a.s. =} mn -2; 0 a.s.-n- noon 00

(e) The proof that wn~O') ~ 0 used here is actually based on the analo

gous result of Theorem 1.3.1(d) and is valid both for E(uo) < 0 and

E(uo) = 0 (the latter case receiving greater attention in Theorem 1.3.3).

We proceed as follows. First, let (u~) be that sequence determined

by u~ = unI [un2: - ,6] 2:: Un, where (3 > o. The truncation, if neces

sary, is applied to make certain that E(u~) > -00. Then W~+l(a) =

(w~(a) + u~)+ 2:: (wn(a) + un)+ = wn+l(a) V n.

Next define u~ = u~ +c > u~ 2:: Un for some c > 0, in order to guaran

tee that 0 < E (u~) ::; e sie > o. Obviously w~(a) 2:: wn(a) Vn. From

Theorem 1.3.1(d), we deduce that

o::; liminf wn(a) ::; limsup wn(a) ::; E(c) = e ve > 0
n n n n

because the same is true for (w~ (a)). Thus lim W
n (a) = 0 a.e.

n-+oo n

o
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Theorem 1.3.3 (Critical Queue)

Consider a queue for which E(uo) = 0, or p = 1.

(a) (i) m n + 1 = m.; +Un

(ii) lim Wn{a) = 0
n--+oo n

(1.3.1)

k k k k

(iii) rri« = limsup 2: U_j = sup 2: U_j = - inf 2: Uj = -liminf 2: Uj
k j=l kElN j=l kEll (J) j=O k j=O

(1.3.2a)

k k k k
o~ liminf 2: v-s = inf 2: v-s = - sup 2: Uj = -limsup 2: Uj

k j=l kElN j=l kEll (J) j=O k j=O

(1.3.2b)

(b) If we assume nu, to be dishonest, then

(i) the queue is unstable

(ii) initial conditions do not affect this instability

(iii) there exists no a.e. finite stationary solution to (1.1.1)

(iv) any a.e. finite sequence (wn , n E IN) satisfying (1.1.1) has

P[wn = 0 i.o.]=l
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(c) If, finally, rru, is supposed to be honest, then

(i) the queue is stable

(ii) initial conditions affect the asymptotic distributions but not the

stability

(iii) there exists a continuum of a.e. finite stationary solutions to (1.1.1)

(iv) lim inf rn., = 0 = liminfw~ w.p.l
n n

PROOF

(a) From Remark 1.2.5, we know that, if tri« is dishonest, then (mn ) IS a

sequence of a.e. infinite random variables.

(i) If follows that m n + l = m.; +Un is trivially valid when mo is dis

honest.

This equation is, however, equally valid when rtu, is honest. To

see why this is the case write

(1.3.3)

From (1.3.3), we note that (un) is a stationary sequence because

it is a function of the stationary random variables, m n + l and m n .

Next, E(un) = 0 so that analysis i.t.o. u~ and u;; leads to the
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conclusion that Elun I < 00 (and exists) (Shiryayev [56, p. 180])

so the strong law (Theorem 0.2.2) is valid for (un)' In addition

(1.3.3) :::} 0 ::; E(u;) ::; E(u;) < 00 which, of course, implies

that E(un) exists (Shiryayev [56, p. 180, Definition 2]). These

facts, together with (1.3.3) and the strong law (again), including

Remark 0.2.8, allow us to deduce the following

n n
m n ± l _ !!!.l. 1 E - > ! E Uj- Ujn n n j=l n j=l

n
0 li 1 E - > E (UO) 0 (a.s.)Im- U·

n n. 1 J
J=

or E (uo) 0 - E (Uo) a.s

where we observed that !!In. ~ 0 a.s. for essentially the same reason
n

that 7 ~ 0 in Theorem 1.3.2. Then Un - Un ~ 0 together with

the fact derived above that E(Un - Un) == 0 (a.s.):::} (Shiryayev

[56, p. 183, Property R]) Un == Un a.s. (Vn). As a result (1.3.3)

reduces to m n+ l == m.; + Un in the honest case as well. (The

positive part becomes redundant when p == 1.)

(ii) The fact that w~a) ~ 0 for the case p == 1 was shown together

with the case p < 1 in Theorem 1.3.2(e).

(iii) Obviously the equation (1.2.9) derived in Theorem 1.2.1:

m.; == [sup t un-j] +
kElN j=l

is equally valid here, but can be refined in view of (a)(i) of the

current theorem. The calculations that led to (1.2.9) would, in
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our case, proceed without the positive part, resulting in

k

o< m.; = sup LUn-j
kElN j=l

when p = 1.

Using (1.3.1) , we get

(1.3.4)

k

?= (mj+l - mj)
)=0

k
or mk+l + L (-Uj)

j=O

Then

k

sup L v-,
kElN j =l

sup rtu,
kE71 $

k
L u ·. )
)=0

from (1.3.4)

(1.3.5)

k
> inf m.; + sup L (-U j) from Lemma 0.2.1

kElN kE71 $ j =O

since inf m.; ~ 0

(1.3.6)
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Consider next that queue with sequence (-U-n-l) which is sta

tionary because (un) is, and also has (common) mean zero. Con

sequently the above argument holds true for such a queue, that

IS

k

sup ?= (-Uj)
kE71 $ )=0

k
sup l: (-Uj-l)
kElN j=l

k

> suP?= (U-(j+l)) (=) from (1.3.6)
kE71$ )=0

k
> sup l: v-,

kElN j=1

> mo from (1.3.4)

(1.3.7)

Combination of (1.3.6) and (1.3.7) means that

so, in fact, the inequalities in (1.3.6) and (1.3.7) are equalities,

and are summarised by

k
sup ?= (-Uj)

kE71 $ )=0

k
sup l: v-,
kElN j=l

- mo

from (1.3.7)

from (1.3.4)

k
inf rru; + sup l: (-Uj) from (1.3.6)
kElN kE71 $ j = O

infmk + mo
kElN

from (1.3.7)

(1.3.8)
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which implies that inf mk = 0 if mo is honest. (At this stage, all
kElN

we can say if nu, is dishonest (so a.e. infinite) is that inf mi; is
kElN

some nonnegative value.)

For this honest case, consideration of the sequence (Un+N) In a

similar way to that given in (1.3.6)-( 1.3.8) allows us to conclude

that

infmj,
k>N

=} lim inf rn,
k

o VNEIN

o (1.3.9 )

Taking the lim inf throughout in (1.3.5) yields

k

tri« +liminfE Uj = 0
k . 0

)=

Returning to (1.3.8) , this means that

(1.3.10)

k k
limsup L U_j -liminf L Uj from (1.3.8)

k j=l k j=O

mo from (1.3.10)

k
sup L v-. from (1.3.8)
kElN j=l

k
- inf L (-U_j)

kElN j = l

k
- inf L u · from (1.3.8) (1.3.11)71..' JkE Ea )=0
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with all the terms nonnegative because m« ~ O. (1.3.2a) may then

be extracted from (1.3.11) (initially for the case of mo honest).

To establish (1.3.2b) merely requires that (1.3.2a) be applied to

the sequence (-un) (obviously having the properties we required

for (Un))' This gives us the equality of the expressions on the

left- hand side of the system of equations below.

k
lim sup L: (-U_j)

k j = l

k
sup L: (-U_j)
kElN j=l

k
-liminf L: (-Uj)

k j=O

k
-liminf L: v-,

k j = l

k
- inf L: U_j

kElN j=l

k
sup L: Uj

kEll (JJ j=O

k
limsup L: Uj

k j=O

Thus, on multiplying the expressions on the right through by -1,

we obtain (1.3.2b).

Although (1.3.9) is valid (only) in the case of mo honest, clearly

(1.3.2a) and (1.3.2b) hold when mo is either honest or dishonest.

In the latter case, (1.3.2a) represents a string of a.e. (positively),
infinite quantities, and (1.3.2b), a.e. negatively infinite random

variables.

Expressions for m.; analogous to (1.3.2a) and (1.3.2b) are easily
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obtainable by a suitable shift. For instance

k k

m.; = lim sup L Un-j = - inf L Un+j
k j=l kEll. (JJ j=O

(b) We now investigate properties of the queue when mo is dishonest.

(i) In Theorem 1.2.2(a) , without considering the nature of p, we de

duced that, if mo is dishonest, then the queue is unstable.

(ii) The reasoning for this is essentially the same as in Theorem 1.3.1.

(iii) Since (mn , n E 7l) is a minimal stationary solution to (1.3.1) (The

orem 1.2.1(c)), X n ~ m.; for some other stationary solution se

quence (xn , n Ell) , but m.; is a.e. infinite so that X n is also a.e.

infinite and no a.e. finite stationary solution to (1.3.1) exists.

(iv) Although no a.e. finite stationary solution to (1.1.1) exists , Theo

rem 1.2.1(c) does not exclude the possibility of a.e. finite solutions.

Suppose, to the contrary, that Vn > N W n > O. Then, if we use
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Lemma 0.2.2, we obtain

lim inf Wn+l
n

n

WN + L Uj
j=N

n

WN + liminf L: Uj
n j=N

n-N
WN + liminf L UN+j

n j=O

(n ~ N)

from (1.3.2a)

-00

because m.» = 00 a.e. and WN is a.e. finite

but lim inf Wn+l ~ 0
n

Consequently, :3 M > N s.t. WM = o. In a similar way to that in

Theorem 1.3.2(b), we deduce that there are infinitely many n for

which ui; = 0, or P [wn = 0 i.o.] = 1.

(c) Finally we examine the case of tru, honest.

(i) The stability of the queue is deduced in much the same way as

instability was deduced in (b)(i).

(ii) We know that tti, ~ 0 =* ml +a ~ a = wl(a).

If m.; + a ~ wn(a) for some n E IN, then

mn+l +a m.; + u., +a from (1.3.1)
(mn +Un + a)+

> (wn(a) + un)+ (=)
> wn+l(a)

=* mn+a > wn(a) Vn E IN (by induction)
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P[mo ::; x - a] P[mn ::; x - a]

< P[wn(a) < x]

P[mo ::; x - a] < lim P[wn(a) ::; x]
n-+oo

1 lim P[mo ::; x - a]
x-+oo

< lim lim P[wn(a) ::; x]
x-+oo n-+oo

=? lim lim P[wn(a) ::; x] 1
x-+oo n-+oo

=? the queue is still stable

We now demonstrate how initial conditions can affect the limiting

distributions. Suppose a = Wl(a) = ml + c (c > 0) a.e. Then

wn(a) = m.; + c for some n E IN :::}

wn(a)

=? lim P[wn(a) ~ x]
n-+oo

lim P[mn + C ~ x]
n-+oo

P(mo + c ::; x]

P[mn ::; x - c]

from (1.3.1)

mn+l + c > 0

Vn E IN (induct.)

and we show next that the (mn + c) is also a solution sequence.
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(iii) From (1.3.1)

m n + l + c = m.; + c +Un

=} (mn +c) also satisfies (1.3.1), certainly V c ~ 0
=} a continuum of solutions, so that the uniqueness

which held when p < 1 is no longer valid

Conversely, if (wn ) is some stationary sequence satisfying (1.1.1),

then the same reasoning as before implies that (wn ) satisfies (1.3.1)

and

W n+l w n +u;
but m n + l m n + Y:..n
=} W n+l - m n + l W n - m n

=} x = X n W n - m n

is a random variable independent of n;
it is also nonnegative because of the minimality of m n

Then W n = m n + x.

(iv) In (1.3.9), we noted that liminf m.; = 0 (i.e., for a.e. w). From
n

Theorem 1.2.1(b), 0 ::; w~ ::; ra.; =} liminf w~ = 0 w.p.1.
n

o

Remark 1.3.1

If equation (1.3.1) were to describe a random walk on IREB , then the usual

requirement would be that (un) is an IID sequence. Our stipulation is that

(un) is stationary ergodic. Nonetheless, if we borrow from the language of

random walks and Markov chains, we might say that (1.1.1) implies a re

flecting barrier at 0, and (1.3.1) implies that no overshoot can occur in the

stationary state.

In addition, an honest sequence (mn ) satisfying (1.3.1) physically would rep-
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resent a position of neutral equilibrium, as opposed to the stable equilibrium

characterising the subcritical queue of Theorem 1.3.2.

Remark 1.3.2 (The Effect of NonergodicityjMetric Intransitivity)

Up until now we have required that the sequence ((sn' Tn)), and hence (un),

be not only stationary but also ergodic. If we dispense with the latter re

quirement, then results, analogous to those already proved, may be deduced.

A fundamental difference, of course, lies in the strong law (Theorem 0.2.2)

where E( Uo I I u ) replaces E(uo). A consequence of this is that mo may be

finite with probability p E (0,1).

Part (d) of Theorem 1.3.1 would be replaced by

On the set A = {w: E(uo I I u ) (w) > O}, wn~a) -+E(uo I I u ) a.s. Va 2 o.

As regards Theorem 1.3.2, one could conclude, as a necessary condition, that

If P [E (uo I I u ) < 0] = 1, then the queue is convergent stable.

Let e = {w : E (uo I I u ) (w) < O}. Now E(uo I I u ) is Iu-measurable [Loeve

[46, p. 7] or Shiryayev [56, p. 211]) thus {w : E (uo I I u ) (w) ::; x} E i; Vx E IR

which implies that £ is an invariant set so £ is an invariant random variable

(using Definition 0.2.4).

In order to deal with this situation, we define a new queue determined by
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Un unle-c(l-le), c>O

{
Un(W) W E ~

=} Un (W ) = _ C W E £

=} Un and Un agree on £

For a measure-preserving transformation T

un(Tw) = un(Tw)le(Tw) - c(l - le(Tw)) = un(w)

because of the stationarity of (un) and the invariance of le. Thus (un)

is a stationary (hence an identically-distributed) sequence. Also E( uo) =

E (uole) - cP(£) so this expectation obviously exists. Therefore, from the

strong law (Theorem 0.2.2),

n

1· 1 ~ ...
IIfl - LJ U·

n-+oo n . 1 J
J=

E (uo ITu)

=} P [E(uo ITu) < 0]

( lim 1. t Uj) le - c(l - le)
n-+oo n j=l

E(uo ITu) le - c(l - le) a.s.

P(£) +P(£)
1

Hence (un) has the desired properties, and results will apply to the queue

involving (un) on £.

In the case of Theorem 1.3.3 we have, for example, that equation (1.3.2a) is

valid only on E' = {w : E( Uo ITu) = O}. The situation is dealt with similarly

to that considered for Theorem 1.3.2 by defining Un = unle'.
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Remark 1.3.3 (Honesty/Dishonesty and Stability/Instability)

In Theorem 1.2.2, a criterion for stabilityjinstability based on lim sup L U_j

(and, in effect, the honesty j dishonesty of mo) was provided. This condition

was applied successfully in Theorem 1.3.1 to prove the instability of the su

percritical queue and in Theorem 1.3.2 to deduce the (convergent) stability

of the subcritical queue. Until now, though, conclusions for the critical queue

(Theorem 1.3.3) were dependent upon the honesty or dishonesty of moo No

satisfactory method was provided to determine which of these cases applied.

A partial solution to this problem encountered with the critical queue is of

fered in the sequel.

Remark 1.3.4 (The critical queue: (un) a sequence of independent

random variables)

If the (critical) queue is to be stable we know (from Theorem 1.2.2) that

nu, must be honest. In that case, we may consider characteristic function

cPm (t) = E (eitm n
) (Vn because of stationarity) and cPu (t) = E (eituo) . Then

because (1.3.1) implies that ml = tru, +Uo, "It

. k
where we use the independence of mo and Uo implied by mo = sup L U_j in

kElN j=l

( 1.3.2a).

Hence E (e
ituo

) = 1 "It which must be consistent with the fact that Uo = 0 a.e.

On the basis of Remark 1.3.4 and Lindley [45, p. 281], we are able to state

the following theorem.
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Theorem 1.3.4

Consider a G1/GI /1 queue for which p = 1. Then the queue is stable iff

Uo = 0 a.e.

After we have defined a useful concept, we will be in a position to gener

alise the situation somewhat.

Definition 1.3.1 (Conditional Independence)

Let B, (i = 1,2) and B represent sigma-fie1ds. Then B1 and B2 shall be said

to be conditionally independent given B iff

P[B 1 n B2 IB] = P[B 1 IB]P[B2 IB] a.s. V Bi E e. (i = 1,2)

In particular, random sequence (~n , n E ?l) shall be said to have conditional

independence of its past and future (CIPF) iff BiO) = a ((~n, n E ?lED)) and

B~O) = a ((~n, n E 7l_)) are conditionally independent given some sigma-field

B(O).

Remark 1.3.5 (Conditional Independence)

(a) The conditional independence of past and future given the present is

effectively the Markov property. (See Loeve [46, p. 290].)

(b) If in Definition 1.3.1 (~n) is a stationary sequence, then CIPF is equiv

alent to the conditional independence of BiN) = a ((~n, n 2:: N)) and

B~N) = a ((~n, n < N)) given sigma-field B(N) for some N E 7l.
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Theorem 1.3.5 (Stability Criterion)

Consider a critical GIGl1 queue (so p = 1), for which Bin) = 0" (Un, Un+1"")

and B~n) = 0" (Un-I , Un- 2 , . . . ) are conditionally independent given B(n). Then

(a) m.; is measurable w.r.t. s'», which is (almost surely) given by

{

{0, n,ti; Ba} if:l Xo E lREB s.t. Ba = {m n < xo} tJ. {0,n}
B(n) =

{0, n} otherwise

(b) the queue is unstable unless Un is measurable w.r.t. compound sigma

field (B(n), B(n+1)).

PROOF

(a) Using (1.3.2a) , we obtain

k
sup L Un-j
kElN j=l

m n =
k

- inf L Un+j
kEll fI) j = O

Now the infimum and supremum terms are measurable w.r.t. Bin) and

B~n) respectively. Hence m.; is measurable w.r.t. both Bin) and B~n) so
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that, using the CIPF property, we get (for each x E lll)

[P [{mn <x} I B(n)]r = P[{mn <x} IB(n)]. P[{mn::; x} IB(n)]

- P[{mn <x} n {mn ::; x} I B(n)]

- P[{mn::; x} I B(n)]

:::;. P[{mn::; x} I B(n)] = oor 1

:::;. P[ {mn < x} I B] = oor 1 VB E e'»

but B E B(n) =} B E B(n)

:::;. P[{mn::;x}IB] = oor 1 VB E B(n)

Case 1: P[{m n ::; x} I B] = 0 implying

B ~ {mn <x} or {mn ::; x} ~ B (a.s. )

Case 1.1 : P[{mn < x} I B] = 0

so {mn ::; x} = 0 (a.s. )

Case 1.2 : P [{mn < x} I B] = 1

B ~ {mn <x} or {mn < x} ~ B

so {mn ::; x} = B (a.s. )
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Case 2: P[{mn::;x}IB]==1

similarly leads to

Case2.1: {mn::;x}

Case 2.2: {mn ::; x}

B (a.s.)

o (a.s.)

The measurability of m.; w.r.t. B(n) is therefore immediate.

If:l Xo E IR for which {mn ::; xo} ~ {0, O} (which means that Xo E IRffi

because {mn ::; x} == 0 V x E IR_), then obviously {mn ::; xo} E B(n)

(hence {mn ::; xo} E B(n)) in addition to 0 and O.

Suppose, moreover, that :I Xl #- Xo for which {mn ::; Xl} ~ {0, O}. This

would exclude cases 1.1 and 2.2. Consequently

and since {mn ::; xo} E B(n) \ {0,O}

In other words B(n) == {0,O} or B(n) == {0,0, Bo, Bo} (a.s.), where

Bo == {mn :::; xo} tf. {0, n} .

(b) The measurability of m.; w.r.t. B(n) is not a restriction if nu; is dishon

est. Otherwise (if m.; is honest), write Un as mn+l - m n, in accordance

with (1.3.1). From (a) we know that mn+l is measurable w.r.t. B(n+l)

and m.; is measurable w.r.t. s». Thus, if (mn ) is a sequence of proper
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random variables, then Un necessarily must be measurable w.r.t. the

compound sigma-field (B(n), B(n+I)) .

o

Remark 1.3.6

Theorem 1.3.5 provides a necessary, but not a sufficient, condition for stabil

ity jhonesty of moo For instance, if (m n ) satisfies the given conditions, then

so does (-m n ) which cannot do as a waiting time sequence.

Corollary I.3.5a

Consider a queue with (sn) and (Tn) independent sequences, (at least) one

of which is formed of non-constant mutually independent random variables.

Then the queue is stable iff p < 1.

PROOF

First suppose that (Tn ) is a sequence of non-constant mutually independent

random variables. We claim that a suitable candidate for the "given sigma

field" B(rn) is a ((sn' n Ell)), and verify this fact below.

L [a (urn' Urn+I,·· .) ,a (Urn-I, U rn - 2, · .. ) Ia (... , Srn-2, Srn-I, Srn, Srn+I, ... )]

L [a (Srn - ts« , ... ), a (Srn-I - Trn-I, ... ) Ia (... , Srn-I, Srn, ... )]

L [a (Srn - Trn,· .. ) Ia (... , Srn, . . .)] .
L[a(Srn-1 - Trn-l, ... ) Ia( ... ,Srn-I, ... )]

where, in the last step, we use the fact that (Tn ) is a sequence of independent
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random variables.

Suppose that mo is honest/the queue is stable. Then we are able to con

clude from Theorem 1.3.5 that Uo = So - To is measurable w.r.t. B(m). Now

obviously So is measurable w.r.t. B(m) = a ((sn, n E 7l)) so that TO is measur

able w.r.t. this a-field. The independence of (sn) and (Tn) implies, however,

that TO is also independent of B(m). Consequently TO must be a constant,

which contradicts the assumption of the corollary.

A contradiction arises in a completely analogous way if (sn) is a sequence

of non-constant mutually independent random variables. (This situation is

considered in Loynes [47, p. 507].)

Hence tru, cannot be honest/the queue is unstable if p = 1. We know from

Theorem 1.3.1 that this is also the case when p > 1 but that the queue is

stable when p < 1 (Theorem 1.3.2). This completes the proof.

o

Remark 1.3.7

The GI / GI /1 queues considered by Lindley [45] are incorporated into Corol

lary 1.3.5a.
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Example 1.3.1

Suppose that, for some queue with p == 1, (un) is a Markov process and

m.; == g(un), where 9 is a measurable function.

First we observe that, because of the Markov property

L [a (Un, Un+1 , ) , a (Un-l, Un- 2, ... ) Ia (Un) ]
L[a(Un,Un+l' ) Ia(un)]· L[a(Un-l ,Un- 2 , ... ) Ia(un)]

so B(n) == a (Un) will do.

If the queue is to be stable, we know from Theorem 1.3.5(b) that Un must

be measurable w.r.t. (a(un),a(un+l)) and mn+l == rru; + Un => g(un+d ==

g(Un) + Un Vn, which is a strong condition.

Remark 1.3.8 (Stability of the Critical Queue)

From Theorem 1.3.5, Remark 1.3.7, Example 1.3.1 and especially Corollary

1.3.5a, it is clear that , unless Un == 0 a.e. it is highly unlikely that the critical

queue will be stable.

The set of equations (1.3.2a) is a further indication of this fact: it is possible

to express mo in terms of both "past" values (Uj,j E 7l_) and "present/future"

values (Uj,j E 7l(J)).
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CHAPTER 2

THE MULTISERVER QUEUE

2.1 INTRODUCTION

We now turn to an investigation of the G/G/r (multiserver) queue.

If c.pn = (rn, sn), then ip = (c.pn; n E 7l) is stationary ergodic. In accordance

with Brandt [15], we call [c.p, L( c.p)] the CAP, the complete arrival process, for

the queue under consideration. This notation for a CAP is slightly different

from Brandt's canonical representation (<I>, P). In keeping with a comment

towards the beginning of Chapter 0, c.p (or 'lj;) may represent a random se

quence or its realisation (whereas Brandt uses <I> & c.p, tIt & 'lj;). In addition

to the assumptions of Chapter 1, we require that E( so) exists and is finite.

Further on in the present chapter, more restrictions will be placed on c.p.

Since we are considering a queueing system with r servers, it will become

necessary to use r-dimensional (row) vectors. In particular, we write 1 = L,

for the vector having {I h = 1 ViE INr, and e for the member of the stan

dard basis of IRr determined by {eh = 81i .

When we write x+, we refer to a vector with ith component given by xt.
More generally, a vector x E IRr will be said to possess some property iff all

of its components possess it. 1 For example, x ~ Y {::} Xi ~ Yi Vi E INr • Then

1We make an exception to this general principle, namely, z will be said to be infinite
iff 3i E INr s.t. Xi E {-oo, oo}.
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the vector function f : IRT -+ IRT is non decreasing iff x > Y :::} f (x) ~ f (Y).

With such assumptions, we are able to conclude that (in the first instance)

parts (a)-(c) of Theorem 1.2.1 remain valid in r-dimensional (r E INl ) Eu

clidean space (with vectors replacing scalars).

In Section 2.2 the appropriate Lindley equation is developed. The function

which relates the waiting-times has a number of desirable and interesting

properties which are then investigated in §2.3 that includes some results

which, though fairly elementary, prove their worth in the more substantial

theory further on in the chapter.

With the groundwork laid, it is possible to consider a theorem (due to Loynes

[47]) in which conclusions are drawn for different values of p. A G/G/r queue

ing system with a traffic intensity less than unity emerges as that of greatest

interest for consideration in the remainder of the chapter and, for that mat

ter, the thesis.

While less emphasis is placed on (distinguishing) (stationary) weak and

strong solutions than is the case in Brandt [15], some details are provided in

§2.5 where the question of uniqueness of solutions is raised. In this and sub

sequent sections, the existence and possible equality of extremal solutions:

Loynes's minimal one (mn(cp)) and Brandt's maximal solution (Mn(CP)) are

investigated. The notation used here is clearly more in line with Loynes [47]

than Brandt [15] & [16] who uses the symbols wn(q» and wn(q» respectively.

When there is no ambiguity we shall also often suppress 'reference to ip (e.g.,

rtu; is written for m n ( cp)).
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Some additional differences emerge. Tn and q replace Brandt's An and d

respectively. Finally, a.e. finite (waiting-time) sequences are tacitly assumed

to have their zero-measure infinite realisations disregarded or "transformed".

This will, for instance, render the distinction between sequences (w~(fJ)) and

(wn(fJ)) - a matter explicitly dealt with in Brandt [15] - unnecessary.

With technical preliminaries having been discussed, it IS now possible to

commence with the main investigation.

2.2 THE LINDLEY EQUATION FOR MULTISERVER QUEUES

Write

W n = (Wn,l' ... , wn,r) (2.2.1)

for the vector of "waiting times" of the nth customer. The ith component,

. Wn ,i, represents the length of time the nth customer must wait until i channels

become free of customers that arrived before him. It is immediately clear that

w-: ~ Wn, i+l ViE INr - 1 (2.2.2)

More especially, Wn ,l = ~lNinwn , i is the actual waiting time the nth customer
t E r

experiences. Let

(2.2.3)
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Our first task is to find the appropriate function f of (1.2.6) which yields the

G/ G/ r Lindley-Loynes equation that generalises (1.1.1). To do so, we note

the following. When the (n+1)st customer arrives, Wn,l has increased by the

service time, Sn, of the nth customer. In addition, a time of Tn has passed

since the arrival of the nth customer, so all "waiting times" experienced by

the nth customer have decreased by Tn , if they are not already zero. In

conjunction with (2.2.2), it is clear that

Wn+l,l

(2.2.4)

More generally, if we suppose that Wn,k :::; Wn ,l + Sn :::; Wn,k+l, then

i==l, ... ,k-l

(2.2.5)

i==k+l, ... ,r

with obvious adjustments made for the cases k == 1 or k == r .

Denote by R(~) that vector which is obtained by (re)arranging the com

ponents of ~ in ascending order. In other words, if ~ == (Xl, ... , x r ) , then

R(x) = (x 1r (1}7 .. . ,X1r(r)), where 7r: INr 1---+ INr is a permutation of INr such

that X 1r(i) :::; X1r(i+l) ViE lNr - l . Then we may write that

[R(w n + sn e ) - Tnl]+

f(w n , Sn, Tn)
(2.2.6)

where, typically, WI == 0, although it can, of course, even be a random vector.
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2.3 PROPERTIES OF THE POSITIVE PART (0)+, RAND f

Lemma 2.3.1

The vector function f of (2.2.6) is nonnegative and, w.r.t. its first (vector)

argument, it is non decreasing and continuous from below.

PROOF

The nonnegativity is immediate. The left continuity is also not difficult

to show. The monotonicity is less immediate so we reproduce the (rather

tedious) details here.

Suppose that w~ > Wn so w~,i > Wn,i ViE INT • Assume in addition that

w~,k. ~ W~,l+sn ~ w~,k.+l· We wish to show that W~+l = f( w~) ~ f( w n) =

Wn+l. The proof differs according to the relative values of k ((2.2.5)) and

r . because

Wn+l ,i {
(Wn ,i+l - Tn)+ i = 1, ... , k - l
(Wn,l + Sn - Tn)+ i = k
(Wn,i - Tn)+ i = k + l, ... , r

!
(W~ ,i+l - Tn) + i = 1, . . . , k* - 1

(W~,l + Sn - Tn) + i = k*

(W~ , i - Tn) + i = k" + 1, ... , r
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Initially we suppose k" > k.

If i < k, then W~+l,i == (W~,i+l - Tn) + ~ (Wn,i+l - Tn)+ == Wn+l,i·

A similar result holds when i > k",

W~+l,k == (W~,k+l - Tn) + ~ (Wn,l + s.; - Tn)+ == Wn+l,k because

w~,k+l > Wn,k+l ~ Wn,l + Sn;

W~+l,k* == (W~,l + Sn - Tn) + ~ (Wn,k* - Tn)+ == Wn+l,k* because

W~,l + Sn ~ W~,k* > Wn,k*·

Finally, if i == k + 1, ... .t: - 1, then

w~,i+l ~ w~,i > Wn,i =} w~+l,i == (W~,i+l - Tn) + ~ (Wn,i - Tn)+ == Wn+l,i·

Next consider the case k" < k.

If i < k* or i > k, then we proceed much as in the preceding argument.

The inequalities W~,i ~ w~,l + Sn > Wn,l + Sn ~ Wn,j Y i == k* + 1, ... , k and

j == k*, ... , k provide for the monotonicity of the waiting-time components

in the remaining interval, k"; ... , k.

The last possibility, k* == k, follows directly from the inequality

w~,i > Wn,i Y i E INr- The fact that some of the intervals in the previous two

paragraphs may be empty does not present a problem. Hence the proof of

the lemma is complete.

o
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Remark 2.3.1 (Commutativity and the Positive Part Function)

In Chapter 1, indeed throughout the thesis, expressions such as l~~:Zjr

are encountered.

Let (J : INm 1--7 INm be a permutation of INm such that zu(j) ::; Zu(j +I ) V j E INm-I·

In particular,

Zu(m ) = max Zj
JElN m

Zu(m ) ::; 0 =* Zj ::; 0 Vj E lNm =* z j = 0 Vj E lNm

(2.3.1)

Zu(m) ~ 0 together with (2.3.1) =* z ; (m ) = Zu(m ) ~ zj V j E lNm

In either case

(since a similar proof with a permutation T for which z;(j) ::; Z; (j + I ) Vj E lNm - 1

yields the same result).

The intuitive conclusion is that the ma ximum (max) and positive part (+)

functions commute and, analogously, the supremum (sup) and positive part

(+) functions commute. It is equally obvious that (2.2.6) may be rewritten

as Wn+1 = [R(wn +Sne - Tnl)]+ or Wn+1 = R [(w n +Sne - Tnl)+]: the

operations Rand (.)+ commute.

The positive part function fails to commute with a large number of other

functions. A case in point is contained in Lemma 2.3.2, which follows shortly.
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Remark 2.3.2 (Vector Norms)

As usual Ilxll =~ = lE X[ denotes the Euclidean norm (of the

Euclidean space JRT). (Conventionally, of course, we write Ixl if r = 1.)

1I~llmax = max IXil shall be called the maximum norm. Since IXil ~ 0 and
tElN r

xl ~ 0 V Xi E JR, it is clear that

~ = 0 ({:> Xi = 0 V i) {:> I1~ I1 = 0 {:> I1~ Ilmax = 0

Lemma 2.3.2 (Generalised Triangle Inequality)

PROOF

1:'
=* t:»: > ~Xi

)xT
t t

maX(Xi,O) > ~t

=* t»: > 0
t

t»: > rnax ( it Xi, 0) (itXif
t

0
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Lemma 2.3.3 (Inequalities)

(a) x,y E lR~ Ix+ -y+l:::; Ix-YI

PROOF

(a)

< [(x - y)+ +y+] - y+ (=) by Lemma 2.3.2

< (x-y)+

< Ix - yl

and similarly

y+ - x+ < Iy - x l

Therefore Ix+ - y+1 < Ix - yl

(b)

< Ilx -yll

o



Corollary 2.3.3a

If x ~ 0 and :J j E INr for which Yj < 0, then

PROOF

78

x > 0 => xt = x· > 0 andJ J -

Yj < 0 => yj = 0 > Yj

==> IX} - yjl x · - 0 < Xj - Yj (=)J

< IXj - Yjl

but Ixt - ytl < IXi-Yil ViE IN r \ {j}

Ilx+ - y+11 < IIx -yll

0
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Lemma 2.3.4 (Contractive Property w.r.t. the Maximum Norm)

Let w(1), W(2) E W r and s, T E IREa • Then

(2.3.2)

PROOF

Let

i = 1, ... , kl - 1 )

i = kl l = 1,2

i = kl + 1, ... , r

In the sequel, extensive use shall be made of Lemma 2.3.3 in conjunction

with the above.

If k1 = k = k2 , then

!
(1) (2) I . - "W i+1 - Wi+1 '/, - 1, ... , k - 1

wP)- wF) i = k
(1) (2) . _

Wi - Wi t - k + 1, ... , r

----->.... IV.(1) _ V~2) I < I (1) (2) I----r • • max w · - W .
j ElNr J J

Otherwise we may assume w.l.g. that k1 < k2 . The proof is tedious, but not
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difficult.

Case 1: i=1, ... ,k1-1

IV~l) - v~2)1 ~ IW~~l - w~~ll

Case 2: i = k1

IV~l) _ v~2)1 (=)

The cases i = k2 and i = k2 +1, ... , r are proved similarly to Cases 2 and 1

respectively.

Again, therefore,

which finally means that

o
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Lemma 2.3.5

Let

x = (Xl, ... , Xr), Y = (YI' ... ,Yr) E IRr;

7r and (J" be (possibly equivalent) permutations of INr so that

R(x) = (X 7r (I ) ' ... ' X7r(r)) and R(y) = (Ya(l)' ... ' Ya(r)).

Then

x . y :::; R(z ) . R( y )

with equality iff Xi = x 7r(j) {::} Yi = Ya(j) Y i E INr
i.e. iff x and y are "ordered" in the same sense.

PROOF

We first show by indirect proof that the maximum scalar product occurs

when x and y are ordered in the same sense. Suppose x and y are not

similarly ordered. By the commutativity of addition and of multiplication,

we may assume w.l.g. that x = R(x) but that the components of y are not

in ascending order. As a result :J m, n for which Xrn :::; Xn but Yrn > Yn. Write

y for the vector obtained by interchanging Yrn and Yn. It follows that

x.(y-y)
(Xl, . . . , Xrn,· .. ,Xn,·· ., Xr) . (0, ... ,Yn - Yrn,·· . ,Yrn - Yn,· .. ,0)
(Xn - Xrn)(Yrn - Yn)

> 0
==? x· Y is at least as great as x . y

Continuing in this way, we find that, after a finite number of such exchanges,

R(x) . R(y) yields the maximum scalar product. More details are provided

in Hardy et al. [33, Chapter 10].

o
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Lemma 2.3.6 (Contractive Property w.r.t , the Euclidean Norm)

Let ~,y E IRr and s, 7 E IR. Then

(a) (i) IIR(~) - R(y)11 :::; II~ - yll

(ii) II!(~ , s, 7) - it» ,s, 7)11:::; II~ - yll

(b) In particular, suppose that ~ ,y E Wr and s E IREf). If, in addition,

IIR(~) - R(y)11 = II~ - yll

where ~ = ~ + se and y = y + se,

then :3 permutation K, of lNr for which

such that Yl + s < Yr =} K, (r) = r.

PROOF

(a) Let 7r and (J' be permutations of lNr for which
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r r
(i) From Lemma 2.3.5 L: XjYj < L: x1r(j)Ya(j) which implies that

j=l j=l

r r

IIR(x) - R(y)11 2
= I: [x;(j) +Y;(j)] - 2I:x1r(j)Ya(j)

j=l j=l

r r

< I: [x; +Y;] - 2I:xjYj (=)
j=l j=l

(ii)

Ilf(x,s,7) - f(y,s,7)1I

- II[R(x + se - 71)]+ - [R(y + se - 71)]+11

< IIR(x + se - 71) - R(y + se - 71)11

< lI(x+se-71)-(y+se-71)1I

< Ilx -yll

by Lemma 2.3.3

(=) from (i)

(b) If s = 0, then x = x and y = y, but z , Y E Wr =? x = x =
R(x) = R(x); similarly 11 = R(y). Consequently K, = i, the identity

permutation of IN r-

Otherwise s > 0 =? Xl < Xl + sand YI < YI + s. It is, therefore,

meaningful to let k = max{i : Xi < Xl +s} and 1= max{i : Yi < YI +s}.
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Then

For k = l, obviously

K(i) = {

{

Xi+l i=1, ... ,k-1
Xl + s i = k
Xi i = k +1, ... , r

{

Yi+l i=l, ... ,l-l
Yl + s i = l
Yi i=l+l, ... ,r

Y1f(i)

i+1 i=1, ... ,k-1
1 i = k
1, i=k+l, ... ,r

If, on the other hand, k =I- l, then we may assume w.l.g. that k < l.
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Ilx - yl12

IIR(x) - R(y)11 2 by assumption

2 1
[(XI+S)-(YI+S)] -2 I: XjYj=

j=k+l

(Xl +S)2 + (YI +S)2 - 2 [(Xl + S)Yk+1 + t Xj-IYj +Xl(YI +S)]
j=k+2

1

Xk+IYk+1 + I: XjYj + (Xl + S)(YI +S) =
j=k+2

1

(XI+S)Yk+l+ I: Xj-IYj+Xl(YI+S)
j=k+2

(2.3.3)

1
The right-hand side is equal to ?= xu(j )Y1f(j ) . From Lemma 2.3.5 we

J=k

know this to be the maximum possible product of the components of the

vectors (Xl +S,Xk+I, ... ,Xl-I,Xl) and (Yk+I,Yk+2, ... ,YZ,YI +s). We
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also deduce from the same lemma that, because of the equality (2.3.3),

(Xk+I,Xk+2, ... ,XI, XI+8) and (Yk+I,Yk+2, ... ,YI,YI+8) are similarly

ordered which implies that

=> Xk+l == Xk+2 == ... == Xl == Xl + 8

=> {R(~)} i

\

Xi+l

Xi+l

Xl + 8

Xi

X7f(i)

i==l, ,k-l
i == k, ,1- 1
i == 1
i==l+l, ... ,r

i==l, ... ,l-l
i == 1
i==l+l, ... ,r

Finally, suppose YI + 8 < Yr' Then, since y E Wr ,

o

Remark 2.3.3

IfYI +8 == Yr, then K(r) == r or K(r) == 1.

The following lemma, the last of the section, is concerned with a function

similar to /1'] in the proof of Lemma 1.2.2(b).
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Ik+l (w, (Si, Ti; i E lNk+1 ) )
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Lemma 2.3.7

Let

I(W,SI,TI)
1 [Ik (W, (Si,Ti; i E lNk)) ,Sk+l,Tk+l]

(2.3.4)

so that Ik (k E IN) is the k-fold iteration of I. Then for any k E IN, i,
inherits the following properties of f:

(a) monotonicity in its first argument

(b) contractivity (in its first argument) w.r. t. the maximum norm

PROOF

(a) For k = 1, Lemma 2.3.1 may be applied. Suppose, therefore, that

1 k (w, (Si, Ti; i E INk)) is nondecreasing in w for some k E IN. Then

w > w*

~ Ik (w, (Si, Ti; i E lNk))
~ 1 k (w*, (Si, Ti; i E INk))

~ 1[lk(W,(Si,Ti; i E lNk)) ,Sk+l ,Tk+l ]
~ 1 [Ik (w*, (Si, Ti; i E INk)) ,Sk+l, Tk+l] monotonicity of 1

~ fk+l (w, (Si, Ti; i E lNk+d)
~ Ik+l (w* , (Si, Ti; i E INk+1 ) )

and induction completes the proof.

by (2.3.4)

(b) Lemma 2.3.4 produces the desired result for 11' Assume, therefore,
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that t, (w, (S i,Ti; i E IN k)) has the contractive property. Then

1 [Ik (W(l), (S i,Ti; i E INk)) , Sk+l, Tk+l]

-I [Ik (W(2),(Si,Ti; i E INk)) ,Sk+l ,Tk+l] max

< Illk (w{1),(Si,Ti; i E INk)) - Ik (W(2),(Si ,Ti; i E INk))llmax

< Ilw{1) - w(2)llmax

o

Remark 2.3.4 (k-Fold Iteration Ik)

(a) The properties of 1 inherited by 1k are not limited to those given in

the lemma. For the purposes of this chapter, those given in Lemma

2.3.7 will, nonetheless, suffice.

(b) Using the notation of Loynes [47] , one may write

I n(W ,Sl" .. ,Sn, Tl, · · . ,Tn)
I n (W ,(Si,Ti; i EINn)) (2.3.5)

2.4 LOYNES'S MINIMAL SOLUTION, AND STABILITY

We again consider the G/G/r queue according to the hypotheses of §2.1

(which include the fact that E( so) < 00) and the notation of the previous

sections. It is convenient to write Un = Sn - rTn, which notation is consistent
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with the case r = 1 of the first chapter. The definition which follows estab

lishes a connection with the stability introduced in that chapter.

Definition 2.4.1

Write r; = L (Wn,l , ... , Wn,r). Then the G/ G/ r queue shall be said to be

d
(a) convergent stable iff Fn~ F where F is a proper distribution func-

tion

(b) stable iff the sequence (Wn,i; n E IN) is stable ViE INr

(c) unstable iff it is not stable

Lemma 2.4.1 (Equivalent Conditions for Stability)

The G/G/r queue is stable iff either one of the following conditions holds:

(a) (wn,r; n E IN) is stable

(b) / t Wn,j; n E IN) is stable\J=l

PROOF

(a) Necessity. From Definition 2.4.1 stability of the G/G/r queue

=? (Wn,i; n E IN) stable ViE INr =? (wn,r; n E IN) stable.

Sufficiency. Suppose (wn,r; n E IN) is stable. From Lemma 1.2.1 and

Remark 1.2.1, we know that there exists a proper distribution function
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G such that G(x) ::; P[wn,r ::; x] Vx E IR Vn E IN but

Wn,r = ~~~Wn,i =} G(x)::; P[wn,r ::; x] ::; P[Wn,i ::; x] Vi E INr

=} (Wn,i; n E IN) stable ViE INr

=} the queue is stable, as required

(b) Necessity. If the G/ G/ r queue is stable, then each sequence (Wn ,i;n E IN)

is stable. An extension, using induction, of Corollary 1.2.1(b) yields the

fact that / t Wn,j; n E IN) is also stable.
\J=1

Sufficiency. As in (a), we make use of Lemma 1.2.1 and Remark 1.2.1.

The proper distribution function H which bounds P [t Wn,j <x]
J=1

from below is also a lower bound of P[Wn,i ::; x] for any i E INr since

ui.; ~ 0 =} H(x) < P [t Wn,j < x] ::; P[Wn,i ::; x] Vi E INr.
J=1

o

Lemma 2.4.2 (The Essential Lemma)

Let

r r-1 r-1
bn = rWn,r - L Wn,j = (r -l)wn,r - L Wn,j = L (wn,r - Wn,j) Vn (2.4.1)

j=1 j=1 j=1

Then

(2.4.2)

(b) there exists a stationary a.e. finite sequence (xn ) such that

(2.4.3)
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(c) Thus

(i) Em lim inf P[bn ::; y] = 1
y~oo n~oo

(ii) ; (rwn,i - t Wn,j) ~ 0 ViE INrs Vn
J=l

Hence W n,l and W n are stable or unstable together.

PROOF

Initially we note that, if s., = 0 a.e., then W1 = 0 =} ui.; = 0 and even

if the initial condition is (finite but) not 0, the system is stable. Hence there

is no need to consider this situation further.

(a) The result is easily shown as follows:

Wn,i - Wn,l < Wn,r - Wn,l ViE INr

r-1

< (wn,r - Wn,l) + L (wn,r - Wn,j) (=)
j=2



(b)

Case 1: Wn,l + Sn < wn,r =? bn+1 ::; b.; - Sn

From (2.2.4), Wn+l,r = (wn,r - Tn)+. More generally, write
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i=l, ... ,k-l

i=k+l, ... ,r

as in (2.2.5) (with k < r).

Using Lemma 2.3.3(a) and noting that

r-l
L Wn+l,j
j=l

k + +!= (wn ,j - Tn) + (Wn,l + Sn - Tn)
J=2

r-l
+ L (wn,j - Tn)+ , we obtain

j=k+l

r-l

L [Wn+l,r - (wn,j - Tn)+] +Wn+l,r
j=2
- (Wn,l + s.; - Tn)+

r-l
?= I(Wn,r - Tn )+ - (wn,j - Tn)+I
J=2

+I(Wn,r - Tn)+ - (Wn,l + Sn - Tn)+I
r-l

< L(wn,r - Wn,j) + (wn,r - Wn,l) - Sn (=)
j=2

r-l
< (r - l)wn,r - LWn,j - Sn

j=l
(=)
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Case 2: Wn,1 + Sn ~ wn,r =} bn+1 ::; (r - l)sn

Now (2.2.4) gives us Wn+1,r = (Wn,1 + Sn - Tn)+ and

(Wn,i+1- Tn)+ i=l, ... ,r-l
which leads to

t = r

r-1
bn+1 (r - 1)Wn+1,r - L::Wn+1,j

j=1

r

(r - 1)(Wn,1 + Sn - Tn)+ - L: (wn,j - Tn)+
j=2

r

L: [(Wn,1 + Sn - Tn)+ - (wn,j - Tn)+]
j=2

r

< L:(Wn,1 + Sn - Wn,j) (=)
j=2

r

< (r - 1)wn,1 + (r - l)sn - L:wn,j (=)
j=2

< (r - 1)Wn,1 + (r - 1)sn + (bn +Wn,1 - rWn,r) (=)

< bn + (r - l)sn + r(wn,1 - wn,r)

::; (r-l)sn

where, in the penultimate step, we use the fact Wn,1 = !lllNin Wn,i.
tE r

The first inequality is based on the results of Lemma 2.3.3(a).
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Hence

(2.4.4)

Next let

Cn = b.; - (r - l)Sn-l and Vn = (r - l)Sn-l - rSn

Since (sn) is a stationary sequence, so too is (vn), and E( Vo) = -E(so) ::; O.

If E(so) = 0, then Sn = 0 a.e. (because Sn is nonnegative) which, as

explained already, is not of interest. Also

and

Cn+l bn+l - (r - 1)sn
< max[bn - Sn, (r - l)sn] - (r - l)sn (=)
< max[bn - rs«, 0] (=)
< (cn + vn )+

As indicated above, we need only consider the case in which E(Vo) < O.

(2.4.4) does not allow us to determine the sign of Cl, but obviously

ct ~ o. We may, therefore, use ct as an initial condition Wl = ct.
Thereafter we may consider a queue, the waiting-time sequence of which

is given by Wn+l = (wn +vn)+ ~ o. With E( Vo) < 0 we are thus in

a position to apply the results of Theorem 1.3.2 and to conclude that

there exists a unique a.e. finite stationary solution sequence (mn ) for

which ~n ~ o.
n 00

(2.4.5)

We claim that the following relationship exists between (mn ) and (cn ) :

(2.4.6)
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Obviously Cl ::; ct ::; ml + ct, SO suppose Cn ::; mn + ct holds for some

n. Then

Cn+l < (cn +vn)+

< ((mn +ct) +vn) + (=) by hypothesis

< ((mn +vn) +ct) +

< (- )+ + (=) by Lemma 2.3.2m.; +Vn +Cl

< - + as requiredmn+l +Cl

From (2.4.6) and the definition of Cl, we obtain

T

or rWn,T - L: Wn,j < (r - 1)Sn-l +mn + rWl,T
j=l

In view of this and (2.4.5), X n = mn will do.

(c) From (b)

(i)

(=)

lim liminf P[bn ::; y] > lim liminf P[(r - l)Sn-l + Xn + rWl r < y]
y-+oo n-+oo y-+oo n-+oo ' -

1
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since the random variables on the right-hand side of the inequality

are stationary and, more important, they are honest.

Hence (bn ) is a stable sequence.

(ii)

r

rWn ,i - L W n ,j < bn (Wn,i ::; wn,r)
j=l

~ (rWn'i- t Wn,j) < (r - 1)Sn-l + Xn + rWl ,r
n

0=} ~
n n n 00

)=1

because Sn-l is the difference of two sums, each of which converges
n

to E( so) < 00 and x;: ~ 0 from (b).

Combining (a) and (c) (i) we obtain

lim liminf P[wn i - W n 1 ::; y] > lim liminf P[bn ::; y]
y-+oo n-+oo " y-+oo n-+oo

> 1

lim lim inf P [Wn i - Wn 1 ::; y]
y-+oo n-+oo ' ,

=} W n i - W n 1 is stable ViE INr, ,

1

In particular W n r-Wn 1 = max ux, i-Wn 1 is stable. Consequently the stability, , iElN
r

' ,

of Wn,r implies the stability of Wn,l and conversely. Now Lemma 2.4.1 implies

W n is stable {:} Wn,r is stable. Finally, therefore, ui.; is stable {:} W n,l is stable.

D



Theorem 2.4.1

Consider a G/G/r queue with CAP [<p, L(<p)]. Write u.;

-~P - rE(TO)'
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Sn - rTn and

(a) The stability of the multiserver queue implies the stability of the single

server queue with <p~ = (rTn,sn)

(b) If p > 1, then the multiserver queue cannot be stable

(c) For all values of p

rWn i n +--' -;;;} [E(uo)] a.e. ViE INr
n

(d) If p = 1, then there exists a minimal stationary sequence (m n = m n ( <p))

satisfying

(2.4.7)

(e) If p < 1 (or, equivalently, E(uo) < 0), then the multiserver queue

is stable and there exists a minimal a.e. finite stationary sequence

(m n = mn(<p)) (so tn-; E Wr a.s.) such that

PROOF

From Lemma 2.3.1 , we know that (the vector function) f satisfies the prop

erties stipulated in Lemma 1.2.2. Consequently, as stated in the introduction

to the present chapter, most of Theorem 1.2.1 remains valid in r-dimensional

Euclidean space.
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We first prove some results of general interest in the theorem. Initially we

need to show that

t Wn+I ,j 2': [tWn,j +un] +
J=l J=l

for any n. To do so, let Wn+l be as in (2.2.5). Then

[t Wn,j + un] + = [t Wn ,j + Sn - rTn ] +
J=l J=l

r

< (Wn,l + Sn - Tn)+ + ?= (wn,j - Tn)+
J=2

(2.4.8)

(=) Lemma 2.3.2

k-l
< ?= (Wn,j+l - Tn)+ + (Wn,l + Sn - Tn)+

J=l
r

+ L: (wn,j - Tn)+ (=)
j=k+l

r

< L: Wn+l,j
j=l

Next we prove that

r n

EWn+l,j 2:: E U m \In E IN
j=l m=l

From (2.4.8), if n = 1

t W2,j 2:: [tWl ,j +Ul] + 2': ut 2': i: Urn
j=l J=l m=l

(2.4.9)
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Suppose (2.4.9) to be true for some n E IN. Then

r [t Wn+l,j+un+!]+ by (2.4.8)L W n+2,j >
j=l )=1

> [m~l Um+Un+lr (=) by induction

C+1 r> L U m
m=l

n+1

> L U m
m=l

Hence, from (2.4.9)

r

lim inf ~1 L W n + l ,j
n-+oo n j=l

n

> lim inf n~l L U m
n-+oo m=l

(=)

n

> lim j- L U m ( =)
n-+oo n m=l

> E(uo)

Furthermore, from Lemma 2.4.2( c)(ii)

Theorem 0.2.2

o lim ~1 (rWn + 1 i - t Wn + 1 j)
n-+oo n , j=l '

lim inf ~1 (rWn + 1 i - t Wn + 1 j)
n-+oo n , j=l '

r
1· . f rWn + l i li . f 1 '"
IIfl Hl~ - l Ifl Hl +1 Z:: W n + l j
n-+oo n n-+oo n j=l '

< 1iminf rWn + l ,i - E(uo)
n-+oo n+l

===} lim inf rWn ,i > E(uo) a.s.
n-+oo n (2.4.10)
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(where we may proceed directly to (2.4.10) if the limit on the left is infinite).

(a) Suppose that the multiserver queue is stable. From Lemma 1.2.1, there

exists a proper distribution G such that

< P [ C~lWn,j +un) + < X] from (2.4.8)

which yields the stability of the single-server queue.

(b) When p > 1, then Theorem 1.3.1 implies instability of the single-server

queue with r.p~ = (rTn,Sn) which, in conjunction with (a) above, means

that the multiserver queue must also be unstable.

(c) When E(uo) > 0, (2.4.10) allows us to conclude that Wn,i ~ 00 Vi E IN r .

Consequently, for sufficiently large n ~ N, the positive part in (2.2.5)

becomes redundant and we may write

W n+l,i

r

I: W n+l ,j
j=l

r r

I: W n+l,j - L WN,j
j=l j = l

r
lim ! L W n .

n-+ oo n . 1 ,J
J=

{

Wn, i+l - t;
Wn,l + Sn - Tn

Wn ,i - Tn

r

I: Wn,j +Un
j=l

n

L Um
m = N

E(uo)

i=1, ... ,k-1
i = k
i=k+l, ... ,r

from Lemma 0.2.2

by Theorem 0.2.2

lim r Wn ,i
n-+ oo n

E(uo) a.s. ViE lNr by Lemma 2.4.2(c)
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Recall how Theorem 1.3.1(d) (wn~a) -Et E(uo) a.s. for the supercritical

queue) was used to obtain the result wn~a) ~ 0 a.s. for the critical

and subcritical queues. Using this method, we reach the analogous

r n n
conclusion 1.. L Wn ,i -;;f 0 leading to rWn ,i ---7 0 ViE lNr • Hence the

n j=l n 00

result.

(d) From Lemma 2.4.2, we know that W n,l and W n are stable or unstable

together. For certain initial conditions (especially if the servers are all

initially free) L(Wn ,l) ~ L(mO,l) and L(wn ) ~ L(mo).

Suppose, in particular, that both (Wn ,l) and (w n ) are stable. Then

there exist proper distribution functions G1 and G such that

{ G1(x) < P[Wn,l < x]
G(x) < P[wn <x]

Vn, Vx

{ G1(x) < limP[wn,l ~ x] P[mO,l ~ x]
=} n

G(x) < limP[w n ~ x] P[mo ~ x]
n

so both mO,l and nu, are stable. The case of instability follows in a

similar way, with the result that mO,l and tru, are honest or dishonest

together. Using this fact, in conjunction with stationarity, we conclude

that, for any n, P[mn infinite] = P[mo infinite].

Let A = [mn i = CX) ViE lNr ] . Since m.; 1 = min m.; i, we may write
, , iElN

r
'
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A = [mn ,l = 00]. Now

P(A~T-1A)

SInce

P[{mn-1,1 = oo} n {m n,l < oo}]
+P[{mn- 1,l < oo} n {m n,l = oo}]

o

{
= 00 if m n - 1,1 = 00 (=} m n - 1,2 = 00)

< 00 if m n - 1,l < 00

Thus A is an invariant event (Definition 0.2.4) and with ((sn, Tn)) er

godic, this means that P(A) = 0 or 1. Consequently nu, is a proper

random vector or each one of its components is infinite. In the latter

case (2.4.7) is obviously true.

Next consider the case of mo proper. With m1 honest (because mo is)

we may have W1 = m1 =} W n = m.; a.e. Using (c), therefore, gives us

rmn,T ~ 0 a.s.
n 00

Much as in Theorem 1.3.3(a), let

r r

Un = ?= mn+l ,j - ?= mn,j > Un
J=l J=l
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which leads to Un = u., a.s. (\:I n) in an analogous way, implying

T

2: mn+I,j
j=I

T

(mn,I + Sn - Tn )+ + ?= (mn,j - Tn )+
J=2

T

(X~,I - Xn,I) + ?= (X~,j - Xn,j)
J=2

T

2: mn,j +Un
j=I

T

+ 2: (mn,j - Tn )
j=2

o

where Xn,j = {
mn,I + Sn - T«

mn,j - Tn

j=l
j E INT \ {I}

but

X + - x .n,j - n,J

(e) As in (d), the remark at the start of the proof establishes part of the

desired result. Now we will be concerned mostly with stability and the

honesty of (m n ) .

WI ~ WI,T! ~ mI +WI,T! since mI ~ 0

If we now assume that W n ~ rru; +WI,T! for some n, we obtain

< mn+I +WI,T!

(=) by monotonicity

by Lemma 2.3.2
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Consequently, by induction

rn.; +Wl r 1 Vn E IN,

If m.; is honest V n (or simply, mo is honest because of stationarity),

then

where G is a proper distribution function because Wl is also honest. By

Lemma 1.2.1 and Remark 1.2.1, ui.; is stable. Let us, therefore, show

that mo is honest. For the sake of simplicity, but w.l.g., we consider

the situation in which Wl = O.

r
Recall the random variable bn = rWn ,r - L: Wn,j ::; (r - 1)Sn-l + X n

j=l

(Lemma 2.4.2(b) with Wl ,r = 0), and define another, related nonnega-

tive random variable

r

dn = L: Wn,j - rWn,l
j=l

(rwn,r - bn ) - rWn,l

r(Wn,r - Wn ,l) - bn

< (r - l)bn Wn ,r - Wn,l ::; b.; by Lemma 2.4.2(a)

Now :3 m E INn; W m,l = 0 but WI ,l > 0 V1 E INn \ INm (i.e., there is

a last one of W i ,l (i E INn) which vanishes). (In particular, if Wn,l = 0

and Wn+l,l = 0, then m = n.)
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Thus d =;.... W ° and since 0 < Wl1 = min Wl i, we have that
m /-J m,J ' °ElN '

J=l t r

VI E INn \INm

Wl+1 R(Wl+Sle)-Tll VIE{m, ... ,n-1}

T

=? L Wl+1,j
j=l

T

=? L Wn,j
j=l

T

L Wl,j +Un-1
j=l

T n-1

L Wm,j + L Ul
j=l l=m

n-1

dm + L Ul
l=m

V I E {m, ... ,n - I}

by Lemma 0.2.2

(which is obvious if m = n).

Thus

T

L W~j
j=l '

T

L Wn,j
j=l

T

sup L Wn,j
mElN n j=l

sup [dm + t Ul - Un]
mElNn l=m

sup [dm + t Ul] - u.,
mElN n l=m

< sup [(r-l)bm+ tUl]-Un
mElN n l=m

< sup [(r-1)[(r-1)Sm-1+ Xm]+ f: Ul] -Un
mElN n l=m

using the bounds for dm and bm in the second-last and last steps re

spectively.
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It follows that

r

L W~j + Uo
j = l '

< sup [(r-1)2Sm_l_n+(r-1)Xm-n+ t U1] (==)
mElN n l=m-n

< sup [(r - 1)2S_(n_m)_1 + (r - l)x_(n-m) +nt
m

U-1] (==)
O:::;n-m:::;n-l 1=0

< sup [(r - 1)2S _ m _ 1 + (r - l)x_m + f U-1] (==)
O:::;m:::;n-l 1=0

r

""" m«,L..-; ,)
j=l

<

<

r

lim L W~j
n---+oo j=l '

sup Zm- Uo

mE71m

sup [Ym + EU-1] - Uo
mE71m 1=0

where Ym == (r - 1)2s _m _ 1 + (r - l)x_m.

Next observe that lim Ym == 0 for essentially the same reasoning used
m---+ oo m

to obtain the result in Lemma 2.4.2(c)(ii). The law of large numbers
m

gives lim 1... L U-1 == E( uo) a.e. Thus lim Zm == -00. Consequently
m---+oo m 1=0 m ---+oo

SUp Zm is finite (because it is attained for finite m). This implies that
mEllm

'lno is hones t and, as shown earlier, we are then able to deduce that W n

is stable. Thus the multiserver queue is stable (using Definition 2.4.1

and Lemma 2.4.1 in conjunction with Lemma 2.4.2).

o
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Example 2.4.1 (Converse of Theorem 2.4.1(a))

We now illustrate that , although the stability of the single-server queue

with ep~ = (rTn, sn) is a necessary condition for the stability of the as

sociated multiserver queue, it is not sufficient.

Suppose Un = Sn - r t., = 0 Vn a.s. where (Tn) is a sequence of station

ary positive mutually independent unbounded random variables with

finite mean ET. From Theorem 1.3.4 and Remark 1.3.7 , we deduce that

the single-server queue is stable. Obviously we also have E( uo) = 0 so

that (2.4.7) holds. Thus

o < mn+I,1
< min[mn,1 + Sn - Tn, m n ,2 - Tn] (=) by (2.2.4)
< m n ,2 - Tn

===} Tn < m n ,2

Also m n ,2 is independent of Tn (in part a consequence of the fact that

m n,2 = max[mn-I,I + Sn-I - Tn-I, m n-I,2 - Tn-I])' Combining these

facts, we obtain

P[mn,2 < C < Tn] since Tn ::; m n,2

P[mn ,2 < C]P[Tn > c] by independence
* P[mn,2 < c] 0 Vn , Vc> 0 (Tn) an unbounded sequence
* rri., 2 is dishonest,
* m n is dishonest
* the multiserver queue is unstable
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At this point, it is worthwhile to establish a connection between the notation

of Loynes [47] and Brandt [15].

As indicated in Theorem 2.4.1, the existence of the minimal (vector) se

quence (run' n E 71.) is determined by a process analogous to that in Lemma

1.2.2 and Theorem 1.2.1. So we would have

fin = lim w: where
m-too

(2.4.11)
n> I-m

As usual, let 'P = ('Pn, n E 71.) where 'Pn = (Tn, sn) E IR~, and W E Wr.

Denote by (wn(W, 'P),n E IN) the sequence given by

n=1
(2.4.12)

which may be equated with Loynes's (wn(w),n E IN). In particular, when

w = 0, we could write \ w~, n E IN) (as indicated in Remark 1.2.2).

Returning to (2.4.12), we are able to deduce that Wk(W, T1'P) is the work

load vector at the arrival moment of the (k + l)th customer, determined by

starting the queue at the time of arrival of the (l + 1)st customer ((k - 1)

arrivals previously) with the initial condition w. (2.4.13)
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To see why this is the case, note that

r»; (Tn+l' S n+l)

w

f (w , S 1+1, Tl+1 )

===} initial condition w is the workload vector of the (I + 1)st customer

=? wk (w, Tlr.p) is the workload vector for (k - 1) customers thereafter,
i.e., for the (k + l)th customer

obviously we are also able to write

(2.4.14)

From (2.4.11), we deduce that w~ is the workload vector, at the moment of

arrival of the nth customer, determined by starting the queue with workload

o at the arrival epoch of the (1 - m)th customer. On applying (2.4.13), we

obtain

(2.4.15)

or, by change of variables (m = j + 1 - n (which ~ 00 as j ~ (0))

and

w j +1- n
n

j E 7l ffi , n E 7l (2.4.16)
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From now on we will tend to use the latter notation, in order to fit in with

Brandt [15]. In this spirit, we prove the vector analogue of Lemma 1.2.2 in

a more elegant fashion.

Lemma 2.4.3

PROOF

When j = 0, we have

(2.4.17)

1 (Wl (0, Tn-2<p), Sn-l, Tn-d

1(0, Sn-l, Tn-d

> °> Wl (0, Tn-l<p)

(=)
\:In E?l

Suppose (2.4.17) to be true for some (fixed) j E ?le. Then

(0 T n- j - 3 )
Wj+3, <p =

f ( (0 T (n- l )- j - 2 ) )Wj+2 , <p ,Sn-l,Tn-l

Hence (2.4.17) follows by induction.

o
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Remark 2.4.1

Several of the other results used in Theorem 2.4.1 could also be proved in a

similar way, using this different notation.

In the remaining sections of this chapter we will make the assumptions (some

of which have been stipulated already) that

p ~ < 1
rE7"O

where
0 < E(so) < 00

0 < E(To) < 00

~ -00 < E(uo) < 00

By a solution of (2.2.6) we shall mean a finite (and stationary) solution (an

element of W r ) .

2.5 THE EXISTENCE OF NON-MINIMAL SOLUTIONS

In Theorem 1.3.2, the uniqueness of the a.e. finite stationary minimal solu

tion (mn ) to the equation Wn+l = (wn +un )+ was established for a subcritical

GIG 11 queue.

The example which follows shortly illustrates that this uniqueness cannot

be guaranteed for a subcritical GIGlr queue. Before presenting this exam

ple, it is convenient to formalise the concept of a solution to (2.2.6).
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Definition 2.5.1 (Weak and Strong Solutions)

Let c.p = (c.pn' n E 71.) (c.pn = (Tn, sn)), and consider CAP [c.p, L(c.p)]. Analo

gously, let 'P = ('Pn, n E 71.) ('Pn = (in, sn)), and write cjJ = (cjJn; n E 71.) =
('Pn, wn) for the corresponding stationary sequence with distribution L(cjJ).

Then [cjJ, L( 4»] shall be said to be a weak solution of (2.2.6) for the CAP

[c.p,L(c.p)] iff

(2.5.1)

In addition, the weak solution [4>, L( 4»] shall be called a stronq solution of

(2.2.6) for the CAP [c.p, L(c.p)] iff:3 sequence (hn; n E 71.) of measurable func-

tions

Remark 2.5.1

such that \In E 71. (2.5.2)

(a) Since a strong solution is by definition also a weak solution, it is con

venient to use the term properly weak solution for a (weak) solution

which is not strong.

(b) A weak solution [cjJ, L( cjJ)] is unique iff for all weak solutions [cjJ', L( cjJ')]

L(4)) = L(cjJ'). On the other hand, [cjJ, L(cjJ)] and [cjJ', L(cjJ')] are differ

ent weak solutions iff L( 4» i- L(4>'). Thus solutions determined by

(independent) copies of identically distributed random variables are,

sensibly enough, not considered to be different.
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(c) The existence of more than one weak solution implies the existence

of infinitely many weak solutions. We examine this issue further in

Remark 2.6.4.

(d) For a subcritical GIG/1 queue the solution ((rn, sn),mn) (with

(rn' sn) <« (7n, sn)) where m.; = [sup t un-i ] + is the unique
kElN J=l

strong solution (which is also the unique weak solution).

It was indicated in the introduction to this section that the uniqueness men

tioned in Remark (d) above does not extend to GIGlr (r > 1) subcritical

queues. The example below demonstrates that fact.

Example 2.5.1 (Several Strong Solutions)

Consider the CAP [cp, L(cp)] with P[cp = w] = ~ = P[cp = Tw] where T is the

usual shift transformation. (This assures us of stationarity.)

Let a GIG/2 queue be determined by [cp, L(cp)] such that (with a slight

abuse of notation)

7n(W) 7>0 'tin E 7l

sn(w) { al n = 2k
k E 7l

0"2 n = 2k + 1

where

7 < 0"1 < 0"2 = 27 (2.5.3)

=} P
Es

~(0"1 + 0"2) < 12Er
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so that 7n(Tw) = 7 and sn(Tw) = Sn+1(W).

We now claim that the waiting-time sequence (w~(w), n E 7l) (more espe

cially, a sequence of measurable functions) given by

Wna(w) = { (O,a) n=2k [ ]
(a - 7,0"1 - 7) n = 2k +1 k E 7l, a E 7,0"1

is a solution to the equation

(2.5.4)

(2.5.5)

Suppose W~kl (w)

(2.5.5) gives

(0, a) for some k1 E 7l. Then the right-hand side of

[R ((0, a) + 0"1(1,0)) - 7(1,1)]+ [R((O"l - t ;a - 7))]+

(a-7,0"1- 7) since 7 ~ a ~ 0"1

Conversely, suppose W~k2+1(w) = (a - 7,0"1 - 7) for some k2 E 7l. It follows

that

(O,a) by (2.5.3)

as required
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In a completely analogous fashion w~(Tw) = W~+l(W) satisfies (2.5.4), as

should be expected.

Next we note that Wn-l = (0,0) is transformed by (2.5.5) into

_ () { (0, (T2 - T) = (0,T) n = 2k } -T ( )
W W = = W W

n (0, (Tl - T) n = 2k + 1 n

If we write </Ja = (( t« , sn),w~(w)) , then [</Ja, L(</Ja)] is a strong solution for our

complete arrival process. In particular we deduce from the previous discus

sion that [<j>T,L(<pT)] = <Pmin, the minimal solution, and Va E (T,(Tl] (which is

a nonempty interval by (2.5.3)) L(<j>a) =1= L(<Pmin)' In accordance with Defini

tion 2.5.1, we conclude that there are several (in fact, a continuum of) strong

solutions.

The next example illustrates the difference between strong and properly weak

solutions.

Example 2.5.2 (Weak Solutions which are not Strong)

Return to the G/ G/2 queue of Example 2.5.1 , and consider a continuous ran

dom variable Y with support [T , (Tl], and which is distributed independently

of <po

By comparison with (2.5.4), we obtain the following weak solution of (2.5.5):

_y() {(O, Y) n = 2k
w n w = (Y-T,(Tl-T) n=2k+1 kE71
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i.e., cP
y

= ((Tn,Sn),W~(W)), together with its distribution, is a weak solu

tion.

The randomness of Y, however, implies that w~ (w) is not a measurable func

tion so that [cPY , L(cPY ) ] is not a strong solution.

The non-uniqueness of solutions demonstrated in Example 2.5.1 raises the

question of the existence of a maximal solution, as a counterpart to the min

imal solution. This topic is covered in more detail in the next section where

the following proposition will be used.

Proposition 2.5.1

Consider the notation used in Definition 2.5.1. Given weak solution [<p, L(<p)],

we have that V n E 7l, almost surely

(2.5.6)

(2.5.7)

PROOF

Since [<p, L(cP)] is a weak solution, it is a stationary solution (Definition

2.5.1) which implies that (wn;n E 7l) is a stationary sequence. From Theo

rem 1.2.1, (rnn(ep); n E 7l) is also stationary. Consequently (rnn(ep) - wn),

(1Irnn(ep) - wnll; n E 7l) and (1Irnn(ep) - wnll rnax; n E 7l) are stationary se-

quences.
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(a) From the above and from Remark 0.2.2, we deduce that

(2.5.8)

but the contractive property (Lemma 2.3.4) gives us

(2.5.9)

If we combine (2.5.8) and (2.5.9), we obtain

which is what we require.

(b) In view of our conclusion about the stationarity of (1Imn(ep) - wnll; n Ell),

the proof will proceed by considering equations analogous to (2.5.8) and

(2.5.9) for the ordinary, rather than the maximum, norm.

o

2.6 IN SEARCH OF A MAXIMAL SOLUTION

The construction of the maximal solution proceeds in stages, and is based on

taking a pair of limits. We begin with a lemma which involves a sequence of

terms of the form

(2.6.1)

which, we recall ((2.4.13)) is the workload vector at the arrival moment of

the nth customer, determined by starting the queue at the arrival epoch of
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the (n - k )th customer, with initial condition mn-k(<p) + q1.

Lemma 2.6.1

(Wk+l (mn-k( <p) + q1, Tn-k-l<p) ,k E 7l(f)) for n E 7l and q E IR(f) fixed is a
. .

nonmcreasmg sequence.

PROOF

Proceed by induction on k.

Initially we compare the first two terms of the sequence.

and

mn(<p) + q1

Now V n E 7l (because of the monotonicity of f)

as required.

Next suppose that
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for some k E IN and Vn E ll. Then

Wk+2 (mn-k-l('P) + q1, Tn-k- 2'P)

f [Wk+l (mn-k-1('P) +q1,Tn-k-2'P) ,Sn-l,Tn-l]

f [Wk+l (m(n-l)-k( 'P) +q1, T(n-l)-k-1'P) , Sn-l, Tn-l]

< f [Wk (m(n-l)-k+l('P) + q1,T(n-l)-k'P) ,Sn-l,Tn-l]

< f [Wk (mn-k( 'P) + q1, Tn-k-1'P) , Sn-l, Tn-l]

< Wk+l (mn-k('P) +q1,Tn-k-1'P)

which completes our proof.

Remark 2.6.1

(=) f monotone

(=)

o

The result is not unreasonable. The earlier q1 is added into the sequence

(m n ) , the greater is its "absorption by the positive-part function".

Lemma 2.6.2

The limit

W~ (rp)

exists and is finite.

lim Wk+l (mn-k(rp) + ql, Tn-k-lrp)
k-HXi

(2.6.2)
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PROOF

Use the following sequence of inequalities, obtained from Lemma 2.6.1:

o < Wk+l (mn-k(<p) +q1, Tn-k-l<p)

< Wl (mn(<p) + q1, Tn-l<p) (=)

< mn(<p) +q1

< 00

o

Proposition 2.6.1

Consider a G/G/r queue with CAP [<p, L(<p)]. Then

(a) V q E IRffi

is an ergodic strong solution of (2.2.6).

(b) w~ (<p) is a nondecreasing function of q.

(2.6.3)
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PROOF

(a) First we note that 'ljJq is a solution to (2.2.6).

The stationarity is immediate:

L[w~(<p)] = L [w~(T<p)]

cont. of f .

<p stat.

Similarly, the ergodicity is a consequence of the ergodicity of cp. Finally,

the measurability of w~ derives from the measurability of 'mn .
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(b) Let q > q*. Then if we use Lemma 2.3.7(a), we obtain

W~(cp) = lim Wk+l (mn-k(cp) +ql,Tn-k-lcp)
k-+oo

lim fk (mn-k(cp) +ql, Sn-k ,···, Sn-l, Tn-k,···, Tn-d
k-+oo

> lim Wk+l (mn-k(cp) +q*l,Tn-k-lcp) (=)
k-+ oo

> wf(cp)

o

The existence of the limit

(2.6.4)

is proved by a method analogous to that used in the proof of Lemma 2.6.2,

and is an immediate consequence of Proposition 2.6.1.

Proposition 2.6.2

Consider a G/G/r queue with CAP [cp, L(cp)].

(a) If

and

tc = tc(cp) = { min{k 00:k E B} B =I- 0
B = 0

(2.6.5)

(2.6.6)
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then

(b)

(c) M 1 is finite w.p.1.

Hence

PROOF

p []{ (cp) < 00] = 1 (2.6.7)

(2.6.8)

(2.6.9)

To simplify the proof we may assume w.l.g. that q runs through IN because

(1) w~ is an nondecreasing function of q
and

(2) we are concerned with a limit in which we let q ---+ 00.

(a) If we prove (2.6.7) , then we are saying that, with probability one,

3 k > 1 s.t.

(2.6.10)

which, of course, means that mk,l = O. In the first place, we recall

our assumptions that E( TO) and E( so) are both finite, p < 1 and the

fact that the minimal solution is stationary ergodic. This immediately

establishes a connection with Theorem 1.3.2 where it was concluded

that j k > 1 for which P [mk = 0] = 1. Example 2.5.1 implies that

it is wrong to assume in general that 3 k > 1 s.t. P [mk = 0] = 1
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in the more general case of r > 1 servers. It is, however, valid that

P [mk,l = 0] = 1. Renewal events are considered in greater detail in

Borovkov [13] & [14, Chapter 4]. A related issue is discussed in Wolff

[59, pp. 495-496].

Before continuing with the main argument of the proof, we note that, if

A {cp : cpn E lR~, mn(cp) E W r ,

= Ilw~(cp) - mn(cp)11 = Ilwi(cp) - m1(cp)11 ,n E 7l,q E IN}

then

P[cp E A] = 1 (2.6.11)

because of the results given in Theorem 2.4.1 (e) and Proposition 2.5.1.

(b) Assume, to the contrary, that (2.6.8) is not true. Then

:3 q E IN s.t. P [Wj(,l > 0] > 0

which implies that

P [wk 2: 0] > 0 (2.6.12)

Next we consider (2.6.12) and (2.6.10) in conjunction with Corollary

2.3.3a and Lemma 2.3.6 to obtain - with probability one -

IlwJ( - mJ(11

11 [R (Wk-l + sK-le - TK-1l)r -[R(1nK_l + sK-le - TK-11WII

< 11 R (w J(-1 + SJ(-1e - TJ(-11) - R (m J(-1 + SJ(-1e - TJ(-11) " (::;)
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Thus

which contradicts (2.6.11). Hence (2.6.8) is valid.

(c) Consider now the possibility that M 1 = lim wi is infinite (~ wi T = 00
q-HX> '

(since wi T = max wi i)). With ml stationary and finite , the assump-
, i ElNr '

tion that M 1 is unbounded is equivalent to

~ 00
00

q
----+ 00
00

where Proposition 2.6.1 and (2.6.4) have also been used.

We can find
N-l

N > tc s.t. L t; > mK,T
i= K

and from (2.6.13)

N-l

3QEINs.t.W~,T> L(Si+Ti)
i = K

(2.6.13)

(2.6.14)

(2.6.15)

We need to show that the conditions for Lemma 2.3.6(b) are met. Write
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~ = w~ + se, rn; = tru; + se. From (2.6.11), we have

Ilw~ - Tnnll
IIw~ - Tn11l

Ilw~+l - Tnn+lll

11 [R(w~) - TIt - [R(m n ) - TIJ+II

< 11 [R(w~) - 71] - [R(mn ) - 71]11 (=) Lemma 2.3.3(b)

< IIR(w~) - R(mn)11

< Ilw~ - mnll Lemma 2.3.6(a)

==} IIR(~) - R(mn)11 = Ilw~ - mnll
Consequently Vn there exists a permutation K(n) of INr such that

and

but

Thus

and similarly (- Q -Q)+w ~n(l) - 7n , ... ,W ~n(r) - 7n

(2.6.16)
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In particular, suppose n E {I{, ... , N - I}. We claim that, for these

values of n , W~,l +Sn < W~,T in which case Lemma 2.3.6(b) implies that

Kn (r) = r. The proof of this is carried out in two stages.

First we demonstrate that Vn E lNK - 1

n

W~,l + Sn < L Si
i=K

From (2.6.8) we have

K

W~,l +SK = SK = L Si
i=K

Suppose (2.6.17) is true for some n E lNK - 1 . Then

(2.6.17)

n+ 1
< L S i

i=K

Hence (2.6.17) holds Vn E lNK - 1 , as claimed.

Next we show that Vn E {I{, ... , N - I}

N-1 N-1

W~,T > L S i + L Ti
i=K t=n

(2.6.18)
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From (2.6.15) we have

N-l N-l

W~,r > L Si + L r.
i=K i=K

as required.

If ]{ = N - 1, then the sub-proof is complete. Otherwise, suppose

(2.6.18) is valid for some n E {]{, ... , N - 2}. Then

N-l

I: Si
i=K

so (2.2.4) =>

n

> I: Si (~)
i=K

> Q
Wn,l + Sn by (2.6.17)

> (

N - l N-l ) +
.I:.. Si + .I: Ti - Tn
t=!\ t=n

(=) by the inductive hypothesis

N-l N-l

> I: Si + I: t.
i=K i=n+l

Thus V n E {]{, ... , N - I}

N-l N-l

E Si + E t, (~)
i=K i=n

from (2.6.17)
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From (2.6.18) we have "In E {I{, ... , N - I}

N-l N-l

wQ -7 > """,,,so+ """'" 7°>0n,r n L.J t L.J t_

i=K i=n+l

Next for n E {I{, ... ,N -I}

(2.6.19)

r 2

l: (w~,i - mn,i)
i=l

where 1= K;;l(l) < r, and (2.6.16) is applied in the last step. Thus

{ Q
i E INr \ {l}W n i - T«

Xn,i
W;i + s., - r«where i = 1,

Yn,i =
{ mn,i - r« i E IN r \ {l}

mn,i + Sn - Tn i = 1

but from Lemma 2.3.3(a), (Xn,i - Yn,i)2 - (X~,i - Y:,i) 2 ~ 0

Vi, "In E {I{, ... , N -I} so we must have that Vi, "In E {I{, ... , N -I}

(2.6.20)
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From (2.6.19) Xn T > 0 => Xn,T = Xt'T,

=> Yn,T = Y~T by (2.6.20)

or mn,T - Tn (mn,T - Tn)+

which, from Lemma 0.2.2, means that

V n E {](, ... , N - I}

mN,T
N-l

mK,T - E t«
n=K

< 0 by (2.6.14)

which contradicts mN,T ~ o.

Thus M 1 is finite (w.p.l).

The next theorem contains the most important results of this section.

Theorem 2.6.1 (The Maximal Solution)

Consider a G/ G[r queue with CAP [<p, L(<p)] (<Pn = (Tn, sn)).

(a) In addition to the minimal solution

o

(2.6.21)

of §2.4, there exists the following ergodic strong solution of (2.2.6):

(2.6.22)
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(b) [1jJrnax, L(1jJrnax)] is the maximal solution of (2.2.6). In other words, for

any stationary strong solution ((Tn, sn), x n) of (2.2.6), the following

relationship holds:

Mn(cp) > ~n VnE71 a.s.

PROOF

(a) The proof is similar to that of Proposition 2.6.1(a).

(2.6.23)

Next we have

f (lim w~(cp), Sn, Tn) continuity of f
q-H )()

L[M n(CP)] L[Mn(Tcp)]

L [lim w~(Tcp)]
q-+ oo

stationarity of cp

In an analogous way, ergodicity of the solution is a result of the er

godicity of cp. This completes (a) (because the aspect of measurability

may (in part) be determined from the measurability of w~).
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(b) From the fact that each of (~n) and (mn(cp)) is a stationary a.e. finite

sequence, we have

(2.6.24)

which expresses the fact that

\I E> 0 3 q(E) s.t. P {w : ~ n (w) ::; m.; (W, cp) +q(E)} > 1 - E

Again, because of the stationarity, we note that

=> {Wk+l(~n_k,Tn-k-lcp)::; wk+l(mn-k(cp) +q(E)l,Tn-k-lcp)
\I k E 7lfJ), \I n Ell}

=> {~n::; wk+l(mn-k(cp) + q(E)l,Tn-k-lcp) \I k E 7lfJ), \In E 7l}

=? {~n::; w~(()(cp)::; lim w~(ep) \In E 7l, \I q(E)}
q-HX )

i.e., the bound is uniform in q

(2.6.25)
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Combination of (2.6.24) and (2.6.25) yields

1 P [.91 n~i5oo {:!'n <7nn{cp) +ql}]

< P [91 niSoo kQo {:!'n <Wk+l (7nn-k{CP )+ql, Tn-k-1cp)}] (=)

< P [.91 n~i5oo {:!'n ::; w~ (cp)}] (=)

< P[xn::;Mn (<p ); n E 71]

which gives (2.6.23).

o

Remark 2.6.2

From Brandt [15], Loynes [47] and Theorem 2.6.1, we conclude that [7Pmin, L(7Pmin)]

and [7Pmax, L(7Pmax)] give us two ergodic strong solutions. In addition

(2.6.26)

where the notation of the theorem is used. A weak solution ((i-: sn), xn) is

characterised by

rnn(0 ) < xn < M n(0) VnE71 a.s. (2.6.27)

but rnn(0) =d rnn(<p) and M n(0) <« M n(<p) which implies that

rnn(<p) ::;st xn ::;st M n(<P) Vn E 7l (2.6.28)
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From (2.6.28), we deduce that in the class of weak solutions (of which the

collection of strong solutions is a subset) m n(ep) and M n(ep) obviously are

minimal and maximal respectively. The coincidence of these solutions is con

sidered next.

Corollary 2.6.1a (Unique Solution)

For a G/G/r queue with CAP [ep, L(ep)], [7/Jrnin, L(7/Jrnin)] is the unique weak

solution iff

P[7/Jrnin = 7/Jrnax]

PROOF

1 (2.6.29)

Necessity. Suppose [7/Jrnin, L( 7/Jrnin)] is the unique weak solution.

Then, since Mn(ep) is a weak solution Mn(ep) =st mn(ep) V n E 7l, or

P[mn(ep) = M n(ep) Vn E 7l] = 1, and the minimal and maximal solutions coincide.

Sufficiency. Suppose P[mn(ep) = Mn(ep) Vn E 7l] = 1. (2.6.28) yields

mn(ep) =st xn =st M n(ep) V n E 7l for every weak solution sequence (xn).

Hence the result.

o

Remark 2.6.3 (Uniqueness)

Uniqueness in the class of weak solutions immediately implies uniqueness in

the (sub)class of strong solutions (because every strong solution is also weak).
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Remark 2.6.4 (Remark 2.5.1(c) revisited)

With more theory, terminology and notation now at our disposal, we are

able to provide an example which verifies Remark 2.5.1(c) (on the existence

of infinitely many weak solutions when the minimal and maximal solutions

do not coincide). Consider

{

'!f;m in

'!f;max

with probability p

with probability 1 - p
VpE(O,l)

where the "Bernoulli choice" may be incorporated into a random initial con

dition. (Naturally, therefore, this does not imply infinitely many strong so

lutions. )

2.7 LIMITING BEHAVIOUR AND UNIQUENESS

Proposition 2.7.1

As before, consider a G/ G/ r queue with CAP [cp, L(cp)] and the random

initial condition w which satisfies

(2.7.1)

Then

so that
d

wn(w ,cp)~ ml(cp)

(2.7.2)

(2.7.3)
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PROOF

W

=? Wn(W,cp)
=? W' = lim wn(w,cp)

n---+oo

< m1(cp)
< mn(cp) =d m1(cp)
~st m1(cp)

but w' is a stationary solution

m 1 ( cp ) <st W'
W' =st m1(cp)

which leads to (2.7.2) and (2.7.3).

minimality

o

The next example demonstrates that without (2.7.1) we cannot guarantee

(2.7.2) (or (2.7.3)).

Example 2.7.1

We again consider the G/G/2 queue of Example 2.5.1 but with the additional

assumption that 0"1 = ~T. Initially we also restrict ourselves to n E IN in

this example in which the minimal waiting-time sequence is then given by

{
(O,T) n=2k

mn(w) = w~(w) =
(O,~T) n=2k+1

=? mn(cp) < W = (O,O"d (O ,~T) VnE71

where W is the fixed initial state we will be considering.
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Then

n=l
n=2
n=3
nE lN3

For sufficiently large n certainly 2

W n ( W , w) - m.; (w) (0,0)

IIwn(w ,w) - mn(w)llmax 0

and

=* Ilwn(w, Tw) - m n(Tw)llmax

but P[<p = w] = ~ = P[<p = Tw]. Hence

P [11 w n(w, <p) - rn.; (<P ) 11 max = 0] = ~ = P [11 wn(W,<p) - rn.; (<p) 11 max = ~T]

so obviously (2.7.2) cannot hold.

From Example 2.5.1 we know that there is more than one weak solution

of (2.2.6) for the G/G/2 queue considered in that example. This suggests a

2With an initial condition "imposed at -00" the result would actually hold Vn E 71...
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potential connection between a failure to satisfy (2.7.2) and the existence of

more than one weak solution. The next theorem confirms this suspicion.

Theorem 2.7.1

Consider a G/ G[r queue with CAP [cp, L(cp)]. Then [7Pmin, L(7Prnin)] is the

unique weak solution for [cp, L(cp)] iff anyone of the following equivalent

conditions holds for an arbitrary initial state w.

(2.7.4)

(2.7.5)

(2.7.6)

PROOF

(i) Uniqueness of [7Prnin, L(7Prnin)] =} (2.7.4)

Let q > 0,

f k(m n(cp) +q1, Sn, ... ,Sn+k-l, Tn, ... ,Tn+k-l)
-mn+k(cp)

Wk+ 1 ( rn-;(cp) +q1, Tn-l cp )
-wk+l (mn(cp), Tn-lcp)

< q1

(2.7.7)
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and

Define

D~ (<.p) {k E IN: 11 dq
( k, n, <.p) 11 max < q} (2.7.8)

8
n
q (<.p) - {min{ k: k E D~} D~ =1= 0

- 00 D': = 0n

Next consider the sequence for fixed q

(2.7.9)

(2.7.10)

(2.7.11)

For a reasoning similar to that used in Proposition 2.6.1(a) and Theo

rem 2.6.1(a), Aq is stationary ergodic (because <.p is).

If we now assume that

:3 ql > 0 s.t. P [8i1 = 00] = 1

then the stationarity implies P[8~1 = 00 Vn E 7l] = 1.

(2.7.12)
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In accordance with (2.7.7), (2.7.8), (2.7.9) and stationarity, we have

P[lldq1 (k , n, <p) Ilmax = ql V n E ll, V k E IN]

P[II dq1 (k, n, T-k<p) Ilmax = ql Vn E ll, Vk E IN]

P[I\Wk+l(Tnn-k(<P) + ql 1 ,Tn-k-l<p) - Tnn(<P)llmax
= ql Vn E ll, V k E IN]

P[l1 Em Wk+l (Tnn-k(<p) + ql 1 ,Tn-k-l<p) - Tnn( <p) Ilmax
k-+oo

= ql V n E 7l]

= 1

- 1

- 1

= 1

= 1

(2.7.13)

but, of course, Tnn(<p) ::; W~l(<p) so (2.7.13) would then imply that

L( 'lj;min) =I L('lj;q) which contradicts the assumption on the uniqueness

of ['lj;min, L( 'lj;min)].

Thus (2.7.12) is invalid so V q > 0

(2.7.14)

hence

P[3 k E IN s.t. Ildq(k, l)llmax < q] > 0

=> P[3 k E IN s.t. q - Ildq(k, l)llmax > 0] > 0

P[~i > 0]

From (2.7.14) and (2.7.15) we thus have that

> 0 (2.7.15)

(2.7.16)
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Next define

Bq ('P) {n E IN: { 8~ ('P) < oo} n {D..~ ('P) ~ E(q) } }

Bq {'P E (lR~)71: IBq('P)! = oo}

and B

(2.7.17)

The stationarity and ergodicity of Aq, in conjunction with (2.7.16),

(because the probability of an invariant event is 0 or 1 under these

conditions) gives

1 Vq

1 VkEIN

P['P E B] 1 (2.7.18)

Consider 'Po E B and an arbitrary initial condition w E W r satisfying

(2.7.19)

We prove that

(2.7.20)
where V n

by a reductio ad absurdum argument.
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Now (zn' n E IN) is a nonnegative nonincreasing sequence (Lemma 2.3.4)

so that if (2.7.20) is assumed to be false, we must have Zn > 0 Vn E IN.

Consequently

(2.7.21)

Since <po E B, <po E Bk-
1

Vk E IN => <po E Bqo. Thus there exists a sub

sequence (i1) of the natural numbers such that 8;,0 (<Po) < 00 Vii (l E IN)

and ~r~ (<Po) 2:: Eqo • From this denumerable subsequence a sub-subsequence

(j'(i1)) (that we will abbreviate as (jl)) satisfying

(2.7.22)

may be extracted.

Fix 1 E IN and, to simplify notation, write

where 8 = c~oUJ, •

If we define

()
Vj,

m j, <po +qo 11 . 11
V J, max

(2.7.23)
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then

> 0

(2.7.24)

because of (2.7.21). Using Lemma 2.3.7 several times

j{l+l) > fJ + jt by (2.7.22)

< IIWjl+6(W, <Po) - wjl+6(w, <Po)] Ilmax

+ Ilwjl+6(W,<PO) - mjl+6(<PO)]llmax

using(2.7.23)

by (2.7.24) and (2.7.10) resp.

~J~ ~ t qO by (2.7.22)

Thus Zjl :s; Zjl - t qO(1 - 1) V 1 E IN by suitable adaptation of Lemma
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0.2.2. For sufficiently large 1, this leads to a contradiction (because

of Lemma 2.3.7(b)) which implies that the assumption lim Zn -# 0 is
n-oo

false. Hence (2.7.20) is valid.

In Proposition 2.7.1 (equation (2.7.2)) we deduced that

whereas we have just shown ((2.7.20)) that

It remains to investigate more general instances of the initial state

wE Wr -

To this end, define two Wr-vectors w(-) and w(+) where

W~-) = min[ml,i(cp),WiJ < {Wi
ml,i(cp)

w~+) = max[ml ,i(cp),WiJ > {Wi
ml,i(cp)

which implies that

ViE INr (2.7.25)

(2.7.25) in conjunction with (2.7.2) gives us

and (2.7.25) combined with (2.7.20) yields

(2.7.26)

(2.7.27)

(2.7.28)
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Consequently

o < II w n(w, 'P) - rnn('P)Ilrnax

< 11 Wn(W , 'P) - Wn(W (+), 'P) 11 rnax + 11 Wn(W (+), 'P) - rru;('P) 11 rnax

< 11 Wn(W (+), 'P) - Wn(W (- ), 'P ) 11 rnax + 11 Wn(W (+), 'P) - rnn('P ) 11 rnax

< 211 Wn(W (+), 'P) - m.; (cP ) 11 rnax + 11 Wn(W (- ), cp) - rn-;(cP) 11 rnax ~ 0 a. s.

* Ilwn(w, cp) - rnn(cp) I1~ 0 a.s. by Remark 2.3.2

(ii) (2.7.4) * (2.7.5)

00 00 Ilx{1) _ x(2)11
d(x{1) x(2)) = ~ d*(X(l) x(2))2-n = ~ n n 2-n

, L.J n' n L.J 11 (1) (2)11n=l n=11 + Xn - Xn

(Compare Billingsley [11, pp. 218-219] and Franken et al. [31, p. 68].)

d* is a metric on IRm (compare Apostol [1, p. 67,3.29]) so that 2-nd*

(\I n E IN) is another metric on that space.i' More significantly, (X, d)

is a complete separable metric space.

Write

Ck ((Tn+k,Sn+k,Wn+k(W,'P)),n E IN)

It is easy to prove that

Il x (l ) - X(2) 11 < Ilx{1) - X(2) 11 * d*( (1) (2)) < d*(,..(l) ,..(2))n+k n+k - n n Xn+k, Xn+k ""n ,""n

(2.7.29)

32- n ensures convergence of the series.
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Now suppose m = r +2. Then

p[d(ek' (k) ~ E]

P [~d'(Wn+k(W, rp), mn+k(rp) )2-n :::: f]

< P [~d'(Wk+l (w, rp), mk+l(rp))2-n :::: f] (=) by Lemma 2.3.6
and (2.7.29)

< P [d'(Wk+I(W,rp),mk+1(rp))~2-n:::: f] (=)

P[lIWk+l (W,CP ) - mk+l(cp)11 > (=)< E(l + IIWk+l(W,CP) - mk+l(cp)11) ]

< p [IlWk+I (W, rp) - mk+l(rp)11 :::: 1 ~J~ 0

(2.7.30)

d
Stationarity gives ek <« eo so obviously ek k-oo) eo and (2.7.30) implies

p

that d(ek' (k) k-oo) O.
d

Consequently (Billingsley [11, p. 25, Theorem 4.1]) (k k-oo) eo.

In other words

d
k- oo) ((Tn,Sn, mn(cp)), n E IN)

such that



(iii) (2.7.5) =* (2.7.6)

From (2.7.5) we may deduce that
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d
k --oo ) ml (cP )

d
~ ml(cp)

(by "letting k = n - I").

(iv) (2.7.6) =* Uniqueness of [1/Jrnin, L(1/Jrnin)]

(2.7.6) gives

d
wn(M1(cp), cp) ~ml(cp)

but P[wn( M1(cp),cp) = M n(cp)] = 1 which implies that

L[M1(cp)] = lim L[M 1 ( sp )]n-+oo

- lim L[Mn(cp)] by stationarityn-+oo

- lim L[wn(M 1 (cp), cp)]n-+oo

= L[ml(cp)]

hence the uniqueness.

o
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2.8 CONCLUSION

The two chapters of this part of the thesis are important both in their own

right, and collectively as a strong basis for the forthcoming work on networks.

Before we commence with that work, we make a brief mention of a result

from the paper by Brandt & Lisek [17] on the continuity of G/GI/r queues:

Given G/GI/r queues with CAPs r.p = ((Tn ,Sn)) and r.pk = ((T~,S~)), if r.pk

convergences in distribution to ip, and E( T~) and E( s~) converge to E( TO)

and E( so) respectively, then the unique stationary waiting-time distribution

L (mn(r.pk)) ~ L(mn(r.p)). It is worth noting that in this paper, as well as

in Brandt [16], consideration is also given to cyclic queueing disciplines.
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PART 11
ON A CLASS OF QUEUEING AND
COMMUNICATION NETWORKS

A theoretical foundation for a broad class of queues was established in Part

I of the thesis. The tendency in this second part will be to supplement the

theory with practical applications and a simulation study. In keeping with

the title (of this part and, more generally, the thesis), several examples, as

well as an explanation of the terminology, from communications and com

puting are included.

To a certain extent, the notation and assumptions of the previous part of

the thesis will apply but inevitably there is a need to make some changes

and additions, which will be specified in the individual chapters. Most of the

references cited in the introduction to Part I include at least one chapter on

the theory and application of networks. Kleinrock [43] is particularly rele

vant. In addition there is the detailed review paper, Kelbert & Sukhov [38].

While some background knowledge of networks is assumed, it is appropriate

to explain a few terms, many of which have their origin in queueing theory

but are applied in this second part on networks.

Franken et al. [31, pp. 60-61] differs somewhat from Gross & Harris [32, p. 360]

and Kleinrock [42, p . 208] & [43 , p. 113] in defining work conservation. We

adopt the definition of the latter group of authors. A queueing system (or

the discipline which governs its operation) is said to be conservative or work

conserving if no work (service requirement) is created or destroyed within
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the system. Destruction of work would occur if a customer were to leave the

system before completing his service (balking and reneging are extreme ex

amples). Creation of work might correspond to a situation in which a server

stands idle in the face of a nonempty queue.

We next examine the issue of priority queueing systems. Not only will we

borrow from the language of such systems, but they will also provide us

with another example of "non-conservat ion" . While a nonpreemptive service

rule prevents interruption of the service of a customer by another of higher

priority, a preemptive rule stipulates that the customer with a high priority

(relatively-speaking) is allowed to enter service immediately if a customer

with a lower priority is in service when the higher-priority customer enters

the system. The preempted customer is forced to return to the queue. Two

major types of preemptive priority schemes may be distinguished:

(a) Preemptive resume priority systems are characterised by the fact that,

when the preempted customer returns to the service facility, he resumes

service from the point of preemption.

(b) Preemptive repeat priority systems require that the preempted cus

tomer's service starts afresh.

Clearly (b) is a case in which additional work is created (i.e., the conservation

principle is not satisfied).

A third idea worthy of mention is that of the virtual waiting time ui, which,

in its more general form (usually for FC FS queues) is defined as the time

a (fictitious) customer would have to wait were he to arrive at time t. In
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a single-server queue, Wt may be defined equivalently as the length of the

interval from t until the server becomes free if no further customers are al

lowed to join the queue, hence it is also the work backlogor remaining work.'

In multiserver queues, however, remaining work generally differs from the

virtual wait because only one server needs to be idle for a customer to start

his service.

The general objectives and approach with regard to proofs, examples and

remarks are essentially the same as in Part I (although in Part II, (a) re

marks are less frequent and (b) not all proofs are given in full detail). While

a fair proportion of the work involves a review of articles and extracts from

books, an attempt has been made at (consolidation and) amalgamation of

these articles with one another and with original or new work. Diagrams,

tables and graphs reinforce the ideas and explanations, as do the results of a

simulation program written by the author as an original contribution to the

thesis.

A brief insight into the interdependence between telecommunications and

networks is provided in Chapter 3 which is based on many different sources,

including Baccelli & Makowski [5]. Chapter 4 focuses on a specific type of

network and the disciplines which may govern its operation. This chapter,

which includes the simulation results and analysis, forms a strong foundation

for Chapters 5, 6 & 8, in the first two of which (especially) generalisations

and extensions of the Lindley equation feature prominently.

1It is a well-known fact that the actual and virtual (steady-state) waiting-time distri
butions coincide iff the input is Poisson. (Compare this with the discussion in Appendix
B on the excess-lifetime distribution for a Poisson process.)
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Baccelli et al. [4] and Karpelevich et al. [35] form the basis of Chapters

5 and 6 respectively. The network discipline used in these two chapters also

appears in a more general form in the article by Berezner & Malyshev [8]

which is reviewed in Chapter 7. Chapter 8 is concerned with some recent

work (Berezner et al. [9]).
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CHAPTER 3

NETWORKS AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS

3.1 INTRODUCTION

A link in a communications network establishes a connection between two

different points. A direct connection between every pair of points in a sys

tem with N sites (hence (~) links) is not feasible, particularly when N is

large. What is required is a partially-connected design which allows all N

sites to communicate in an efficient manner with fewer than (~) links. In

graph-theoretical terminology (Appendix A) a connected graph - but not a

complete graph - is desired.

The configuration of transmission facilities into a network capable of serving a

number of distributed sites falls under the heading of networking. Switching,

on the other hand, is a reference to the appropriate allocation of transmission

devices in the partially connected topology. The switch in "switching net

works" may be thought of as a flexible allocation device for opening, closing

and directing an electrical circuit. Together, networking and switching con

tribute to an economical and efficient communications system. One of the

criteria requiring efficient management is the transmission bandwidth (i.e.,

range of frequencies).

The next two sections are devoted to the topics of switching and network

topology. §§ 4 & 5 serve as a transition from the computing/engineering
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arena to a more mathematical approach.

3.2 SWITCHING NETWORKS

Circuit-switched (or line-switched networks) are most commonly associated

with the transmission of voice information, such as in telephone systems.

They are also, however, sometimes applied in the transmission of data. We

shall model the circuit-switched network using a finite connected multi

graph (Appendix A). The terminology used below derives from telephone

and telecommunication networks. A node i E INK is a switching centre and

an edge e = ij is a trunk group or link. The multiplicity me of that edge

is indicative of the capacity of the trunk group, i.e., the maximum number

of calls a single trunk group can carry simultaneously, one call per trunk

(circuit). The arrival streams are typically assumed to be Poisson processes.

(This is not an unreasonable assumption.)

In the circuit-switched network, a communicating path of connected links

is established from the source to the destination before transmission begins.

Suppose it is necessary to establish a path between nodes io and in. The

routing scheme in operation will determine how that specific path may be

established. A special signalling message (known as the caln is generated

by source node io and proceeds from there to switching centre i l on an idle

circuit. Then that circuit is no longer available to another call. At node

il, the routing scheme dictates which of r allowable trunk groups the call is

offered. If that "first -choice" trunk group is busy (so that all of its trunks

are engaged with other calls), then our call is offered an alternative trunk
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group. The process continues in this way until either a free trunk group is

found or the call is rejected. If the call is successful in reaching node i 2 ,

the entire procedure repeats itself. Ultimately, if a complete io-in path is

established (electrically}, the call is (naturally enough) said to be completed;

otherwise, it is blocked. In the former case, a return signal informs the source

that the path is completed, whereafter the source is able to transmit. (The

path remains connected and dedicated to a call until it is released by the

communicating parties.) During the holding (conversation) time, therefore,

the end-users essentially have a continuous circuit connecting them. When

this period has elapsed, the trunks occupied by that call again become idle.

In data communications, information exchange occurs in the form of blocks

of data referred to as messages. In a message-switched network, a message

that arrives at a node from a link or source is directed to an adjacent node

along a link which, again, is selected according to a routing scheme. The

process is repeated, with the message (physically) advancing in a node-by

node fashion. (These switching nodes are often computers with processing

and storage capabilities.) The situation is, however, different from that in

circuit-switching. In message-switching, there is no need to "keep control

over" previously-visited links. Furthermore, if transmission capacity is not

available on some link , then, rather than being rejected, the message is placed

in a queue associated with that link, behind messages which preceded it (stor

age). The procedure is thus also known as the store-and-forward technique.

It is interesting to note that message-switching is often applied in email (elec

tronic mail) technology.
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Circuit-switching is effective in a situation where an established circuit will

be exposed to a steady flow of information (such as during a normal telephone

conversation). On the other hand, message-switching is better suited to inter

computer communication which is typically bursty: varied in load and prone

to random gaps inherent in the message-generation process. (For instance,

many devices, such as keyboard terminals, transmit traffic in bursts. The

data channel is idle while the user inputs more data or pauses to think about a

problem.) Furthermore, although the communication facilities are used com

paratively seldom, when they are utilized, the machinery must respond with

relatively high speed. The end-to-end circuit characterising circuit-switching

is not an appropriate transmission method because of the low channel utili

sation.

Message-switching is preferred in the bursty communication scenario because

messages occupy only one link at a time, and only for the period of trans

mission between its two switches. During the rest of the time, the link is

available to other messages. The dynamic allocation of bandwidth (for a

particular message and link) is an advantage which message-switching has

over circuit-switching.

Full advantage is taken of the dynamic and fair allocation of bandwidth in

packet-switching which is a particular, and more recent, form of message

switching. In a packet-switched network, constraints on message length

means that those blocks of data exceeding the limits are divided into packets

of fixed length. As before, each packet is forwarded along with address infor

mation from node to node until it reaches its destination, where the message
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is reconstructed from all the constituent packets.

In a packet-switched network, many packets from the same message may be

transmitted simultaneously over successive links of a path from source to des

tination. This mostly reduces end-to-end transmission delays. The problem

of transmission error is also reduced because packets are more manageable

than the messages they form. So, if multipath routing is implemented, then

resource utilisation and network reliability are increased. Although there

are drawbacks, such as the need to reorganise the packets into their correct

sequence at the destination node, packet-switching has become an economi

cally viable method for the transmission of data.

Typically, the performance of a circuit-switched network is based on the over

all blocking probability. The effectiveness of a message-switched network, on

the other hand, is commonly judged by the average delay for all messages en

tering the network. Clearly the routing rule used will affect the performance:

hybrid switching and routing schemes could prove the most efficient. (Hybrid

switching combines circuit switching and message (or packet) switching. For

a particular instance and more details, see Kelbert et al. [37] and Saito &

Kawashima [55]. In the latter, other switching techniques, including burst

switching, are also considered.) Further relevant references (many of which

were used in writing this section and other sections of the present chapter)

are those numbered [10], [21] , [22], [25], [26], [34], [39], [48], [50], [52] and [57].

Mathematical tools from a wide range of fields including nonlinear, integer

and dynamic programming, graph theory, numerical methods and, of course,
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applied probability and decision theory, are used in the design and evaluation

of switching networks. The role of mathematics and applied probability in

communication technology is examined in later in this chapter and in subse

quent chapters.

3.3 NETWORK TOPOLOGY

In the introduction, mention was made of distributed sites. These sites may

fall within a local, metropolitan or wide area. Correspondingly a network

may be designated as a LAN, MAN or WAN. The first is the familiar local

area network found in schools, universities and office buildings.

Network topology is a description of the shape or physical connectivity of

the network. As ever, efficiency and economy are major factors in deter

mining which configuration to use. The most commonly encountered LAN

topologies are the star) bus and ring configurations, the names of which are

indicative of their respective forms. The hierarchical or tree topology is also

encountered, typically in mainframe environments.

(a) Star Topology

This configuration is also mentioned in Remark AA.I. The primary

feature is the access which each station has to a single central node or

hub. In a switching star network, the central hub provides buffering

and switching functions; the broadcast star network merely makes all

incoming signals available to all outgoing lines.
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(b) Bus (Horizontal) Topology

The stations are connected to a backbone cable, the bus, which acts

as the transmission medium. Stations receive one another's transmis

sions in the case of a logical bus or broadcast topology. In the physical

bus network, each station may sense and receive network transmissions

but cannot interfere with existing network data. A drawback in using

the horizontal topology is that there is usually only one transmission

channel available. If that channel fails , then the network is lost.

(c) Ring Topology

Stations are arranged in a closed loop. Interference with common data

by a station is allowed. Usually each station receives messages from

only one station and transmits to only one station (those occupying the

positions in the ring adjacent to it). In other words, data flows in one

direction only. The inevitable drawback is that the serial connection of

the stations will mean that a failed unit is a failed system (unless, of

course, backup is provided).

The metropolitan-, and especially the wide-, area networks (MANs, WANs)

often have a so-called general mesh topology (web). Switching centres are

connected across potentially long distances; they, in turn, are linked to re

gional network systems, and eventually to the LANs considered earlier in this

section. Another characteristic of the mesh topology is that several different

paths of equal length (Appendix A) may connect any pair of stations.

With this background established, it is now appropriate to investigate the

operation of a queueing network in greater detail.
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3.4 SYNCHRONIZATION CONSTRAINTS

Consider a typical queueing network with J E IN nodes (labelled as 1, ... ,J).

In this section, the following notation (similar to that in Part I) will be used

for each node k E INJ.

tk time of nth arrival into node kn

(J~ time at which the nth service in the kth node begins
sk service time for nth arrival in node kn

8~ time of nth departure from the kth node

The property that t~ :s; t~+l V n E IN cannot really be regarded as a con

straint. Rather it is a logical consequence of the "definition" of t~. When a

particular queue discipline such as FeF S is in operation at a node, then the

sequence of arrival times (t~, n E IN) imposes a total order on the input to

node k. For it is well-known that, in the case of a F I FO queue, the index n

will refer to the nth customer throughout and so:

(3.4.1)

Moreover, (J~ - t~ and 8~ - t~ are the waiting and sojourn times respectively

of the nth customer in k.

Admittedly, constraints such as those in (3.4.1) are inherent to the defi

nition of the operation of the network, nonetheless, we decide to formulate

the following definition (Baccelli & Makowski [5]).

Definition 3.4.1 (Synchronization Constraints)

By synchronization between (possibly distinct) nodes i. k E INJ shall be

meant a global constraint satisfied by two sequences of times associated with
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these nodes.

The sequel is devoted to specific instances of synchronization. Examples

of particular interest are given.

(a) Arrival-Arrival Synchronization

Establishes a relationship between (t~) and (t~), j =I k.

(b) Departure-Departure Synchronization

A relationship between (8~) and (8~) (j =I k) is determined.

Example 3.4.1 (Fork-Join Network)

The fork-join principle is of value in several computer and (flexible)

manufacturing applications. To understand what is meant by a K:

dimensional fork-join queue, let us consider K E IN parallel F I FO

queues constituting a system to which arrivals occur as batches of size

B E lNl( (often B = ](). Upon arrival such a batch is split, so that

each of the B customers is allocated to a (different) single server.

The situation could be viewed in a slightly different way, as the simul

taneous arrival of customers to B (often all) of the K queues. In other

words, we have an arrival-arrival synchronization constraint - called

a fork primitive - of the form t~ = t~ Vi .k E lNB for each fixed n.

There is no guarantee, however, that the B customers complete their

service at the same time, but we do require that a departure-departure

constraint, called a join primitive, be satisfied. Specifically we demand

that 8~ = 8~ V j , k E INB for each fixed n. Often, a buffer is used

to hold those customers which have finished their service before others
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from the same group. An alternative method is to block the server until

t = max 8~ is reached, but this approach does not allow the server to
J

attend to a customer from the next batch before t.

Theoretically-speaking, a fork primitive can occur in a network without

a join primitive, or conversely. As mentioned initially, though, there

are several instances where they occur together. A production line (for

cars, television sets, fridges, ... ) often requires the manufacture of com

ponents before final assembly. In such a case, the servers would be the

machines which manufacture the K (say) different components. When

an order is placed for an item, the K parts arrive and are allocated to

the appropriate machines in accordance with the fork principle. After

service, the join concept comes into operation: this allows for all com

ponents to be simultaneously available for assembly.

It is often convenient to describe a fork-join queueing network in terms

of a digraph (Appendix A) in which nodes represent tasks and arcs

represent precedence relations between tasks. When more than one

edge emanates from a node, then we have a fork node; a join node is

characterised by several edges entering such a node. The usefulness of

such a representation (aside from motivating the terms fork and join)

is evident in parallel computer processes. A batch customer may, for

example, be a computer program which comprises several subroutines,

each of which may be executed simultaneously in a different processor

(the fork primitive). Before further program execution is possible, the

results from the subroutines must be gathered together (the join prim-
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itive). Programming languages like ADA make use of this fork-join

construct.

More extensive detail on this and related topics is provided in Baccelli

& Makowski [5, §V], Baccelli et al. [6], Baccelli et al. [7] and Nelson &

Tantawi [49].

(c) Service-Service Synchronization

Restriction placed on the connection between (a~) and (a~), j i- k.

(d) Departure-Arrival Synchronization

Relationship established between (8~) and (t~).

Example 3.4.2 (Queues in Series)

A system of J F I FO queues in tandem usually has the constraint that

rj - t j+1 \...I • E IN
On - n V J J-l·

(e) Service-Arrival Synchronization

(a~) and (t~) satisfy some constraint.

Example 3.4.3 (Resequencing in (Packet-Switched) Networks)

Recall that in §3.2 mention was made of the fact that the packets of

a message have to be reorganised into the correct sequence at their

destination node in a packet-switched network.

A resequencing buffer stores those packets which were received out of

order, that is, until such time as the earlier-transmitted packets have

been processed (served). This translates into the fact that, with j
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representing the destination node, tfn < a~ V m < n (service-arrival

synchronization) .

In the next section greater attention will be given to the concept of

resequencing in networks.

3.5 THE RESEQUENCING TECHNIQUE

Baccelli et al. [3], and Baccelli & Makowski [5] have proposed a general

(and very useful) resequencing model, of which we shall soon consider

a special case. A simple diagram illustrates the generic model.

arrival
-----+

Disordering
Network

Resequencing
Buffer

Queueing
Network

departure
---+

Fig. 3.1 General Resequencing Model

Customers y arrive to the first network in a specific order. Suppose, in

particular, that the nth customer Yn arrives at time tn and later departs

from that network at time 8n . The network is said to be disordering

for, although tj < t.; V j E lNn-I, the possibility exists that 8n < 8j for

one or more indices j from lNn-I.

Before customers may enter the queueing network proper, their original
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order of arrival must be restored.' This is achieved by the resequenc

ing buffer in which V n Yn is delayed (if necessary) until Yn-l has left

the buffer. Ultimately this means that the order of departure from the

resequencing buffer must coincide with the order of arrival to the dis

ordering network.

A particular resequencing system of interest is that in which the queue

ing network reduces to a single FC FS queue. The intention is to for

mulate recursive equations for a number of quantities measuring the

effectiveness (mainly delay) of the network system. In order to do so,

a fairly simple notation is developed. Superscripted (d), (r) and (q) rep-

resent the disordering network, resequencing buffer and FC F S queue

(excluding the actual service) respectively. As before, Yn will denote

the nth customer (call , message, ... ). Also (much as before):

tU
n time of arrival to "." of the nth customer

t( ·) - t(·) interarrival times in "."n+l n ,

delay/waiting time of the nth customer in -.»

combined delay in "." and "*"

service time in the FC FS queue

departure time from the FeF S queue, after service

bn - t~d) end-to-end system delay

IThis establishes a connection with Venkatasubramanyan & Sanders [58] in which or
der restoration in flexible manufacturing systems (rather than computer-communication
networks) is considered.
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Lemma 3.5.1 (Recursive Equations for the Resequencing Model)

For the resequencing model described previously, the following equa-

tions hold:

(r) [w(r) _ (w(d) _ w(d)) _ T(d)] + (3.5.1)w n + l n n+l n n

w(q) [w~q) + Sn - T~q)] + (3.5.2)
n+l

W(d,r) max [w(d) W(d,r) - T(d)] (3.5.3)
n+l n+l' n n

W(r,q) [w(r,q) + S - (w(d) - w(d)) - T(d)] + (3.5.4)
n+l n n n+l n n

W(d,r,q) max [w(d) W(d,r,q) + S - T(d)] (3.5.5)n+l n+l' n n n

Tn + 1
(d) [T (d) (d)] + (3.5.6)w n + 1 + Sn+l + n - w n + 1 - Tn

PROOF

Before we verify equations (3.5.1)-(3.5.6) , some remarks are in order.

Firstly, a recursive equation for W~11 does not appear in (3.5.1)-(3.5.6)

simply because there is insufficient information on the operation of the

disordering network. Secondly, the following equations (self-evident

though they may be) will prove useful later:

t(r) +w(r) = t(d) +W(d,r)
n n n n

(3.5.7a)

(3.5.7b)

We now proceed to prove (3.5.1)-(3.5.6), but not necessarily in that

order.
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(a) Consider equation (3.5.1), which may be rewritten as

[wt) - [(t~~l +W~~l) - (t~d) + W~d))]] +

[W(r) _ (t(r) _ t(r))] +n n+l n

(3.5.1')

where (3.5.7a) is used in the last step. It suffices to verify (3.5.1').

Case 1: t(r) < t(r)n+l - n

Yn+l needs to wait in the resequencing buffer until the
arrival of Yn that itself waits for a time interval of wt).
Thus w~ll = wt) + (tt) -t~ll) ~ 0 so that (3.5.1')
is valid in this case.

Case 2: t(r) > t(r)n+l n

When Yn+l reaches the resequencing buffer

(i) Yn will already have left the buffer if t~ll - tt) >
wt) so that Yn+l need not wait there

(ii) a part of wt\ namely t~ll - tt), has already

elapsed if t~ll - tt) ::; wt) so that Yn+l need
only wait in the resequencing buffer for a time of
w(r) - (t(r) - t(r)) > 0n n+l n -

(3.5.1') remains valid in either instance.
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(b) As a corollary to (a), we have

W (d,r ) _
n+l -

W(d) +max [0 w(r) - (w(d) - w(d)) - T(d)]
n+l 'n n+l n n

max [w(d) w(d) +w(r) - T(d)]
n+l' n n n

max [w(d) W(d,r) - T(d)]
n+l ' n n

which is (3.5.3).

(c) A fairly similar argument to that used in (a) may be applied to

verify (3.5.2), the Lindley equation, key to much of this thesis.

The queue discipline is first-come-first-served so that the (n+1)th

customer must wait for the nth customer (and t~q~l > t~q)).

Now when Yn arrives at time tn, he experiences an end-to-end

delay of w~q) + Sn. As a result , before Yn+l (arriving at tn+d can

enter service, he must wait a time of w~q) + Sn - (t~q~l - t~q)). This

expression is, of course, the portion of the sojourn time of Yn which

remains when Yn+l arrives. There is the very distinct possibility,

however, that w~q) + Sn < T~q). In that case Yn+l need not wait at

all: Yn has already left. A combination of these arguments leads

to (3.5.2).

(d) The F I FO discipline does not hold in general for messages arriv

ing to the resequencing buffer. The Lindley principle deduced in

(c), however, will be valid for W~~i). To appreciate this, note that

-T~r) = t~) - tt~l > 0 if Yn+l arrives before Yn at the resequencing
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buffer, so this would represent an increase not a reduction in the

waiting time of Yn+l. (That increase mirrors the fact that Yn+l

can be sent through to the F I FO queue only when Yn has arrived

after a time of -T~r) has elapsed.)

Appropriate adaptation of (3.5.2) then yields

w(r,q) == [w(r,q) + S _ T(r)] +
n+ l n n n

but

W~11 - w~d) + T~d) an application of (3.5.7a)

from which (3.5.4) is deduced.

(e) It is obvious that

(d) W(r,q)
wn+ 1 + n + l + Sn+l (3.5.8)

which is (3.5.6).
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(f) Equation (3.5.5) may be derived as a corollary to (e).

W(d,r,q)
n+l

(d) [T (d) (d)]
W n+1 +max 0, n - W n+1 - Tn

[
(d) T (d)]max Wn+l' n - Tn

(3.5.9)

(3.5.9) max [w(d) W(d ,r,q) + S _ T(d)]
n+l' n n n

3.6 CONCLUSION

o

This chapter was never intended to be a handbook for an electronic

engineer or communications/computer technologist. The purpose it

does fulfil is two-fold. First, Chapter 3 serves as a valuable introduction

to the terminology and ideas which will be exploited in subsequent

chapters in a more mathematical environment. In the second place, the

discussion provided demonstrates that the mathematics and probability

in this field (of queueing and network systems) are applied in real-world

situations. It is due to these very applications and, indeed, the rapid

advance of technology that the field of queueing theory has blossomed

in recent decades .
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CHAPTER 4

ON A CLASS OF NETWORKS AND DISCIPLINES

4.1 INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES

In Chapters 5, 6 and 8, there is a need to establish notation and terminol

ogy for models based on a symmetric starlike switching network. A degree

of complication arises in that the network obviously will operate differently

according to whether a circuit- or message-switching rule (§3.2) applies. Uni

form notation, free of the switching rule involved, will, therefore, be of initial

concern.

Fig. 4.1 The Symmetric Starlike Network

Call the central node c. Denote the collection of N peripheral sources by
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s = {Si, i E INN} and that of the N peripheral destinations (addresses or

receivers, depending on the context) by D = {dj, j E INN}. When there is

no ambiguity, we may replace Si with i, and similarly with dj • For the arcs

SiC and cd], write Ri and Rj respectively, where the former shall be called

the ith source line and the latter, the jth destination line. In the context of

graph theory (Appendix A), our directed star graph Q is of the form ]{1,2N

(Definition AA.3 and Remark AA.l) with a vertex set V(Q) = S u {c} U D

and an arc set A = {Ri, i E INN} U {Rj, j E INN}. Often it will be convenient

to refer to a process (of service, waiting, ... ) associated with Ri (i E INN) as a

first stage/phase process. Naturally enough, second stage will correspond to

the process associated with Rj. This summarises the structure of our network.

Next we need to consider the nature of the source input. A general ar

rival stream edecomposes into N IID stationary Poisson random marked

flows {~i, i E INN}, the source flows, each of which is associated with a corre

sponding source Si (and line Ri). The common Poisson intensity is given by

,\ > o.

The (conditionally) IID marks of each RMPP (Appendix B) ~i are grven

by pairs (5, d) where 5 is a vector of service times and d E INN, naturally

enough, refers to the destination. Where the issue of service is concerned,

some distinction will arise between the circuit- and message-switching cases.

As is evident from §3.2, a call in our circuit-switched star network may be

processed only once the path (circuit) s.cd has been established. In this case

the vector 5 reduces to S( E lRs ) rv F. When the star network is based

on the message-switching principle, then 5 = (S[1], S[2]) (E lR~) rv F (say)
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with marginals F[l] and F[2]. Here, of course, 3[1] and 3[2] represent the

service times on the lines Ri and R~ respectively. For either switching rule,

d rv UN, the discrete uniform (equiprobability) distribution on INN with

P [d = j] = ~ V j E INN. It is typically assumed that S (or 3) and dare

mutually independent. Consequently, the marginal distribution of the mark

value is given by the product F X UN.

An analogous process of interest is given by the family e' = {ej,j E INN} of

lID stationary Poisson RMPPs, each of which represents a destination flow

associated with Rj and dj . Marks are given by pairs (S, s) where S is as

before and s E INN is the inverse address, i.e., the (number of the) source at

which the particular call (or message) in question arrived. The probability

and independence conditions which applied to (S, d) are equally valid here.

Taking these facts into consideration, it is evident that, while the criteria

for their "decompositions" differ, the RMPP families eand e' are equivalent

ways of describing the network. More especially, it is obvious that any ej has

the same intensity A as does ei.

Often the notation w = {Wi' i E INN}, w' = {wj, j E INN} will be used to

represent the sample realisations of the corresponding ensemble flows e, e'
respectively. The terminology used for the "objects" of the flows will differ

according to the situation. Customer) unit) demand or request are reasonably

neutral terms but there may be a desire for a more modern approach relevant

to communications applications. Call will often be more appropriate for a

circuit-switched network, message or program for a message-switched system

but this need not be a hard-and-fast rule.
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y = [t; (8, d)] and y = [t; (5, d)] represent messages and calls respectively.

To emphasise that d = j (say), we may write y E wj, and to indicate that

y has source i, it is often convenient to write y E Wi. Otherwise, we may

always consider y = [t; (8, s, d)]. In either case, it will be convenient to be

able to access individual components. This will be achieved in a logical way.

For instance

y = [i; (S, s, cl)] ==>

t (y) = i 5 (y) = S s (y) = sand d(y) = cl

4.2 PROTOCOLS AND DISCIPLINES

A variety of protocols and synchronization constraints (Baccelli et al. [4],

Berezner et al. [9], Karpelevich et al. [35] and Rybko & Mikhailov [53]) have

been considered for the second stage in the starlike network. It will become

evident, however, that their application is not restricted to this situation

alone. For instance, one such protocol is used in the mth stage of a "gener

alised starlike network" (Chapter 6) and for an even more general network

in Chapter 7.
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First Arrived in the Network
(a) F AFS: First Served in the Second Stage

(i) Message-Switched Network

A message y with source i and destination j arrives at the network

at time t. Before transmission along the line Ri, y must wait for

a period W[I] for all messages fj E Wi with t (fj) < t to leave this

first stage, according to the usual FeF S discipline. The actual

transmission time is given by S[I] so that y has a sojourn time in

the first phase of T[I] = W[I] + S[I], whereafter it relinquishes the

line Ri.

The second stage of the waiting process begins immediately there

after. All messages Y E wj with t (in < t must complete their

transmission along Rj before y itself can be transmitted. In par

ticular, y will wait a time of W[2] and then be served for an in

terval of duration S[2]; T[2] = W[2] + S[2] is then the second-stage

sojourn time. Theoretical motivation, however, renders the quan

tities W = T[I]+W[2] and the response time T = W +S[2] of greater

interest than W[2] and T[2] respectively. The vector w = (W[l], W)
will also be of interest.

(ii) Circuit-Switched Network

A call y with source i and destination j arrives at the network at

time t. Before it may gain access to the line Ri, y must wait for a

period of W[I] = T[I] for all calls fj E Wi with t (fj) < t to leave the
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network. (Naturally, some or all of these calls (if there are any)

may already have departed before t.) This FeF S-type discipline

is in compliance with the circuit-switching principle considered in

§3.2. This rule also stipulates that , once y is allocated Ri, it retains

that line until it leaves the network.

An additional waiting period of w[2] (measured from t +w[I]) en

sues before y has access to Ri. During that time, all calls y E wj

with t (y) < t leave the network. (This allows for greater flexi

bility than in §3.2 where rejection of y is immediate if Ri is not

available.) So y waits for an interval W = T[I] +W[2] before it is

processed for a time of S (counted from t +W). Ultimately y de

parts at t +T after releasing the lines Ri and Ri, and experiencing

an end-to-end delay given by T = W +S.

First Arrived in the Network and
(b) F AAFS: Allocated to Service in the Second Stage,

First Served in the Second Stage

(i) Message-Switched Network

At time t message y, having inverse address i and destination j,

arrives at the starlike network. It is delayed for W[I] during which

time all messages fj E Wi with t (fj) < t complete their first phase of

processing in accordance with the FeF S idea. Then Ri is available

to y, enabling it to be transmitted for S[I]. The total first-stage

delay is then given by T[I] = W[I] + S[I], after which y releases Ri.
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Message y begins its second stage immediately thereafter. If the

server is free, y need not wait at all. Otherwise, some message

y E wj must be in service. In case t(y) > t, two possibilities,

determined by the priority rule, emerge:

(1) Under a nonpreemptive service rule, y proceeds to the head

of the second-stage queue and waits for a time of W[2] while y

and possibly other higher time-priority messages (arriving in

the interim) complete their service

but

(2) under a preemptive (resume) rule, y interrupts the service of

y, which is forced to rejoin the queue.

The third situation which may arise is that y arrived to the net

work before y. Then y is allocated its position in the queue (much

as in FAFS) according to t = t(y) (messages with earlier times

of arrival to the network situated closer to the head of the queue)

and will wait for a period of W[2].

At the end of this period W[2] (which we have seen may be zero), y

is processed for time S[2] and then leaves the network. As before,

T[2] = W[2] + S[2], W = T[l] +W[2] and T = T[1] + T[2] represent

various delay quantities of interest.

(ii) Circuit-Switched Network

A call y with source i and destination j arrives at the network at

time t. y is then required to wait for a time of W[l] = T[l] to be
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allocated Ri while all other calls y E Wi with t (y) < t leave the

network. Once y has been allocated Ri, it retains that line and

waits to be allocated its second channel, Ri, in order to complete

the circuit Sicdj.

As in (i), y need not wait to get the line Ri if the server in ques

tion is free or if the preemptive (resume) rule is used and the call

being processed has t(y) > t. (y may have to wait at a later

stage if its own service is preempted.) In the latter case, the ser

vice of if is interrupted. Otherwise y will wait for some non zero

time W[2] according to the same basic principles outlined for the

F AAFS message-switching scenario. The service time is given by

S, W = T[l] +w[2] and T = W +S.

( ) FeFs. First Come to the Second Stage
c . First Served in the Second Stage

This discipline is fairly straightforward and does not require detailed

explanation.

A customer y having source i and destination j arrives at the net

work at time t. In accordance with the switching rule in question and

the ordinary FCF S discipline, it is allocated Ri after time w[l]. After

an additional period it gains access to line Ri, again on the basis of

the switching rule and FCF S discipline. Thereafter it is ready for its

(second-stage) service.
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It is beneficial to view the various protocols in terms of the general resequenc

ing model first encountered in detail in §3.5. We adopt (and adapt) notation

from that section as well as from §3.4. Not only does this scheme allow us to

compare the disciplines but it also provides a mechanism for defining them

in a precise and concise way.

Initially we focus our attention on why the starlike network lends itself to

disordering. For convenience, we consider a sample realisation wj of ej. The

subscript n, as in Yn, will (for now) be indicative of the fact that Yn is the nth

customer from wj to arrive externally to the starlike network. The sequence

of customers (Ym' m E IN) from wj may be partitioned into sequences of the

form (Yin ) where Yin = Ym is the mth customer from wj to arrive exoge

neously to the network but also the nth customer from Wi (i E INN) headed

for destination j.

The queue associated with Wi (i E INN) operates according to the FeF S

discipline. It follows that dd) < t~d) and 8}d) < 8}d) determine the times
'n 'n+l 'n . n + l

of arrivals and departures from the disordering network for each i E INN.

It is feasible, in fact, very likely that there are instances in which, for cus

tomers Yin , Ykl E wj, t~:) < t~~) but 8}:) > 8k~). This situation may arise

because the ith and kth queues operate independently and because the wait

ing times are usually random variables. Consequently it is quite possible to

have w~:) > wk~) + t1~) - t~:), which leads to disordering.

The second-stage protocols we have considered compensate differently for
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the discrepancy between the sequence of first and second phase arrival times.

These protocols obviously have different degrees of efficiency (in terms of

response/waiting times and fairness to customers), as we shall see shortly.

arrival
~

t=t(y)

w(r) w(q)

r
A

" r
.A

"
Disordering D-S Resequencing Resequencing 0~

Network Buffer Queue
... v r~ ... y r~

w[1] S[1] w[2] S[2]
... v

J ...
Y

J

T[1] T[2]
...

y r

T

departure
)

t+T

Fig 4.2(a) Resequencing Model

Message-Switched Starlike Network

arrival
~

t=t(y)

w(r) w(q)

r
A

" r
A ...

Disordering ~j Resequencing Resequencing 0~ ~

Network Buffer Queue
... r ...y y r~

w[1]=T[1] w[2] S
... ry

W
" ry

T

departure
)

t+T

Fig. 4.2(b) Resequencing Model

Circuit-Switched Starlike Network

In both the message- and circuit-switched cases
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Generally, it will not be possible to interpret the disordering network, re

sequencing buffer and queue as being in series. Thus, although Figures

4.2( a) and 4.2(b) may give the impression of structures in tandem, a cus

tomer in the second stage still has an impact on the mechanism of the first.

Finally, a protocol is regarded as work-conserving if it may be seen to be

work-conserving within the confines of the switching rule. We stress though

that, by design, a circuit-switching discipline is "less work-conserving" than

a message-switching one because of the fact that, in the former case, access

to a full circuit is required. For instance, consider two calls y and fj in a

circuit-switched starlike network. Suppose that y E Wi n wj, fj E Wi n w~ and

y is being processed on the circuit fifj, but that f~ is free. fj is then prevented

from gaining access to f~ because f i is occupied (simultaneously with fj).

We are now able to present (summary) Table 4.1.
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(a) (b) (c)
FAFS FAAFS FeFS

Time-sequence
determining

order of (in) ( [1]) (in +TAl])(tn) and in +Tn

Second-Stage
Service

trivial "identity trivial "identity

Role of Yn delayed for resequencing" resequencing"

Resequencing w(r) > 0 wt) = 0 wt) = 0n _

Buffer not
work-conserving work-conserving work-conserving

Yn forwarded at

Transmission tn +TAl] +wt) Yn instantaneously Yn instantaneously

from Buffer only when forwarded at forwarded at

to Queue (Yk, k E lNn- 1 ) t.; +TAl] tn +TAl]

have been forwarded

trivial "identity resequencing: trivial "identity

resequencing" new arrival from resequencing"

resequencing buffer

Second-Stage assigned to position
in queue based

Queue on (tn)

FCFS FCFS IF FCFS
arrivals stopped
at some point

Second-Stage nonpreemptive nonpreemptive nonpreemptive
Service or preemptive

System fair fair unfair
Evaluation inefficient efficient efficient

optimal scheme

Table 4.1

Comparison of Second-Stage Protocols based on the Resequencing Model
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The final row-block of Table 4.1, entitled System Evaluation, although based

in part on theoretical arguments , was mostly intuition-based before a simu

lation study for the "M / M " case was undertaken. The reader is encouraged

to refer to Appendix D where the technical (and theoretical) details pertain

ing to the computer program and the simulation procedure are provided. In

the present section, we will be concerned mostly with presenting and briefly

analysing the results of the simulation, nonetheless, we initially do make

some relevant technical remarks.

(a) Figures 4.3 and 4.4 are graphical representations of the data contained

in Tables 4.2(a) and 4.3(a)-(b) respectively. Tables 4.2(b) and 4.3(c)

provide supplementary FAFS data.

(b) Although the program (Appendix D) allows for greater flexibility, an

equal and fairly large number, N == 200, of sources and destinations

was assumed for our starlike network model (with m == 2 stages).

(c) The main objective was to find the mean sojourn time (denoted by '

ET in Figures 4.3 and 4.4, and below) of a message/call in the network.

The figures given are (grand) averages based on three separate trials

of half a million (arriving) requests each. All requests leaving the first

stage (99-100% of the total) had their T[l] incorporated into ET(1] (the

Stage 1 figure in the tables); all those leaving the network (again, 99%+

of those arriving) contributed to ET[2] (the Stage 2 value). The total,

ET, was determined by ET[l] + ET[2] which, together with rounding'",

has led to some apparent discrepancies (in the totals) evident in the

1 not ET (which is the actual expected value) , although ET ~ET

2to three decimal places
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tables.

(d) Each of the N = 200 arrival streams is Poisson with rate A. In the

message-swi tching case, with i = 1,2, service time S[i] rv Exp ((J.L[i])-l)

and p[i] (or p.i) = j;r = A. (With the exception of the results of Table

4.2(b), we standardise: J.L[1] = 1 = J.L[2], although the program is far more

flexible than this.) For the circuit-switched network, S rv EXp(J.L-l)

with J.L = 1 so that p = A. We have not yet presented the theory

motivating our choice for the range of values of the traffic intensity.

This issue will, however, be clarified in later chapters.

(e) Abbreviations FAFS and FCFS are as before while FAAFSN (or

F AAFS-AT) and F AAFSp (or F AAFSY) distinguish the nonpre

emptive and preemptive forms (respectively) of the F AAFS discipline.

(f) In addition to comparisons between the four protocols, one may also

compare the observed averages with the expected FCF S values in the

extreme right-hand columns of Table 4.2(a) and Tables 4.3(a)-(c), and

bracketed in Table 4.2(b).

(i) In the case of message-switching ET~hFS = j.LIl-,\

a well-known result for the ordinary M/M/1 queue.

(ii) For the circuit-switched networks , we use a heuristically-determined

value which, as is evident from the simulation results, works very

well. We transform the entire network into M (Asys) / M (J.Lsys) /1

queues where Asys = A and J.Lsys = J.L - A, i.e., we treat the stage 2

sojourn time as the system service time. Consequently

- ,\Psys - j.L_'\
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p[l] = p[2] Stage FAFS FAAFSN FAAFSp FCFS ,lijETF CF S

1 1.111 1.110 1.111 1.111 1.111

0.1 2 1.204 1.112 1.109 1.110 1.111
Total 2.314 2.223 2.219 2.221 2.222

1 1.249 1.249 1.249 1.249 1.250
0.2 2 1.491 1.249 1.248 1.250 1.250

Total 2.740 2.498 2.497 2.499 2.500

1 1.427 1.430 1.432 1.427 1.429
0.3 2 1.903 1.428 1.429 1.425 1.429

Total 3.329 2.859 2.860 2.852 2.857
1 1.664 1.668 1.662 1.661 1.667

0.4 2 2.522 1.673 1.660 1.660 1.667
Total 4.185 3.342 3.322 3.321 3.333

1 1.989 2.004 2.012 1.991 2.000
0.5 2 3.511 1.993 1.993 2.001 2.000

Total 5.500 3.997 4.005 3.992 4.000
1 2.499 2.502 2.501 2.495 2.500

0.6 2 5.272 2.501 2.508 2.480 2.500
Total 7.771 5.003 5.009 4.976 5.000

1 3.327 3.325 3.326 3.321 3.333
0.7 2 8.689 3.333 3.317 3.320 3.333

Total 12.016 6.658 6.643 6.641 6.667
1 4.945 5.013 4.943 4.918 5.000

0.8 2 15.775 5.007 4.933 4.914 5.000
Total 20.720 10.019 9.876 9.832 10.000

1 9.617 9.513 9.542 9.564 10.000
0.9 2 38.710 9.455 9.575 9.451 10.000

Total 48.327 18.968 19.116 19.014 20.000

Table 4.2(a)

Mean waiting times for a message-switched starlike network
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~ Stage 0.375 0.500 0.750
p[2 (0.400) (0.667) (2.000)

0.375 1 0.400 0.665 1.975
(0.400) 2 0 .586 0.850 3.060

Total 0.986 1.516 5.035
0.500 1 0.399 0.669 1.998

(0.667) 2 0.870 1.178 3.706
Total 1.269 1.846 5.704

0.750 1 0.399 0.667 2.001
(2.000) 2 2.234 2.632 5.784

Total 2.633 3.299 7.785

Table 4.2(b)

Mean waiting times for a message-switched starlike network

Special values for FAFS discipline

186
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p=~ Stage FAFS FAAFSN FAAFSp FCFS E ,[i]T F CF S

1 0.027 0 .027 0.027 0.027 0.027
0.025 2 1 .027 1.025 1.026 1.026 1.026

Total 1.055 1.052 1 .053 1.053 1.053
1 0.059 0.059 0.059 0.059 0.058

0.050 2 1.058 1.052 1.053 1.052 1.053
Total 1.117 1.110 1.112 1.110 1.111

1 0.097 0.094 0.095 0.095 0.095
0.075 2 1.092 1 .080 1.079 1.081 1.081

Total 1.189 1.175 1.174 1.176 1.176
1 0.146 0.138 0.138 0.139 0.139

0.100 2 1.137 1.110 1 .110 1.112 1.111
Total 1.284 1.248 1.249 1.251 1.250

1 0.212 0.189 0.189 0.192 0.190
0.125 2 1.196 1.141 1.142 1.143 1.143

Total 1.408 1.330 1.330 1.335 1.333
1 0.309 0.250 0.249 0.251 0.252

0.150 2 1.277 1.174 1.176 1.176 1.176
Total 1.586 1.425 1.425 1.427 1.429

1 0.495 0.323 0.318 0.326 0.326
0.175 2 1.425 1.211 1.210 1.211 1.212

Total 1.920 1.535 1.527 1.537 1.538
1 1.814 0.415 0.404 0.415 0.417

0.200 2 2.131 1.251 1.251 1.250 1.250
Total 3 .945 1.666 1 .655 1.665 1.667

Table 4.3(a)

Mean waiting times for a symmetric circuit-switched starlike network
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p=~ Stage FAAFSN FAAFS p FeFS ,liJ
ET;CFS

1 0.654 0.624 0.663 0.667
0.250 2 1.333 1.332 1.330 1.333

Total 1.987 1.956 1.993 2.000
1 1.032 0.961 1.056 1.071

0.300 2 1.428 1.424 1.422 1.429
Total 2.460 2.384 2.478 2.500

1 1 .648 1.507 1.753 1.795
0.350 2 1.529 1.534 1.529 1.538

Total 3.178 3.040 3.282 3.333
1 2.855 2.430 3.168 3.333

0.400 2 1.661 1.654 1.651 1.667
Total 4.516 4.084 4.820 5.000

1 5.646 4.539 7.776 8.182
0.450 2 1.806 1.808 1.804 1.818

Total 7.452 6.348 9.580 10.000

Table 4.3(b)

Mean waiting times for a symmetric circuit-switched starlike network

p=~ Stage FAFS ET~CFS
1 0 .010 0.010

0 .010 2 1.009 1.010
Total 1.020 1.020

1 0.446 0.304
0.168 2 1.388 1.202

Total 1.835 1.506
1 0.814 0.375

0.189 2 1.644 1.233
Total 2.458 1.608

Table 4.3(c)

Mean waiting times for a symmetric circuit-switched starlike network

Special values for FAFS discipline
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We now summarise our findings (based on the tabular and graphical evidence)

for the two network types.

(a) Message-Switched Starlike Network

[1] [1] [1] [1]
ETF AF s

rv ETF CF S
rv

ETFAAFSN
rv

ETFAAFSprv rv rv

[2] [2] rv [2] rv [2]
ETF AF S > ETF CF S rv ETFAAFSN rv ETFAAFSp

ETF AF S > ETF CF S
rv

ETFAAFSN
rv

ETFAAFSp (4.2.1)rv rv

The difference ETJ;1FS - ETJ;bFS (hence ETF AFS - ETF CF S) increases

- more important, so does the ratio of these quantities - as the

value of the traffic intensity increases. For values of p[l] = p[2] near

1, ETF AF S is 2 to 2~ times greater than ETF CF S. This represents

a marked difference in the efficiency of the two protocols. A similar

pattern is evident from Table 4.2(b).

(b) Circuit-Switched Starlike Network

E [1] > ET[l] > ET [1] > [1]T F AF s FeFS FAAFSN ETFAAFSp

[2] [2] rv [2] [2]
ETF AF s > ETF CF S ETFAAFSN

rv
ETFAAFSprv rv

ETF AF S > ETF CF S > ETFAAFSN > ETFAAFSp (4.2.2)

Predictably the differences outlined above become more marked with
. .

A similarity between the trends in (4.2.2) (above)an Increase In p.
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and (4.2.1) is the discrepancy which exists between ETFAFS and the

sojourn times for the other three protocols. Some points of contrast

are that

(i) the differences here emerge in the first and second stages whereas,

in the message-switching scenario, they arise in the second phase

(ii) the difference between ETFAFS and ETFCFS, at jiTst glance, ap

pears to be less dramatic than in (a)

(iii) as a general rule, ETFcFS, ETFAAFSN and ETFAAFSp do not co

incide

Before "jumping to conclusions", though, we issue some words of cau

tion. As regards (iii) , we should mention that the data presented here,

together with other results collected, imply reasonably slow conver

gence of the F AAFS average waiting times to ET~bFS' especially when

the traffic intensity is high. With several million more calls arriving,

the distinction between ETF AAFSN, ETF AAFSp and ETF CF S becomes

less noticeable.:'

Furthermore, as intimated in technical remark (d), stability of the var

ious networks is obviously dependent on the traffic intensity. While

the message-switched networks are "similar" to the queues of Part I in

that the joint condition p[l] < 1 and p[2] < 1 is necessary and sufficient

for the existence of a stationary regime, an analogous remark cannot

be made for the circuit-switched starlike network. Heuristic and theo

retical arguments suggest a uniform bound of p < ~ for the F AAFS

3Different rates of convergence (as well as random errors) are also responsible for the
minor discrepancies reflected in the data.
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and FCF S protocols, and a mere 3 - VS ~ 0.1716 (see (6.2.11)) as

the corresponding bound for the F AFS discipline (with N ~ 00). (It

is clear that values larger than 3 - VS will suffice with a finite number

of channels. In our case, with N == 200, the network appears to remain

stable even for p == 0.2.)

Our discussion in the above paragraph serves a dual purpose. In the

first instance, it highlights the fact that in (the point of contrast) (ii)

the relative values of the traffic intensity in the message-switching and

circuit-switching cases should not be ignored. Secondly, and perhaps

more significantly, the efficiency of the (circuit-switched) F AFS sys

tem is already in question because of its comparatively limited region

of stability.

It would appear that our conclusions (before simulation) on the relative effi

ciency of the various disciplines in Table 4.1 are, for the most part, justified

(but we should always bear in mind that the simulation study was restricted

to the exponential case). Subsequent investigations on the (sample) variances

and covariances of the sojourn times (obtained by using a slightly adapted

form of the program given in Appendix D) indicate, though, that the FC FS

discipline is not as "unfair" as was initially believed. On the other hand,

recent comments might suggest that the F AAFS circuit-switched protocols

are slightly more efficient than FCFS.

As a final word on the matter, we propose that the preemptive F AAFS

protocol (though perhaps not always practical or feasible) is optimal.
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4.3 FURTHER NOTATION AND TERMINOLOGY

In the case of this chapter and later chapters, there will be theoretical moti

vation for extending or reducing the marks of the flows considered in §§ 4.1

and 4.2. For instance, W = {Wi' i E INN} is a realisation of the family 1] of '

extended RMPPs having extended marks (S, d, w) (or (5, d, W), depending

on the situation).

Of related interest is the idea of an extended message fj = [t; (S, d, w)] or

call fj = [t; (5, d, W)]. Individual components of fj are accessed much as for

y and y. For example

t(fj) t

(3[1],3[2]) 5[1] (fj)

w (fj)

d (fj) d

(W[l], W) --W
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Definition 4.3.1 (Source Predecessors and Successors)

Let y = [t; (S, s, d, w)] and y' = [t'; (S', s, d', w')] be customers with t' < t

and i' = max [t (ij) : t (ij) < t 1\ s (i)) = s]. Then y' is said to be the (imme

diate) source predecessor of y, and y is referred to as the (immediate) source

successor of y'.

More especially, for the class Yi = {y E Wi} (of messages (or calls) with

common source i E INN), we may define a function ps: Yi ---+ Yi given by

v. [p~-l (y)] n E 7l+

p;(y) = Y

p-;l [p~+l(y)] n E 7l_

Thus Ps(Y) = y' and v;' (y') = y.

It is convenient to refer to p~(y) (n E 7l+) as the nth source predecessor of y

and p~ (y) (n E 7l_, m = -n) as the m th source successor of y. (When n = 1

or m = 1, the word first may be suppressed.)
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Definition 4.3.2 ((FAFS) Destination Predecessors and Successors)

Let y = [t; (S,s,d,w)] and y" = [t" ;(SI,SI ,d,w")] be customers with t" < t

and t" = max [t (y) : t (y) < t /\ d (y) = d]. Then y" is said to be the (im

mediate) destination predecessor of y, and y is referred to as the (immediate)

destination successor of y".

More especially, for the class Yj = {y E wj} (of messages (or calls) with

common destination j E INN) , we may define a function Pd: Yj ---+ Yj given

by

p~(y) = y n=O

p;;l [p~+l (y)] n E 7l_

Thus Pd(y) = y" and p;;l (y") = y.

It is convenient to refer to P'd (y) (n E 7l+) as the nth destination predecessor

of y and P'd(y) (n E 7l_ ,m = -n) as the mth destination successor of y.

(Again when n = 1 or m = 1, the word first may be suppressed.)

Remark 4.3.1 (Predecessors and Successors)

Predecessors and successors are uniquely determined by Definitions 4.3.1 and

4.3.2 (certainly in the F AFS starlike network).
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Definition 4.3.3 (Indices)

Suppose y E Wi n wj for a network initiated at (finite) time to. The total

index of y, n(y) determines the relative position at which it arrived to the

network, i.e.

{::} t(y)

{

n(y) == 1

n(y) == k {::} t(y)

min[t(y) > to : yEW]

min[t(y) > t(y) : yEw, n(y) == k - 1] k E lNI

(if these exist). In terms of earlier notation, n(y) == k iff y == Yk or t(y) == tk·

The source and destination indices of y, n.,(y) and nd (y), similarly determine

the position of y in Ws(y) == Wi and w~(y) == wj respectively.

Remark 4.3.2

Let y be as in Definition 4.3.3. It is obvious that for p:(y) and p~(y) (k, 1E IN)

to be defined, we require k < ns(y) and 1< nd(Y) respectively.

The predecessors and successors of Definition 4.3.2 are less meaningful in

the context of the F AAFS discipline. We therefore define an additional

concept which has greatest relevance for a nonpreemptive F AAFS circuit

switched network.
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Definition 4.3.4 «FAAFS) Delayers)

A call y' E Wi U wj is said to be the delayer of y E Wi nwj, written y' = ~(y),

iff t(y') +T(y') = t(y) +W(y).

Remark 4.3.3 (Delayers)

For a network initiated at time to, ~(y) need not exist, but if it does, then

(a) ~(y) = Ps(y) iff W[l](y) > 0 and W[2](y) = 0

(b) ~(y) = Pd(y) for some n E 7l \ {O} if w[2](y) > 0

On the other hand, ~(y) is not defined if both w[l] (y) and w[2] (y) are zero.

It is convenient to define another quantity (again, of particular relevance

in a nonpreemptive F AAFS circuit-switched network.)

Definition 4.3.5 «FAAFS) Quasidelayers)

If, for a call y, ~(y) exists, then the quasidelayer of y, denoted by ~Q (y) is

given by

~ _ {~(y) t(~(y)) < t
Q(y) - Ps(y) t(~(y)) > t (4.3.1)

Remark 4.3.4 (Delayers and Quasidelayers)

(a) In contrast to (FAFS) predecessors, ba(y) may arrive to the FAAFS

network after y. On the other hand, baQ(y) must, by definition, have

arrived before y.

(b) As usual, ~n(y) and baQ(y) (n E 7l EB ) may be considered.
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CHAPTER 5

THE EXTENDED LINDLEY EQUATION

5.1 INTRODUCTION

The preliminaries for this chapter were mostly dealt with in Chapter 4, but

relevant details also appear elsewhere in Part 11. We consider a message

switched F AFS discipline on a symmetric starlike network. In the process

of this investigation, a Lindley-Loynes equation, which extends that of Chap

ter 1, will emerge.

In addition to the assumptions that each of the N arrival streams is Poisson

(rate A) and that S[i] I"V F[i] (i = 1,2), S I"V F, we will require:

S[I]
Eea < 00 for some a > 0 (5.1.1a)

(5.1.1b)

where (5.1.1b) gives bounds which are uniform in N.

Not only will the RMPP families {~i} (or {~j}) and {7]i} (or {7]j}) be of

interest; so too will the truncated flows e(t;;) = {ei(t;;) = eiI[to,ooj> i E lNN}
(a restriction of eto the interval [to, 00)). An initial workload WO is incorpo

rated thus: 11(t;;, WO) = {'li(t;;, WO), i E lNn } . The number of nodes in each

stage may be indicated by a bracketed superscript (e.g., 1J}N)).
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5.2 FORMULATION OF THE GOVERNING EQUATIONS

It is obvious that for a message y - [t;(S,d,w)] with Ps(y)

Pd(y) = v" (to simplify the notation)

y' and

(5.2.1)

where U[l](y') = S[l](y') - T(y'), T(Y') = t - t(y'). After all, (5.2.1) is (1.1.1)

(or (3.5.2)) in a more general form.

A similar relationship may be derived for W[2] (y):

where t[2](.) = t(·) +T[l](.), the time of arrival to the second stage (hence the

time of departure from stage 1).

It follows that

W(y)

T[l] (y) +W[2] (y)

T[l](y) +max [0,W[2] (y") +S[2](yll) - [(t(y) +T[l](y)) - (t(y") +T[l](y"))]]

- max [T[l](y), W[2](yll) + S[2](yll) +T[l](yll) - [t(y) - t(y")J]

= max [W[l](y) + S[l](y), W(y") + S[2](yll) - [t(y) - t(y")]]

which is also reasonable from an intuitive viewpoint.
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Our conclusions may be summarised by:

W[l](y) [W[l](PS(y)) +S[l](PS(y)) - [t(y) - t(PS(y))l]+

W(y) max [T[l](y) ,W(Pd(Y)) + U(Pd(y))]

where U(Pd(Y)) = S[2](Pd(y)) - [t(y) - t(Pd(Y))]'

(5.2.2a)

(5.2.2b)

Since each of the N stage-1 queues is of the standard M / GI /1/00 / FeF S

type, and (as indicated before) (5.2.2a) is (1.1.1) in "disguised form", it will

be of greater interest to analyse the equation (5.2.2b). This analysis will

dominate the rest of the chapter, especially sections 5.3 and 5.5.

5.3 EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF A STATIONARY REGIME

If condition (5.1.1b) is satisfied, then we may conclude that

(a) there exists a unique stationary family 'rJ which provides the unique

stationary solution of the system of equations (5.2.2a) and (5.2.2b)

associated with e
(b) for any initial condition WO

(5.3.1)

As in Baccelli et al. [4], we state and prove a different result (based on the

language of discrete time) on the existence and uniqueness of a stationary

regime. A number of preliminary results are needed before we are able to

proceed to the main theorem of this section.
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Lemma 5.3.1

Let (xn ) be a stationary ergodic sequence. Then

Xn n
(a) Elxnl < 00 =* -;;: -;t 0 a.e.

(b) (xn ) an IID sequence and

p [sup X
n < 00] > 0

nElN n

==? Ex~ < 00

PROOF

(a) Let n E IN. Note that

n n

n n-l

LXk - LXk
k=l k=O

X n - Xo

n

~L(Xk - xk-d
k=l

Bearing in mind that Elxnl < 00, we may now apply the strong law of
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large numbers for stationary ergodic sequences (Theorem 0.2.2).

. (X n xo)lim -- - ==
n-+oo n n

1
. Xn
Im

n-+oo n

n

lim 1.~(Xk - xk-d
n-+oo n L...J

k=l

. Xo
hm-

n-+oo n

oa.e.

since EXl == Exo

(b) Let (xn ) be an IID sequence and P [sup X
n < 00] > 0 but suppose, to

nElN n

the contrary, that fa"'" P[Xl ~ x]dx = Ex! = Ex~ = 00. Further let

M ~ 1, a finite number. With q = faM P[Xl ~ y]dy:

Ex! = fa"'" P[Xl ~ y]dy

00 r(n+l)M
L J11 P[Xl ~ y]dy
n=O nM

00 r(n+l)M r'EJnM P[Xl ~ y]dy + lo P[Xl ~ y]dy

00 rn+l

LMl. P[Xl ~ Mx]dx + q
n=l n

00

< LM[(n +1) - n] max P[Xl ~ Mx] + q (==)
n=l xE[n,n+l]

00

< MI:P[Xl ~ Mn] + q
n=l

y=Mx
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Since M ~ 1 and is finite, q < 00 and Ext = 00, we have

00

LP[Xl ~ nM] = 00
n=l

(5.3.2)

Next observe that V M ~ 1

0 < p [sup Xn < M]
nElN n

< p [151 [X: < M]]
00

< IT P[Xn < nM]
n=l

(=)

(= ) by the independence property

00

< IT P[Xl < nM] (=) since identically distributed
n=l

00

< IT [1 - P[Xl ~ nM]]
n=l

00

{
1 - x < e-X x E (0, 1]

< IT e-P [Xl 2: nM ] (=) SInce
n=l 1 - x = e-x x=O

00

- L P[Xl2:nM ]
< e n=1

so from (5.3.2) we conclude that P [sup X
n < 00] = 0 which contra

nElN n

diets the assumption P [sup X
n < 00] > O. Hence Ext < 00.

nElN n
o
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Our attention now turns to the "discretized" form of (5.2.2b). Some of the

ideas, terminology and notation (with adaptations) filter through from Part 1.

The (prestationary) extended Lindley-Loynes equation assumes the following

form:

(5.3.3)

where \ (un, Tl~l)' n E ll) is a stationary ergodic sequence with (un, Tl~l)

from lR X lREI1 • When TAl] = 0 \:In E II (5.3.3) reduces to the familiar Lindley

equation (1.1.1). It is for this reason particularly that the term extended has

been chosen.

Lemma 5.3.2

If (Wn , n E ll) satisfies (5.3.3), then subject to

we have

[ (
m-I) m-I]Wm(n-r, WO) =max T~], max T!l] + LUj ,WO+ L Uj

n-r<k<m. .
J=k J= n-r

m> n-r

(5.3.4)
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PROOF

We proceed by induction on m:

LHS Wn-r+1(n - r, WO)
max [Tl~r+l'Wn-r(n - r, WO) +Un-r]
max [Tl~r+l'WO +Un-r]

max [Tl~r+l' max (Tpl + I:Uj) , WO + I: Uj]n-r<k<n-r+l . k .
J= J=n-r

= RHS

where we used the fact that k E (n - r, n - r + 1)71 = 0

Suppose that (5.3.4) is valid for some m > n - r . Then:

max {T~~l,max [Tgl + Um, max (Tpl + EUj) , WO + E" }n-r<k<m . k .
J= J=n-r

= max{T2l1,max[ max (TPl+EUj),WO+ EUj]}n-r<k<m+l . k .
J= J=n-r

as required.

o
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Corollary 5.3.2a

(a) Wm(n - r, WO) for fixed m, nand r (m ~ n - r) is a nondecreasing

function of WO

(b) Wm ( n - r, 0) for fixed m and n (m > n - r) is a nondecreasing function

of r

PROOF

(a) Write

Zm = max [Tgl, max (Tpl + ~lUj)]
n-r<k<m . k

J=

Then

S ~ ~

uppose now that Wn-r(n - r, W ) = W > Wo = Wn-r(n - r, WO).

We prove the result for all possible cases.

Case 1:
m-l m-l

Wo + I: Uj < WO + I: Uj ~ Zm
j=n-r J=n-r



Case 2:
m-I m-I

Zm <WO + L Uj < WO + L Uj
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j=n-r j=n-r

Case 3:

m-I

Wm(n-r,WO) = WO+ LUj
j=n-r

m-I

> WO+ 2: Uj (=)
j=n-r

m-I m-I

WO + L Uj < e-« <WO + L Uj
j=n-r j=n-r

m-I

WO + L Uj
j=n-r

> Zm (=)
> Wm(n - r, WO)

Thus Wm(n - r,W) ~ Wm(n - r, WO), as claimed.

(b) Suppose r > r and recall that V m > n - r

[ (

m-I) m-I ]
Wm(n - r,O) = max T~l, max TPl + LUj , L Uj

n-r<k<m . k .
J= J=n-r

Now

(n - r, m)ll C (n - Y, m)ll
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Thus

!pax (TP] +Y:Uj)
n-r<k<m . k

J=

[ (
m-I) m-I[1] [1]

max ~~X Tk + ~ Uj ,Tn - r + .L: Uj, ~~x
(n-r ,m) J=k J=n-r (n-r ,n-r)

> max [ max (TP] + ~1Uj) , Y: "
n-r<k<m . k .

J= J=n-r

m-I

where we use the fact that T~~r + L: Uj ~
J=n-r

Hence the result.

m-I

L: Uj since T~~r ~ O.
J=n-r

o
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Lemma 5.3.3

Fix c E JR. Then Va E JR and (continuous) random variables X and Y, the

following holds

(a) P[X + Y < c] :s; P[X < c - a] + P[Y < a]

(b) P[X +Y > c] :s; P[X > c - a] + pry > a]

PROOF

(a)

-, ({X < c - a} V {Y < a}) =} ({X~c-a}I\{Y~a})

=} (X +Y ~ c)
=} -,(X +Y < c)

==> [X +Y < c] c [{X<c-a}U{Y<a}]

=} P[X +Y < c] < P[{X < c - a} U {Y < a}]
< P[X < c - a] + pry < a]

(b) In a similar way to (a)

-,({X>c-a}V{Y>a}) =} (X+Y:S;c)
=} [X+Y>c] C [{X>c-a}U{Y>a}]
=} P[X +Y > c] < P[X > c - a] + pry > a]

o
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Theorem 5.3.1

Consider the stationary ergodic sequence ((Un, Tl~d) associated with (5.3.3).

(a) Suppose the sequence satisfies

EUD < 0 and ETJl] < 00

Then

(5.3.5)

(i) there exists a stationary solution (mn , n E 7l) of (5.3.3)

(ii) (mn ) is the unique stationary solution, and V W D ~ 0 and any

finite set Jell

lim sup [L((mn,n E J)),L((Wn(nD, WD),n E J))] = 0
n°---+-oo

(5.3.6)

(b) Assume now that (T~l], n E 7l) is an IID sequence, distributed indepen

dently of (un' n E 7l), and that a (finite) stationary solution sequence

for (5.3.3), (Wn, n E 7l), exists. Then

(i) EUD ::; 0, and if (un) is an IID sequence of nonzero random vari

ables, we have EUD < 0

(ii) under the original conditions ETJl] < 00
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PROOF

From (5.3.4) we obtain

[ ( n-l) n-l]
max TAl], max Tl~k + L Uj ,Wo + L Uj

kElNr-l . k .J=n- J=n-r

Next

lim [wo + I: Uj]
r-+oo .

J=n-r

WO + lim r (1.~un-j)r-+oo r L..J
j=l

< 0 (~) a.e.

(5.3.7)

(or, more precisely, }i~ p [wo + j:~~r Uj > 0] = 0) where we use (5.3.5)

in conjunction with the ergodic theorem (Theorem 0.2.2) and the fact that

WO E IRffi (i.e., finite). As a result

max [T!ll, sup (Tl~k + I: Uj)]
kElN j=n-k
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(a) (i) The stationarity of the above limit is a consequence of the sta

tionarity of ((Un, Tl~l))' We next observe that, a.e.

< 0

by applying Lemma 5.3.1

(since we have T~l] E IREB :::} EIT~l]1 == ET~l] < 00 by (5.3.5)) and

the strong law in a similar way to that which leads to (5.3.7).

Thus sup (Tl~k + nt1 Uj) is attained for finite k w.p.1 and is,
kElN j=n-k

therefore, itself finite. Hence

(5.3.8)

yields an a.e. finite stationary solution.

(ii) Most of this part has already been proved. We merely note that

some of what we have already concluded could be summarised as

(b) (i) We are given that an a.e. finite stationary solution (Wn) exists.

Now

_ [[1] ([1] n-1 .)]m n - max Tn ,sup Tn - k + . E U J ::; W n Vn E 7l a.s.
kElN J=n-k

because it is the minimal solution (obtained as m n == lim Wn(n - r, 0)).
T-OO
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Hence m n must itself be a.e. finite , which implies that

(
[1] n-1 ). .

sup Tn - k + .L: Uj IS a.e. finite.
kElN J=n-k

Suppose, to the contrary, that Euo > O. Then

lim t Un-j == lim k [i t un- j] == 00 which contradicts the fact
k-+oo j=1 k-+oo j=1

that the supremum is finite. Thus we must have Euo ::; o.

If we make the additional assumption that (un) is an IID sequence

of nonzero r. v.s, then a suitable adaptation of Lindley [45] (espe

cially pages 280-283) gives Euo < o.



(ii) Let M E IN. We have noted that
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max [T~l], sup (Tl~k + I: Uj)]
kElN j=n-k

W n > sup (Tl~k + I: Uj)
kElN j=n-k

=;. [W n < M] c [sup (Tl~k + I: Uj) < M]
kElN j=n-k

=;. P[Wn<M] < p[suP(Tl~k+ I: Uj) -M<O]
kElN j=n-k

< p[sup (Tl~k + 'f Uj - M) < 0]
k?M j=n-k

< p[sup (Tl~k + I: Uj - k) < 0] (=)
k?M j=n-k

[ (Tll] n-l )
< 0]< P sup k-k + t L Uj - 1

k?M j=n-k

(5.3.9)

In the third-last inequality we used the fact that

sup Xk
k?M

< sup Xk
kElN

[ SUP Xk < 0]
kElN
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Thus

P[Wn < M]

< P[SUp (Tik +t 'f Uj) < 1]
k~A1 j=n-k

< P [sup Tlk~k + inf t I: Uj < 1]
k~A1 k~A1 j=n-k

from (5.3.9)

Lemma 0.2.1

[

T[l] ] [ n-l ]
::; P sup n-k < 1 - a + P inf t L Uj < a Lemma 5.3.3

k~A1 k k~A1 j=n-k

where the last inequality holds \la E IR, in particular for a ~ Eu n .

Continuing:

1

lim P[Wn<M]
A1~oo

< lim P [sup Tlk~k < 1 - a] + lim P [inf t I: Uj < a] (==)
A1~oo k>A1 -" A1~oo k>A1.

- - J=n-k

[

T[l] ]
::; lim P sup nk-k < 1 - a + 0

A1~oo k>A1 ~

where we use the Strong Law of Large Numbers in the final step.
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[

T[l] ]
Hence lim P sup nk-k < 1 - a = 1

M-oo k>M

===} V f > 0 :3Mos.t. M > u; ::} P [sup Tlk~k > 1 - a] < ~
k>M ~ 2

(5.3.10)

We may also find sufficiently large K = 1 - a such that

'v' t > 0 P [:~t T~~k > J(] < ~

(for some finite M > Mo). Moreover

(5.3.11)

[

T[l] ]
P sup ~-k > 1 - a

kElNM _ 1

(5.3.12)

A combination of (5.3.10), (5.3.11) and (5.3.12) leads to

[T
ll]

]lim P sup n-k > ]( < E
1\ _00 kElN k

[T
ll]

]===} P ~~£ nk-k < 00 > 1 - E V E > 0

T[l]
n-ksuP -
k-

< 00 a.e.
kElN

[T[l] ]P sup n-k < CX) > 0
kElN k

ET[l] < 00
by Lemma 5.3.1

0n since T~ll=(T~ll)+
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Remark 5.3.1

(a) Part (b) of Theorem 5.3.1 is effectively a converse of part (a) of that

theorem.

(b) (5.3.8) is another example of a strong solution (cf. Remark 2.5.1(d)

and Definition 2.5.1). In fact, this chapter is connected in several (ob

vious and more subtle) ways to Part 1. For instance Wn(n - r, WO) and

wn(w,<p) are related concepts.

(c) In the notation of Part I, EUn = E( Sn - Tn) so that the stipulations of

Theorem 5.3.1 (e.g., (5.3.5)) relate to those in (5.1.1b).

5.4 APPROXIMATION THEOREMS

A common approach for determining network characteristics is to use the

Poisson (or independence) approximation, i.e., the flows of customers are

taken to be Poisson (and assumptions on the independence of different ser

vice channels are made). The Poisson approximation may be paralleled with

the mean-field approximation of statistical mechanics. A key feature is the

effect of letting the number of nodes N ~ 00 (hence a mean-field limit).

Dobrushin & Sukhov [29] and Brown & Pollett [19] contain the first rigorous

proofs of convergence to a so-called limiting mean-field picture. Although

the latter article is not concerned with starlike networks, but instead with a

slight generalisation of Jackson networks (sometimes termed migration pro-
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cesses), the concept of a Poisson approximation does feature prominently.

The usual (and intuitive) notational conventions for the RMPPs are ap

plied in the sequel. A subscript for the channel is suppressed because of the

symmetry properties.

Theorem 5.4.1

Suppose (5.1.1b) is satisfied. Then for any bounded time interval T c IR,

we have the following result (which "involves" the variation metric)

PROOF

Recall that, under the conditions of Theorem 5.3.1, the minimal solution

((5.3.8)) to (5.3.3) is of the form

[
n-l [2] [1] ] +

sup . L: Sj + (Tn- k - T!l]) - (in - tn-k)
kElN J=n-k

(5.4.1)
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We wish, however, to formulate the continuous analogue of (5.4.1). This is

not a difficult task. Before proceeding, we simplify the notation by writing

y E wj where wj is a realisation of an RMPP with marks (8, w). The des

tination of message y is known to be i , its source is not known (nor of real

interest at this stage).

Also

yF yF (if, i; wj) is the first message of wj
to arrive in the network during the interval [if, i]

yL yL (if, t;wj) is the last message of wj
to arrive in the network during the interval [if, t]

Then

Vt(y) (wj) = sup [ L S[2] (fj) +T[l] (yF) - T[l] (yL) - (i(y) - if)] +
t'<t(y) yEw;:t(Y)E[t' ,t(y))

(5.4.2)

is the desired expression which can be generalised from i(y) to arbitrary t;

as follows:

Vt (wj) = S?P [ L S[2](fj) +T[l] (yF) - T[l] (yL) - (i - if)] +
t <t yEwj: t(Y)E [t',t)

(5.4.3)

Clearly we have the following relationship!
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where, from now on, we will again suppress the subscript (j). Define

sup[t' < t : Vtl(w') = 0]

inf[t" > t : Vtll(w') = 0]

(5.4.4a)

(5.4.4b)

so that, roughly speaking, Zt (w') is the time of the last renewal in w' prior

to t and, similarly, -; t (w') is the time of the next renewal in w' after t. For

instance, suppose Zt (w') = t 1 and -;t (w') = t 2 • If Vt(w') = 0 (a renewal

at t), then -;tl (w') = t =Zt2 (w'). Otherwise -;tl (w') = t2 or, equivalently,

Zt2 (w') = t1 •

Return to the main argument of the proof. Write w: for the realisation

of the flow with marks (5, W[l]) obtained from w' by deleting component W.

Now suppose that for some pair of realisations w' and w' (and the corre

sponding w: and w:) the following properties are satisfied:

min[Zt (w'), Zt (w')] > t - s

max[Zt (w'), Zt (w')] < i < t

(5.4.5a)

(5.4.5b)

-'Iw * (t-s ,t] (5.4.5c)

where t E IR, s E IR+.

We conclude that

t {
sup[t' < t : Vtl(w') = 0] } < -t

- s < [ " (')] < tsup t < t : Vt" w = 0 (5.4.6)
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and from (5.4.5c)

Vt(W') ViE (I, t]

:::} W(y, w') W (y ,w) V yEw' f(i,t] == wfCi,t]

The remainder of the proof hinges mostly on a cumbersome sequence of in

equalities. For this reason the details (most of which may be found in Baccelli

et al. [4]) are omitted.

o

As an extension to Theorem 5.4.1, we have the following result.

Theorem 5.4.2

Suppose (5.1.1b) is satisfied. Then for any bounded time interval T c IR

and any finite set :J c IN, we have

lim sup IL{7J/N )(to)IT;j E:J} - L{7J,.(oo)fT;j E:J}I == 0
to~-oo , N~oo J

5.5 THE EXPONENTIAL CASE

Consider the following stationary-regime stochastic equation which is analo

gous to (5.3.3):

W rv max [T , W + 3 - T] (5.5.1)

The four random variables on the right-hand side, W , T (rv T[l]), 3 (rv 3[2])

and T, are nonnegative and assumed to be mutually independent. The
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distributions of the latter three are known. In particular S rv F[2] and

T rv EXp(A- 1 ) . What is unknown is the distribution of the waiting time W.

If we let X rv W +S - T , then (5.5.1) may be rewritten as

X + T - S rv max(X,T)

or

X rv S - T +max(X,T) (5.5.2)

Much as before, random variables X , T, Sand T on the right of equation

(5.5.2) may be assumed to be independent.

In this section, further conditions are stipulated for (5.5.2). In addition

to the assumption that T rv Exp(A-1), we suppose that S rv EXp(/-l-l). G

shall represent the distribution function (and g, the density) of the difference

u = S - T, while the distribution functions of T and X are denoted by F1

and F respectively.

We wish to rewrite (5.5.2) i.t.o. these distribution functions. In order to

do so, note that

Fmax(X,T)(r)

Fmax(X,T)(r)

P[max(X, T) :::; r]
P[{X:::;r}n{T:::;r}]
P[X < r].P[T < r] independence of X and T
F(r )F1(r)

(FFd(r)

(5.5.3)
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The independence of the various random variables also leads to the following:

F(x) Fx(x)
Fu+rnax(X,T) (x)
F u * Frnax(X,T) (x)
G * (FF1)(x)

L::F(x - y):F1(X- y)dG(y)

from (5.5.2)

from (5.5.3)

or F(x) = 100

F(r)F1(r)g(x - r)dr (5.5.4)

since T is a nonnegative random variable.

Clearly it is necessary to determine the distribution and density functions,

G and 9 respectively, of u = S - T.

From a diagram it is clear that P[S - T ~ x] has to be considered separately

for the cases x 2:: 0 and x < 0:

S S

S=T+X

S=T+X

x

-xO~-~----TO~------T

Fig. 5.1(a)
Graph of S = T + X

x~O

Fig. 5.1(b)
Graph of S = T + X

x<O
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Case 1 X 2::0

G(x) P[S - T :s; x]
P[S:S;T+X]

[>0 1*Ae-AT ~e-~SdSdT
T=O S=o

1:0Ae-AT[l - e-~(T+x)JdT

1 - _A_e-~X
A+~

===> g(x) G'(x)
~e-~x
A+~

Case 2 x<O

G(x) P[S:S;T+X]

t: [+X- T=-X Ae-
AT

S=o ~e-~s dSdT

l:-x Ae-AT[l - e-~(T+x)]dT

- eAX_ _A_eAX
A+~

-....l!:-e Ax
A+~

===> g(x) ~eAX
A+~

Thus

{ ~e-~x x 2::0g(x) A+~

~eAX x<oA+~



limg(x)
x--+o+

so, in fact

{

All }A+1l
g(O)

lim g(x)
x--+o-
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Moreover 9 (x) has a derivati ve on lR \ {O} :

g'(x) = {-p,g(x)
Ag(X)

and a second derivative on lR \ {O} :

x~O

x:S;O

x>O
x<O

(5.5.5)

(5.5.6)

g"(X) = {J-l
2
g(x) X > 0

A2g(X) X < 0
(5.5.7)

Since 9 is continuous on lR with piecewise continuous derivative s', we have

that

P(x) = f "F(r)Ft(r)g'(x - r)dr

The jump of g' at 0 (Apostol [1 , p. 93]) is given by

(5.5.8)

Thus

J g'(O+) - g'(O-)
-(A + J-l)g(O)
-Ap,

(5.5.9)

F~(x) faCXJ F(r)F1(r)g"(x - r)dr + J(FF1)(x +0)

f "F(r)Ft(r)g"(x - r)dr - A/lF(x)Ft(x + 0)
(5.5.10)
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For x "# 0, however,

Ap,9 (x) + (A - p,)g'(x)

{
Al1g(X) -p,(A -p,)g(x)
Ap,g(x) + A(A- p, )g(x)

g"(x)

(5.5.11)

As a result, by combining (5.5.10) and (5.5.11),

F~(x)+ A/lF(x)F1(x +0) = f 'F(r)F1(r)[A/lg(X - r) + (A - /l)g'(x - r)]dr

AIlF(x) + (A - p, )F' (x)

so that the right-hand second derivative is determined by

(5.5.12a)

and similarly for the left-hand second derivative:

(5.5.12b)

We note that, if F1 is continuous at x, then F1 (x +0) = F1 (x) = F1(x - 0).

From this, it is easily deduced that F~(x) and F~(x), of (5.5.12a) and

(5.5.12b) respectively, coincide so that F"( x) exists and is given by

F"(x) + (11 - A)F'(x) = AI1F(x)F1(x) (5.5.12)

The results used in this section are from the theory of functionals and general

ized functions, especially the Heaviside unit-step function H (x) = {~ ~ ~ ~
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and its generalised derivative, the Dirac delta function 8(x). The material

required for this section may be found in Butkov [20, Chapter 6], Dettman

[27, pp. 235-242] and Kolmogorov & Fomin [44, §21].

We continue with some additional properties of interest. Substitution into

(5.5.4) yields

F(O) fo'YO F(r)Ft(r)g(-r)dr

f"F(r)Ft(r)/:~e->.rdr

using (5.5.5) in accordance with the fact that -r E (-00,0].

If x < 0, then (5.5.4) reduces to

(5.5.13)

F(x) = fo'YO F(r)Ft (r) >.>::~ e>.(x-r)dr

e>.xfaooF(r)F1(r) /:JLe->'Tdr (5.5.14)

e>'xF(O) from (5.5.13)

Letting x = 0 in (5.5.8) gives

F'(O) = fa 00F(r)F1(r)g'( -r)dr

Afa 00 F(r)F1(r)g(-r)dr from (5.5.6) (5.5.15)

AF(O) from (5.5.13)
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Example 5.5.1 (A Special Case)

Suppose T rv Exp(v- 1
) so that

In this special case (5.5.12) becomes

(F1(x) is continuous V x > 0).

(5.5.16)

(5.5.17)

The following transformation reduces (5.5.17) to a more suitable form:

(5.5.18a)

(5.5.18b)

Then, representing differentiation w.r.t. t with the usual fluxional notation,

from (5.5.18a), we obtain:

V2 2-t
4

t'(x)
A/-le-vx (a term in (5.5.17))
_!!.t

2
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Also

j(t(x)) = ata-1U + tau

= ta-1 [aU + tU]

F' (t(x))
dF (t(x))

- dx

- j (t (X ) ) t'(X )

- _~ta [aU + tU]

F" (t(x))
d/F' (t(x))

= dx

= dF' (t(x))t'(X )

dt

= lI;t{ata-1 [aU +tU] +ta [(0'.+ l)U +tU]}

- lI;ta [a2U + (20'. + l)tU + t2U]

So

F = ta+21...U
(5.5.19a)t2

F' = _!!..ta+2 [a1...U + 1U] (5.5.19b)2 t 2 t

F" = lI;ta+2 [a2kU + (20'. + l)~U + U] (5.5.19c)



(5.5.21)
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Substitution of (5.5.19a)-(5.5.19c) into (5.5.17) (on multiplying through by

1I2t~+2) yields

21...U + (2a + 1)!iJ + fj - 2(J.L-,x)a 1...U - 2(J.L-,x)!iJ - U = 0
a t2 t 11 t2 11 t

.. 1· ( a 2 2(2 )=* U+(2a+I-2a)tU- 1-""j2+t:2 U=O from (5.5.18b)

=* fj + t iJ - (1 + ~:) U = 0
(5.5.20)

Bessel's modified differential equation (5.5.20) (Bronshtein & Semendyayev

[18, pp. 410-413]) has the following solution:

U(t) = { c1la(t) + c2 I{a(t) a E lR
c1la(t) + c2I-a(t) a E lR \ 7l

(since I±a(t) and I{a(t) are solutions to (5.5.20) but

la and I-a are linearly dependent for a E 7l;
la and I{a are linearly independent Va E lR)

where

00 1 (t) 2k+aE aE lR
k=ok! f(a + k +1) 2:

is the modified Bessel function of the first kind of order a,

7r [I_a(t) - Ia(t)]
2 sin( a7r)

aElR\7l

1
. 7r [I_p(t) - Ip(t)]
im a E 7l

p-+a 2 sin(p7r)

is the modified Bess el funct ion of the second kind of order a (also known as

the Macdonald function) , and

cl, C2 are determined by the constraints .1'(-00) = 0 (.1'(0) = 0), .1'(00) = 1
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Remark 5.5.1

(5.5.16) is of particular interest when v = /1- A (which is obviously positive

because ~ < 1). In this instance, the M / G!/1/00 queue is nothing more
J.L

than the familiar M/M/1 system.

Using (5.5.18b), a = J.L~).. = 1 (=} F= tU) so that (5.5.21) becomes

U (t) = Cl!1 ( t) +C2!{1 ( t )

Example 5.5.2 (Basic Lindley Equation)

{
I x > 0

If P[T = 0] = 1, then T f"V H(x) = 0 x ~ 0 In this case (5.5.1) reduces

to W f"V [W +S - T]+ w.p.1 and (5.5.12) becomes

F"(x) +(/1- A)F'(x) = A/1F(X)H(x)

or

(5.5.22)

We shall solve the differential equations given in (5.5.22) (but with x = 0

excluded) in §6.4.
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CHAPTER 6

HIGHER-ORDER LINDLEY EQUATIONS

6.1 INTRODUCTION

In the previous chapter, a so-called extended Lindley equation was shown

to govern the operation of a FAFS message-switched starlike network. In

this chapter, we will be concerned with the circuit-switched analogue of that

discipline. Consideration of a "generalised starlike network" with m (often

greater than 2) stages will lead to an mth-order Lindley equation.

Fig. 6.1

Generalisation of the Starlike Network

Figure 6.1 above illustrates the situation. Minor adjustments and generali

sations of notation used in Figure 4.1 are made. £~j] denotes the ith line of
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the jth stage (i E lNN and j E lNm ) and Ck is the hub linking stages k and

k+1, so f~j] = Cj-l Cj (j # 1). Sources and destinations are labelled as before.

In Chapter 4, the circuit-switching F AFS second-stage protocol was intro

duced on a starlike network. In the current chapter, we will be concerned

mostly with general m ~ 2. The F AFS discipline operates in the final

(mth) stage where transmission occurs. Otherwise, in all m stages, the gen

eral circuit-switching principle of waiting for all those calls with earlier arrival

times, and which have a path intersecting with one's own, to leave the net

work, applies.

6.2 CONSTRUCTION OF THE mth-ORDER LINDLEY

EQUATION, AND ITS SOLUTIONS

It is convenient to extend and generalise the concepts of source and destina

tion predecessors and successors (Definitions 4.3.1 and 4.3.2) to our m-stage

network.

To do so, it is necessary to realise that, when m > 2, the "marked" path

through the network is determined not merely by a source (line) and desti

nation (line) but by m lines: (il, i2 , ••• ,im ) = i, where i j is the line in stage

j (E lNm ) and i j E lNN.
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Consequently y(j) = [t'; (5', (i~, ... , i j , ••• , i~), W')] is said to be the (immedi

ate) jth-stage predecessor of y = [t; (5, (it, ... , i j , ••• , i m ) , W)] (symbolically

y(j) = Pj(Y)) iff

t' < t and t' = max [t(y) : t(y) < t /\ ij(y) = ij]

Obviously the definition may be extended to include the identity y = p~(y),

nth jth-stage predecessors pj(y) and successors pjn(y) (j E INm,n E IN).

Much as in Definition 4.3.3, we may consider total index n(y) and j th-stage

index nj (y).

According to the synchronization constraints for this circuit-switching model,

y may gain access to line i j only once y(j) has left the network. Let w[1 1(y)

denote the wait y experiences from the time it arrives to the time it gains its

first-stage line i 1 . Furthermore, write wU](y) (j =I- 1) for the waiting time of

y in the jth stage (i.e., the length of the interval from the time y gets the line

i j -1 to that time when it pretends on i j ). Also write W (y(j)) for the network

waiting time (excluding service) of predecessor y(j), T (y(j)) = t - t (y(j)) and

u (y(j)) = 5 (y(j)) - T (y(j)).
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Then, applying the idea of Chapter 1

m

==> W(y) L:w[jl(y)
j=l

~w[jJ(y)+ [w (y(ml) +u (y(ml) - ~El w['l(yf

max [~El w[i1(y), W (y(ml) + u (y(ml)]

= max [W (y(j») + u (y(j»)]+
JElN Tn

using induction, initial condition w[ll(y) = [W (y(l») +u (y{1»)] + and Re

mark 2.3.1. From a practical point of view the result is fairly intuitive

since we know that call y may be transmitted only once the last of its m

predecessors have left the network. Obviously the possibility exists that

Pj(y) = Pk(y) ((j"# k) E lNm), which then implies that y and y(j) = y(k)

share lines i j and ik. We will return to this situation later in the chapter.

For now we summarise our conclusions with the equation

W(y) = max [W (y(j») + u (y(j»)] +
JElN Tn

(6.2.1)

At this stage it is important to realise that we are not making any claims

regarding stationarity or uniqueness (nor are we specifying the finiteness or

otherwise of N) but rather formulating a (non-stationary) Lindleyequation

much like (1.1.1). Less significantly, it is evident that, for now, (6.2.1) is
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formulated i.t.o. random variables rather than their distributions.

More especially, we aim to prove the existence of a stationary regime with

waiting times governed by the stochastic equation (which is of particular

interest when N -7 00), given by

(6.2.2)

Naturally enough, (6.2.2) bears a strong resemblance to (6.2.1).

In accordance with previous notation and assumptions, u(j) = S(j) - T(j)

where lID service times S(j) rv F, j E lNm and IID interarrival times

T(j) rv EXp(A- 1 ) , j E lNm (although a more general distribution is possi-

ble). (S(j), j E lNm ) , (T(j), j E lNm ) and (W(j), j E lNm ) are assumed to

be mutually independent sequences. In addition (W, W(j), j E INm) is sup

posed to be a sequence of identically distributed random variables.

There is a natural generalisation of the source-flow family eand destination

flow family e' of Chapters 4 and 5. Any call with line i j on its path-vector

i will form part of the jth-stage flow ~ij E e[j] (ij E lNN, j E lNm ) . By as

sumption, and the symmetry of the model, e[j] is a collection of IID Poisson

flows each of which has rate A. The marks of ~ij are given by (i(j), S) where

i(j) is that (m - 1)-dimensional vector derived from i by extracting the j th

component. The inclusion of i j would be redundant because e[j] specifies the

jth line. Realisations W i j will include arrival times of calls in that flow.

Mention was made in Chapter 4 of extended RMPPs, and the idea was
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exploited in Chapter 5. As was the case there, the waiting time is included

in the "mark" of TJij E 1][j]. Sample realisations, which include times, are

determined by Wi i E W[j] .

The concept of RMPPs may be taken even further. Each of the N'" dif

ferent paths (iI, ... ,im ) may be associated with a flow '(i) (strictly w( i) if

we are referring to sample realisations) of calls having that path. The fact

that i determines ,(i) means that it really need not be included in the marks.

Since the total arrival rate to the network is N A, symmetry and IID assump

tions imply that anyone stream '(i) has rate ~; = N~-l. Extended flows

TJ( i) are naturally defined.

The formalities of the preceding paragraphs, with the rather unfortunate

notation that accompanies them, are necessary. In order not to let notation

detract from the basic argument, however, the first theorem is formulated

for the case m = 2 and the family e (or e') and 1] (or 1]') of flows. The

statement and proof for more general values of m is essentially the same. In

any case, the proof of the theorem relies on the results on the following pages.
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Lemma 6.2.1 (Extended Version of Chebyshev's Inequality)

Suppose X is a random variable with distribution function F. If, for some

a > 0, EeaX exists , then P[X > 0] <EeaX.

PROOF

Write A = [X > 0]. Then we prove the result for a continuous X.

EeaX JeaxdF (x )

i eaxdF(x )+heaxdF(x)

> i eaxdF(x)

a>O i dF( x) (=)>

> P[A] (=)

> P[X> 0]

0
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Corollary 6.2.1a

Suppose X is a random variable with distribution function F, and c E JR.

If, for some a > 0, EeaX exists, then P[X > c] < e-acEeaX.

PROOF

P[X > c] P[X - c > 0]

< Eea(X-c) by Lemma 6.2.1

and the desired result follows.

o

Corollary 6.2.1b

Suppose (Xn , n E lNr ) is an IID sequence of random variables, where X n rv X,
r

the random variable in Lemma 6.2.1. Write S; = 2: X n .
n=l

Then, V a > 0 for which EeaX exists, P[Sr > 0] < (EeaX) ',

PROOF

From the lemma

P[Sr > 0] < EeaSr (=)
r

a2: Xn

< Ee n=l (=)

110 r

< IIEeaX (=)
n=l

< (Ee aX) r 0
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Lemma 6.2.2

Let (Xn , n E 1) be an IID sequence, where X n rv X and III = m E IN. Then

P [maxXn > c] < mP[X> c].
nE!

PROOF

[maxXn > c] C [U (Xn > cl]nE!
nE!

==> P [maxXn > c] < P[U(Xn>cl]nE!
nE!

< Ep[Xn > C] (=)
nE!

·ID
Ep[X > C]< (=)
nE!

< mP[X> C]

0

We are now in a position to prove the theorem.
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Theorem 6.2.1

Suppose

as,\ 1
inf Ee -- <-
a>O ,\ + a 2

(6.2.3)

Then the family 'TJ == {1]i, i E INN} of extended RMPPs previously described

exists and is unique.

PROOF

Consider the arrival of a (virtual) call y E Wi n wj at time t. We com

pare the waiting times Wt', Wtll of that call if zero initial conditions (system

empty and servers idle) are imposed at times t' and t" (t" < t') respectively.

Wi th these waiting times we associate the extended (truncated) flows 1]i( t')
-+

and '!]i(t").

Let us consider (realisations of) the collection [,= {["i, i E lNN} of reversed

flows, where ~t,i is the flow ~i observed in reverse time from t (to t' and t").

This (reversed) RMPP and its marks obviously have the same distribution

.properties as ~i (Chapter 4).

We are then able to construct a source-predecessor path

and a destination-predecessor path
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This information is, however, more effectively reflected in the form of a pre

decessor graph (more accurately, digraph) of y. The root r is associated

with Y while its adjacent vertices correspond to Ps(Y) and Pd(Y) and their

respective service times. As mentioned towards the beginning of this sec

tion, Ps(Y) and Pd(Y) could coincide, in which case the vertices merge (one

arc emanantes from Y to Ps(Y) == Pd(Y)). A more general possibility is that

s(Ps(Y)) == S(pd(Y)). Yet another situation which can arise is that a single call

f) is a predecessor for two different calls, Yl and Y2. In other words, f) == Ps(Yd

and f) == Pd (Y2), in which case two arcs enter f).

The arcs (Y,Ps(Y)) and (Y,Pd(Y)) are assigned values T(Ps(Y)) == t - t(ps(Y))

and T(Pd(Y)) == t - t(pd(Y)) respectively (with the obvious adjustment in

the case of coincidence). The situation is repeated at the vertices P» (y) and

Pd (y), and so on until a digraph, with dipaths of length n characterised by

the n-dimensional vectors () E Mn (M == {s, d}), emerges. Oi == s (d) iff

the ith vertex on the dipath is the source (destination) predecessor of the

(i - 1)st vertex on that path. Obviously, because of the correspondence be

tween the path and the vector (), at most 2n paths of length n are possible.

(If Ps(f)) == Pd(f)) then, of course, there are fewer than 2n such paths, and we

adopt the convention that ()i == s).

To simplify the notation, we may write r Vo
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e, == (Vi-I, Vi). We may now define

(6.2.4)

and let An == {a path of length n with positive delay exists}

For such a path associated with some fixed (), the vertices and edges cor

respond, of course, with IID service and interarrival times respectively.

If ()i == s, then Vi == Ps(vi-d and the calls corresponding to Vi and Vi-l

are from the same source flow which implies that T(}(ei) ==st r: r"V EXp(,\-I)

(independently of T() (ei)). On the other hand, if ()i == d, then Vi == Pd(vi-d

and the calls under consideration are from the same destination flow. If we

bear in mind the discussion on destination flows earlier in this chapter and in

previous chapters , we again conclude that T() (ei) is stochastically equivalent

to an independent copy of an Exp('\ -1) random variable. Vi-l must wait for

Pd(Vi-I) to leave the network before Vi-l can be served. Vi-l and Pd(Vi-I)

are successive arrivals from the same destination flow hence the time elaps

ing between their moments of arrival to the network r"VExp('\ -1). (Refer to

Definition 4.3.2.)

We may also write So (Vi) ==st Si, an independent copy of a random vari-
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able distributed as F. On letting uT = Si - Tt rv u", we obtain

P(An ) = P[Un > 0]

P [ max Un(O) > 0]
6EMn

< IMInP [Un ( 6) > 0]

< 2nP [i~l u; (0) > 0]

(=) by Lemma 6.2.2

(=)

by Corollary 6.2.1b

by (6.2.3)

q E (0,1)

n

=? P(lim sup An) 0
n--+oo

(6.2.5)

Hence W(y) = [sup -. + is attained on a path of finite length w.p.l, and
nElN

thus is itself finite w.p.1. Consequently (w.p.l) W(y) = W(y), the actual

waiting time of the call under consideration. (We will tend to suppress ref

erence to call y in the sequel.)
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If !Wtt - Wtlll = 0 (w.p.l) then convergence as t' ~ -00, does not create

any problems. So suppose !Wt' - Wtll I > 0 with positive probability. Then

the predecessor path on which Wtll is "derived" must originate from before t'.

In order to prove the existence of 1], we need to show convergence of the
~ ~

truncated flows 1](t') and 1](t"), i.e. , we require that

lim P [IWtt - Wtll! > 0] = 0
tt~-oo

(6.2.6)

Let no be the length of the predecessor path associated with Wtll. Now

p eQo Ak)
00

< L P(Ak )

k=no

00

< L:qk (=) by (6.2.5)
k=no

<
qno

1 - q

==? V E > 0 3 No = No(E) S. t. no > No =? P ( UAk ) < ~
k=no 2

(6.2.7)

which takes account of the case no E lNNo' so we need to investigate no E INNo'

For the latter case, let us consider the possibility of the time-extent of the

path exceeding some To. By virtue of the fact that ('in) is a sequence of

proper random variables (interarrival times on the path corresponding to
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Wt " ), we have

V e > 0 3 To > 0 s.t. P[~Ti > To] < 2~o

=> P[n~l {~Ti > To }] < n~/ [~Ti > To]

< n~/ [~Ti > To]

e
< 

2
(6.2.8)

Thus, on combining (6.2.7) and (6.2.8), we get that V t > 0 :3 To > 0 s.t.

(=)

< t

Letting t" < t' < -t; < 0 yields (6.2.6).

As a consequence of the symmetry of the starlike network model and the

distribution assumptions about the arrival process to any source, 1] is seen to

be time-stationary and symmetric under permutations of its indices. (For the

former, consider the expression for W(y) i.t.o. stationary random variables,

as well as the stationarity of the arrival and service processes.)
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Also, we have established that the waiting time is derived on a path extend

ing for a finite time and having finite length (w.p.l). This implies uniform
-+

control in i' of the memory of 1]( t') which, in turn, means that 1] inherits the

property that its waiting times satisfy a system of network equations of the

form given in (6.2.1). In other words, under zero initial conditions, if we fix

some realization w, then :3 T(w) which gives the earliest possible time for the

generation of a predecessor path that affects our virtual arrival. As a result,

the predecessor paths for Ps(Y) and Pd(y) must also terminate 'before' T(w)

is reached in the reverse flow (otherwise y would have a path of greater time

extent, and this would lead to a contradiction). Hence the control in memory.

Thus far we have established the existence of 1] (associated with W), but

now we need to consider its uniqueness. In order to prove that there is no

other random variable W (or its distribution) which solves the system of

network equations of the form (6.2.1), with the associated flow iJ having the

stationarity and symmetry properties 1] does, then we need to show that the

memory of an initial condition WO is "lost" (much as in Theorem 5.3.1).

Briefly, this is a consequence of the bound

p[WO+~(S;-<»o]<E

which is a suitable adaptation of the inequality given in Lemma 6.2.1 and its

corollaries, for sufficiently large n.

o
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Remark 6.2.1

The most general way of expressing the bound analogous to (6.2.3) for any

m E IN and T not necessarily exponential! is

. f E a(S-T) 1
In e <-
a>O m

(6.2.9)

a bound which is uniform in N. (Recall the discussion in §4.2 about the effect

- on the above quantity and on the traffic intensity - of having N finite.)

If T rv EXp(,\-l) and S rv Exp(Il-1
) , implying that we have M/M/1/FAFS

channels, then this leads to

where we use the independence of Sand T, and 'Ij;{3(.) is the characteristic

function of an EXp(,s-l) random variable. As a result

(6.2.10)

It is easy to show that the infimum in (6.2.10) is equal to (J.L:-\F (for a == J.L;-\

(positive because ~ < 1)). As a result, we may simplify (6.2.10) as follows

4p
=} (1+p)2 < 1

m

=} p2 +2(1 - 2m)p +1 > 0

p < (2m-1)-)(2m-1)2-1

p < (2m-l)-2)m(m-l)

since the other (larger) solution is invalid.

(6.2.11)

1Without a Poisson arrival stream, however, we cannot always guarantee the validity
of the results of the various theorems in this chapter.
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In Theorem 6.2.1, we were concerned with infinite limits w.r.t. time for a

finite number N of channels in each of the m = 2 stages. The next theorem,

in which the case N ---7 00 is considered, is proved for a general m 2:: 2. We

use the idea of an extended call , which was introduced in Chapter 4.

Theorem 6.2.2

Given the extended call y = [t; (3,1:, W)], suppose

. f as -\ 1
In Ee -- <-
a>O -\ +a m

(6.2.12)

and N tends to infinity. Then W ~ Wm in where Wmi n is the minimal solution

of (6.2.2).

PROOF

Consider a rooted ditree T with root r and branching m (Appendix A).

With each edge e of T we associate an independent copy u; of U = 3 - T

(3 I'.; F, T I'.; Exp(-\-l )). We are interested in (finite) dipaths with r as initial

vertex. For each such (fixed) path ?T E ITn (collection of paths of length n)

write

and also define

U~ = rnax U*(?T)
1l" EfI n

W*
[

SU P U~] +
nElN

(6.2.13)
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Analogously to (6.2.5), we obtain

p [U~ > 0] = P [max U*(7r) > 0]
1l" EIl n

P[U~ > 0] < m" (inf Eeau) n
a>O

q E (0,1)

o (6.2.14)

which implies that W* is a.e. finite and sup U~ is attained a.e. We may also
nElN

conclude that

(6.2.15)

Since we have established that W* is a.e. finite , we may deduce that L(W*)

provides the minimal solution to (6.2.2). This may be demonstrated infor-



mally (with a slight abuse of notation) as follows:

W* rv max [[max.t u~j)]+,[sup max ~tl u~j)] +]
JElN m t=l n ElN t=l

rv rnax [sup max t u~j), sup max t u~j), 0]
JElNm n = l i= l n ElN

1
i= l

rv max [sup max t u~j)] +
J ElN m nElN i= l

max [sup [max f: u~j)] + u~j)] +
JElNm nElN i=2

max [max [sup .f: u~j), sup t u~j)] +uij)] +
JElNm n=l t= 2 nElNl t=2

max [[sup t u~j)] + +uij)] +
JElNm nElN i=l

rv max [W* + u(j)] +
JElNm

where the IID characteristics of the \ u~j)) are used.

252
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The minimality is essentially a consequence of a zero initial condition.

Our intention now is to show that the limiting predecessor digraph (i.e.,

limiting in the sense N ----+ 00) assumes the form of the ditree T.

It is clear that definitions and calculations analogous to (6.2.13), (6.2.14)

and (6.2.15) (or (6.2.4) and (6.2.5)) may be formulated (with the bar nota

tion). In particular we have

(6.2.16)

Two major differences between the predecessor digraph for finite N and the

ditree T are (as was indicated in Theorem 6.2.1 for m = 2, and elsewhere)

that in the former case , the following are feasible:

(a) Pj(Y) and Pk(Y) are from a common fiow(s); possibly they even coincide

(b) fj is a predecessor for more than one call

If a predecessor digraph is constructed for some call y and we label the level

of the kth predecessors (k E 7l EB ) of y as the kth level, then the maximum

number of (distinct) calls at the kth level is m", On "truncation" of the pre-

n-l
decessor digraph at the nth level , we would encounter at most L m k = mn-l

k=O m-l

calls as vertices of that truncated graph having immediate predecessors on the

graph and at most mr::. l (m n -1) calls with immediate successors on the graph.
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The probability of one of (a) or (b) occurring under the given circumstances

is thus 0 (C;; ), where en is a constant depending on n.

Since 0 (c;; ) !!t 0 (implying that the truncated predecessor graph tends to

a segment of T) and because of (6.2.15) and (6.2.16), the convergence in

distribution of W to W* may be framed i.t.o. [sup Uk] + N~=' [sup Uk]+
kElN n kElN n

Thus we have the desired result.

o

Remark 6.2.2

The "Big Oh" notation which appears in the above proof for sequences is

explained in greater detail in the next section for the case of functions.

6.3 MORE ON SOLUTIONS OF THE LINDLEY EQUATION

Later in this section we shall see that the minimal solution given in (6.2.13)

is not the unique solution to (6.2.2) (N ---+ 00). In anticipation of this, we

introduce some additional concepts.

We replace those edges e(7f) at the nth level of our ditree T by random

variables K e(1r ) that serve as initial conditions, and which are assumed to be
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lID with distribution 'l/J independently of 7r E ITn. Write

if 1r E IT k , k E INn - 1

(6.3.1)

where 1r(e) is 1r E ITn with e(1r) removed. Next let

(6.3.2)

Should the limiting distribution

(6.3.3)

exist, then that distribution yields a solution to (6.2.2) under assumptions

of a general distribution for (TU)).

If

inf Eea(S-T)
a>O

< 1.-
- m (6.3.4)

(compare (6.2.9)), then we may define the following quantities:

inf[a> 0 : Eea(S-T) < ~] (6.3.5a)

(3 sup[b> 0: Eeb(S-T) ~ ~ 1\ -.(3 a E (a, b) s.t. Eea(S-T) > ~)] (6.3.5b)

If (6.3.4) holds and the infimum (in (6.3.4)) is attained, then

Eea(S-T) < ~ V a E { [a, (3] if (3 < 00

[a,oo) if(3=oo

Similarly, if (6.2.9) is satisfied, then

Eea(S-T) < ~ Va E (a, (3)

(6.3.6a)

(6.3.6b)
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Our next topic of interest pertains to a class of exponential-type distributions.

Let H(x) = {I x ~ 00 which, of course, is the distribution function of
o x <

cPo( x) = {I x: 0 . Then a succinct way of writing the distribution func
o x 10

tion of an exponential random variable with mean ,,\-1 is

(6.3.7)

which may be generalised to the mixture Exp("\ -1, p) with the distribution

function

pWA(x) + (1 - p)H(x)

H(x) [p(1 - e- AX
) + (1 - p)]

H(x)[l - pe- AX] P E [0,1]

(6.3.8)

Clearly the Exp("\ -1, 1) and Exp("\-1) distributions coincide, and the dis

tribution corresponding to Exp("\-I, 0) is simply H(x). Moreover, it is a

well-known fact, for example, that the Mt)::' )/M(J-l-1 )/1 queue has a sta

tionary waiting-time distribution of the type Exp((J-l- ,,\)-l,p) (p < 1).

Return to (6.2.2), and let

X rv W+u

x(j) rv W(j) + u (j) rv X } (6.3.9)
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Then (6.2.2) reduces to

(6.3.10)

where (X(j), j E INm) are lID, rv F independently of u rv «.

Now

P [[X(j)]+ ::; x] P[max[O, X(j)] < x]

= P[{X(j) < x} n {x ~ a}]

= (FH)(x)

Consequently

p l~~: [XU)j+ <x] - p [n {[XU)j+::; X}]
JElNm

= [FH]m(x) by independence

- (FmH) (x)

Hence (6.3.10) may be expressed i.t.o. distribution functions, as follows:

F(x) !{ * [(FH)(x)]m

= i:H(x - y)[F(x - y)]md!{(y)

We observe that, since W rv max [X(j)]+, we have
JElNm

L(W) = [FH]m

(6.3.11)

(6.3.12)
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As a consequence of this relationship between F and the distribution of W,

many of the results further on in this section will be framed i.t.o. F. The

associated result for W (or its distribution) will (tacitly) be implied.

In the current section, the Landau symbol 0 appears fairly often. We there

fore recall the following definition.

Definition 6.3.1 ("Big Oh")

Let f and 9 be real functions of a single variable. Then f is (at most) of the

order of g, written f = O(g), as x ~ 00 iff

:J h > 0, X s.t. If(x)1 ::; hlg(x)1 Vx > X (6.3.13)

A similar definition may be formulated for the more general instance of x ~ a

(a E IR*) but we will not need it here. In fact, our specific interest is in

f (x) = 0 (e-ax) (x ~ 00)

In this case it is more convenient to write (6.3.13) as

:J h > 0, X s.t. If(x)leax
::; h Vx > X

The proof of the following lemma is easy and is, therefore, omitted.

(6.3.14)

(6.3.15)
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Lemma 6.3.1 (Properties of 0 (e- ax
))

Let f be as in (6.3.14). Assume in addition that c -; °and fi( x) == 0 (e- aiX)

(i == 1,2). Then

(a) cf (x) == 0 (e- ax)

(b) (i) f1(X) + f2(X) == 0 (e-a1X+ e-a2X)

(ii) f1 (x) + f2( x) == 0 (e-~X) where {l == min[a1, a2]

(c) f1(X)f2(X) == 0 (e-(a1+a2)x)

(d) f (x) == 0 (e-bX) V b 5: a

Remark 6.3.1

f( x) == 0 (e- ax ) (x -+ 00) iff

3 h > 0, X and 4J s.t. f(x) == 4J(x)e-ax where 1<p(x)1 5: h Vx > X (6.3.16)

(6.3.16) is sufficient since 14J(x)e-axleax == 1<p(x)1 5: h Vx > X and necessary

because 3 h > 0, X s.t. h 2: If(x)le ax == I[f(x)eax]e-axleax clef 1<p(x)1 Vx > X.

We shall shortly make use of the inequalities given in the next lemma.
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Lemma 6.3.2

Suppose rEIN, b <1 and Ibil ~ 1 (i = 1,2). Then

(a) l-rb~(I-bY

PROOF

The results are obvious if b= 0 or r = 1 so in the sequel we do not consider

these cases.

(a) Use induction on r to prove this result, Bernoulli '8 inequality. (Refer

to Bronshtein & Semendyayev [18, p. 218].)

(b)

(=)

o

In view of (6.3.11) and forthcoming theory, we consider the following lemma.
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Let b > 0, b, > 0 (i = 1,2) and x E JR. Write

0 < f(b, x) - [00 ebYdK(y)

= fJR H(x - y)ebYdK(y)

< Eebu

0 < !(b, x) - 100eby.uc(y)

- fJRebys« (y) - IXoo ebys« (y)

- Eebu - f(b, x)

(6.3.17)

(6.3.18)

Lemma 6.3.3

(a)

(6.3.19)

where, as usual,

x

K(x) = 1 - K(x) and K(x) = f dK(y) = f H(x - y)dK(y)
-00 lR

(c) If a E (ex, (3) and (6.3.6b) holds, then

(i) ]{ (x) = 0 (e- ax)

(ii) e-a x!(ex, x) = 0 (e- ax
)
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PROOF

(a)

](b, x) - 1"0ebYdK(y)

> ebxf'"uc(y) (=) eby ~ ebx for y E [x, 00 )

> ebx]((x)

(c) (i)

II{(x) leax < ](a, x) (=) by (6.3.19)

< Eeau - f(a, x) by (6.3.18)

< 1... by (6.3.6b)
m

(ii)

le- ax](
CY, x)Ieax < le-ax](a, x)\ eax (=) by (b)

hence the results.

< !(a,x)
< 1

m
as in (i)

o

The form of (6.3.11) also suggests the appropriateness of using the nonlinear

operator

(6.3.20)
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It will be convenient, therefore, to investigate some of the properties of A on

the class C of (possibly improper) distribution functions. (Clearly A:C 1---+ C.)

Lemma 6.3.4 (Monotonicity of A)

The operator A is nondecreasing in the following sense:

o< [FH](x) < [F* H](x) => 0::; AF(x) <AF*(x) x E IR (6.3.21)

PROOF

(AF*)(x) fJR[F*Hjm(x - y)dK(y)

> fJR[FHjm(x - y)dK(y) (=) monotonicity of integrals

> (AF)(x)

> 0

o



Lemma 6.3.5

If Eeau < ~ \la E (0:,(3) as in (6.3.6b), h > 0 and

\F(x) - F*(x)leax ::; h

Then

IAF(x) - AF*(x)leax ::; bh

where b = mEeau < 1.
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(6.3.22)

(6.3.23)

PROOF

I[F(x )] m - [F* (x)]m I

< m\F(x) - F*(x)1 by Lemma 6.3.2(b)

< mh.e"?" by (6.3.22)

===} IAF(x) - AF*(x)1

- I]( * [FH)m ( x) - ]( * [F* H)m ( X ) I

< ]{ * I[F(x)]m - [F* (x)]m IH (x) (=)

< fJRH(x - y) I[F(x - y)]m - [F*(x - y)]ml d[((y)

< mhe-ax~:: eaYJI(x - y)dI{(y) by above

< mhe-axEeau by (6.3.17)

===} IAF(x) - AF*(x)leax

< (mEeau) h

0
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Remark 6.3.2

In Lemma 6.3.5, we are able to apply Lemma 6.3.2(b) because F and F* are

distribution functions.

Corollary 6.3.5a

If Eeau < ~ Va E (a, (3) and

AF(x) = F(x) + 0 (e- ax) (x ~ 00)

then

(6.3.24)

(a) the sequence (Fn = AnF, n E 7lfJ)) converges pointwise (to some distri

bution function F)

(b)

PROOF

F(x) F(x) + 0 (e- ax) (x ~ 00) (6.3.25)

By virtue of (6.3.15) and (6.3.24)

"3 h > O,X s.t. IAF(x) - F(x)leax ~ h V x > X

=? IAj+1F(x)-AjF(x)leax~lJih Vx>X (jE71fJ))

(6.3.26)

by an inductive extension of Lemma 6.3.5.
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(a) Next let k,1 E IN and suppose w.l.g. that k ::; 1. Then for x > X

i-I
IFi(X) - Fk(x)le ax = E[Aj+IF(x) - AjF(x)] eax

j=k

i-I
< EIAj+IF(x) - AjF(x)leax

j=k

i-I
< hLbi (=) by (6.3.26)

j=k

<
h(bk - bi)

1 - b

and apply Cauchy's convergence criterion (for each fixed x).

(b) For x > X

00

IF(x) - F(x)leax
- E[Fj+I(x) - Fj(x)] eax

j=O

<

00

< hEbi
j=O

h

1- b

F( x) - F(x) + 0 (e- ax )

(=)

by (6.3.15)

o
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Lemma 6.3.6

Suppose that the distribution function :F may be represented as

where c 2:: 0 and 0 < a < a < min[2a, ,8]. Then

A:F(x) = :F(x) +0 (e- ax)

PROOF

(6.3.27)

(6.3.28)

:F(x) 1 +0 (e- ax) +0 (e- ax)

1 +0 (e- ax) by Lemma 6.3.1

m

1 +mO (e- ax) +2:(7) [0 (e-ax)]i
j=2

m

1 - mce"?" +2:(7)0 (e- jax)
j=2

by Lemma 6.3.1(c)
& (6.3.27)

(6.3.29)

where, in the last step, we use the restriction a < 2a in conjunction with

Lemma 6.3.1(d), as well as parts (a) and (b) of that lemma.

(6.3.29), together with Remark 6.3.1, implies that :3 h' > 0, X and <I> s.t.

[:F(x)]m = 1-mce-ax+<I>(x)e-ax where 1<I>( x)1 ::; h' \Ix > X but :F(x) E [0,1]
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and a > 0 so 1<I>(x)1 ::; h V x > 0 (where h is some positive number). Using

the notation of (6.3.17), (6.3.18) and Lemma 6.3.3, we have

AF(x)

{}F(x - y)JmdK(y)

foo [1 - mce-a(x-y) + <I>(x - y)e-a(x- y)] dK(y)

K(x) - mce"?" f( ex, x) +e-axfoo <I> (x - y)eaYdK(y)

[1 - J«x)] - mce"?" [Ee a u -!(a, x)] +0 (e- ax) (=)

1 - mce"?" (~) + [mce-ax!(a, x) - J«x) +0 (e- ax)] by (6.3.5a)

where, in the last step, we use Lemmata 6.3.3(c) and 6.3.1.

o

In the course of proving the next result (Theorem 6.3.1) we will make use of

Siegel's Theorem which appears in Devaney [28, §3.4], where a proof may be

found. (Siegel's Theorem is also stated and proved (in a different form) in

Arnold [2, Chapter 5].) For the sake of completeness, the statement of this

theorem is given here.
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Let P(z) be an analytic function satisfying P(O) = 0 and P'(O) = A

with 0 < IAI < 1. Then there is a neighbourhood U of 0 and an

analytic map H: U -+ <C such that

PoH(z)=HoL(z)

where L(z) = AZ.

Theorem 6.3.1

(a) Suppose (6.3.4) holds.

(i) (6.2.13) provides the minimal solution to (6.2.2).

(ii) a < 00 * \:Iv E [a ,~] (refer (6.3.5)) and \:Ip E [~,l], 3 limiting

distributions G['l1L1
] and G['l1{LI ,P)] giving solutions to (6.2.2).

(b) Assume now that (6.2.9) is satisfied. Then

(i) the supremum on the right of (6.2.13) is attained w.p.1.

(ii) For each fixed c E IREa , let F(c) denote the class of distribution

functions of the form

(6.3.30)

where a < a (= a(F)) < min[2a , ~]

(1) For fixed c, F(c) contains exactly one solution, G(c) so that

the limiting distribution G[1P] in (6.3.3) exists and coincides

with c».
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(2) {G(C); c 2:: o] forms a linear strictly-ordered family of distri

butions and G(O) coincides with G, the minimal solution.

(c) Finally, suppose

. f E a(S-r} 1
In e >-
a>O m

If P[u > 0] > 0, then (6.2.2) has no solution.

PROOF

(6.3.31)

At this stage, we make an observation that if P[u :::; 0] = 1, then (6.3.4)

becomes unnecessary. That a solution to (6.2.2) exists is intuitive (consider

this equation or (6.2.13)). In view of this fact , when we wish to prove the

sufficiency of (6.3.4), we need only consider cases for which P[u > 0] > 0

The infimum on the left-hand side of (6.3.4) is then attained.

(a) (i) If we use a method similar to that employed before, i.e., edges of

T are associated with random variables (in this case u and X),

then (6.3.20) summarises the single-step approach to the root of

the tree. (6.2.13) corresponds to the limit (as n ~ 00) in the

iterative procedure

(6.3.32)

subject to Fa = H. Fixed points of A are, therefore, of interest.
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In this case of Fo = H, we have

(F1H)(x) = [AFo(x )][H(x)]

fIR H(x - y)dI«y)

]{(x) ::; 1 = H(x) x ~ 0

H(x) x < 0

==} 0 < (F1H)(x) < (FoH)(x)

==} 0 < Fn(x) < Fo(x) = H(x) ::; 1

(6.3.33)

by an (inductive) extension of (6.3.21). It follows that for each

x, the sequence (Fn(x),n E 7l(J)) is monotonic and bounded so

that the (pointwise) limit F(x) = lim Fn(x) E [0,1] exists, and
n-+oo

inherits the monotonic property (in x) of the sequence.

If F is to be a proper distribution function and hence a minimal

solution of (6.3.10), then (since (6.3.33) gives us lim F(x) = 0)
x -+ -oo

it is sufficient that lim F(x) = 1, a fact we prove in (ii).
x -+oo

(ii) If, in the iterative procedure, Fo(x) = FJII,p} (x) = \lJ(II,p) (x), V E [a,,BJ,

then
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For x > 0 we need to remember the jump discontinuity of 1 - p:- ,

FJv,p) (x)

AFJv,p) (x)

_ ]< * [FJv,p)(x)]m

- fIR H(x - y)[l - pe-v(x-y)rdK(y) +(1 - p)m K(x)

(=) Lem. 6.3.2> [,,)1 - mpe-V(X-Y)jdK(y) +(1 - p)m K(x)

> {"" dK(y) - mpe?" f(v, x) +(1 - p)m K(x)

> ]«x) +mpe-VXCf(v, x) - E(eVU)] + (1 - p)m ]«x)

> ]«x) +mpe?" [evx]«x) - ~] + (1 - p)m ]«x)

> ]«x) +mp]«x) - pe-vx + (1 - p)m ]«x)

Consequently

(=)

by (6.3.19);
vE[a,.B]

Fiv,p) (X) - FJv,p) (X)

> ]((X) + mp]{(x) - pe-vx - (1 - pe-VX) + (1 - p)m ]«X) (=)

> ]<(x )(m p - 1)+ (1 - p)m tc(x )

Now the second term is nonnegative because each of its factors

are; if p ~ ~, then the first term is also nonnegative. Thus

pEP = [~, 1] is a sufficient, but not a necessary, condition for

Fiv,p)(x) ~ FJv,p)(x).
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It is interesting to note that in Karpelevich et al. [35], a "sufficient

interval" for p of -p! = [1 - ~, 1] was obtained. For m E INI , we,

of course, have that pI ~ P. For m = 1, P is the degenerate in

terval [1, 1] but pI is the entire interval [0, 1], which is not valid.'

because we have already seen that the inequality is in the opposite

direction for Fo(x) = H(x). It is also worthwhile to note that P

and -p! display precisely the opposite behaviour when m -+ 00,

i.e., pI contracts to the single point 1 and P -+ (0,1].

The fact that for large m, P is almost the entire interval [0,1]

is not unreasonable. As m -+ 00, the discrepancy between the

maximum max [W(j) +u(j}] and the sum '" [W(j} +u(j}]
''IN ' 'L.J ,

JE m jElNm

becomes greater. Allowing p to assume more values is, therefore,

sensible.

Finally we note that V m 1 E P and 1 E P'. This implies that,

independently of m, if Fo(x) = FJVlI}(X) = H(x) [1 - e- vx ], then

Fn(x) ~ Fn-l(x) Vn E IN.

To summarise

{

V E [a,,8] }
PE[~,l]

(6.3.34)

2although, admittedly, we are mostly concerned with m > 1
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in which case F(v,p) (x) == lim F(v,p) (x) exists. Thusn-+oo n

1 == lim lim Fdv,P)(x) < lim lim F(v,p)(x)
x-+oo n-+oo x-+oo n-+oo n

lim F(v,p) (x) < 1
x-+oo

(6.3.35)

In addition

FdV,P) (x) H(x) [1 - pe-VX] ::; H(x) == Fo(x)

=? F~v,p)(x) < Fn(x) by Lemma 6.3.4

=? F~v,p)(x) < Fo( x) by (6.3.33)

=? 0::; lim F(v,p)(x) lim lim F~v,p)(x)
x-+-oo x-+-oo n-+oo

< lim Fo(x) == 0
x-+-oo

(6.3.36)

(6.3.35) and (6.3.36), together with the monotonicity inherited by

the limit, gives us the fact that - subject to the "conditions" in

(6.3.34) - F(v,p) is a proper distribution function. More signifi

cantly, the second line of (6.3.36) provides us with lim F(x) == 1.
z--e cc

(b) (i) Use the usual argument involving the Borel-Cantelli Lemma and

the extended version of Chebyshev's inequality, as in §6.2.

(ii) (1) Since (6.3.30) is of precisely the same form as (6.3.27), we

deduce from Lemma 6.3.6 (equation (6.3.28)) that AF(x) ==

F(x) + 0 (e- ax
) holds. This, in turn, coincides with (6.3.24)
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which, by Corollary 6.3.5(a), implies the existence of a point

wise limit, c». If F( x) and F*(x) are two different members

of F(c), then F(x) - F*(x) = 0 (e- ax
) so that (6.3.22) is

satisfied. As a result, Lemma 6.3.5 yields

from which the uniqueness of the solution is deduced.

(2) Consider the following shifted exponential distribution functions'

F(C) (x) - [1 - ce-a x ]+ H(x)

1
1 - ce-a x x ~ [~ln c]+ c~O

i.e. F(c) (x)

0 x :::; [~ln c]+

(6.3.37)

so (certainly for x ~ X = [~lnc]+) F(c) E F(c) imply-

ing that the sequence (F~c)(x) = AnF(c)(x),n E 7l ffi) tends

to o».

3"lnO = -00"
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Now if Cl < C2, then

o

=> F(CI) (x) > F(C2) (x) Vx > [~ln Cl] +

=> F~CI)(x ) > F~C2) (x)
nloo n loo

G(cd (x) > G(C2) (x) x > [~ln Cl] +

by the (strict) monotonicity properties of operator A
inherited by the limit

=> the minimality of the random variable with distribution
function G(O) (x) == G(x).
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(c) If necessary, one may define a new variable u' with inf Eeau
' > .l, and

a>O m

satisfying

P[u' = -00] P E [0,1) where P 2:: P[u = -00]

P[u' = k8] Pk k E [-1,l']ll; 1, l' E IN

where 8 > 0

['

L Pk I-p
k=-[

['

and Il Pk > 0
k=-[

such that P[u 2:: u'] 1

(6.3.38)

It follows that if a solution does not exist in the case of u', then the

same is true for u. From now on it will be convenient not to make any

notational distinctions for the two cases.

Assume to the contrary that a solution does exist. From (6.3.11)

F(x) 1< * [(F H) (x )]m

L:P[u = y] [(FH)(x _ y)]m
y

x E IR

['

P[u = -00] [(FH)( 00 )]m + L P[u = k8] [(FH)(x - k8)]m
k=-[

['

P + L v» [(FH)(x - k8)]m
k=-[

(6.3.39)
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Write

Yn = 1-F(xo+n8) nE 7l ffi , Xo ~ ['8

Then for n E lN/'-1

(6.3.40 )

Yn = 1 - F( Xo +n8)

1 - [p + k~IPk [(FH)(xo + (n - k)5)]m] from (6.3.39)

I'

L: Pk [1 - [F(xo + (n - k)8)]m]
k=-I

I'

2: v» [1 - (1 - Yn_k)m]
k=-I

I' m

- L:PkL:(j) (-Yn-k)j
k=-I j=l

m I'

2:(j)(-l)j+l L PkY~-k
j=l k=-I

using (6.3.38)

by (6.3.40)

(6.3.41)

After some careful reflection, it emerges that Siegel's Theorem may

be applied to (6.3.41) (where u' may, if necessary, be altered without

changing the essential assumptions) to deduce that that there exists a
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positive, bounded sequence (Y~ , n E llffi) such that

i'
* ~ *Yn = m L....J PkYn-k

k=-i

n ~ I' (6.3.42)

The characteristic equation X('\) = 0 may be determined informally by

writing Y~-k = s:", Substitution in (6.3.42) then yields

i'
I: Pk,\-k = ~
k=-i

(6.3.43)

As explained in Karpelevich et al. [35], u' may be manipulated in such

a way that :1 '\0 E (0,1) (w.l.g. '\0 = e-ao8) which solves (6.3.43), but

1
m

i' i'
L PkXo k == L pkeao(k8) + "peao(-oo)" == Eeaou

k=-i k=-i

in contradiction with (6.3.31).

Hence our assumption on the existence of a solution is invalid.

o

6.4 THE EXPONENTIAL CASE

As in Chapter 5, we investigate the case in which the mutually indepen

dent IID sequences of interarrival times and service times are Exp('\ -1)_ and

EXP(fL- 1 )-distributed respectively. The analysis is inevitably more tractable
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than the general case of the previous section. Remark 6.2.1 has already al

luded to this fact.

If the infimum in (6.2.9) (or its non-strict form) is attained, then to find

expressions for et and f3 (cf. (6.3.5a) and (6.3.5b)) i.t.o. ,\ and J-l, consider

< 1
m (cf. (6. 2. 10))

f3

~ [J-l - ,\ - j (J-l - ,\)2
- 4'\ J-l (m - 1)]

~[J-l- ,\ + j(J-l- ,\)2 - 4,\J-l(m - 1)]

(6.4.1a)

(6.4.1b)

We first note that equations (5.5.5)-(5.5.7) are equally valid and we repeat

them here for the sake of clarity:

{~e-J-LX x~o
g(x) A+J-L (6.4.2)~eAX x:::;OA+J-L

g'(x) { -pg(x) x>O
(6.4.3)'\g(x) x<O

g"(x) { p.2g(X) x>O
(6.4.4)- ,\2g(X) x<O

In a completely analogous fashion, therefore, we obtain the following equa-
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tions for F(x) and its first derivative:

F(x) = fO[F(r)]mg(x-r)dr

.F'(x) - f '[F(r)]mg'(x-r)dr

As before, we have the relationships

(6.4.5)

(6.4.6)

g'(O+) - g'(O-) - -AJ-l

g"(x) = AJ-l9 (x) + (A - J-l)g'(x) x =I 0 (6.4.7)

(6.4.8)

which lead to

.F"(x) = [ "[F(r)]mg"(x - r)dr +J (FmH)(x) X# 0

- ["[F(r)]m[(A - /l)g'(x - r) + A/lg(X - r)]dr

-AJ-l[F(x)]mH(x)

= (A - J-l)F' (x) + AJ-l [F (x) - [F (x)]m H (x)]

=? F"(x) = {(A - J-l)F'(x) + AJ-lF(x) [1 - [F(x)]m-l] X > 0 (6.4.9a)
(A - J-l)F'(x) + AJ-lF(x) X < 0 (6.4.9b)

Finally, before considering the differential equations (6.4.9a) and (6.4.9b) in

greater detail , we note the following properties, similar to (5.5.13)-(5.5.15),

of F:

(6.4.10)
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x < 0 =}

F(x)

from (6.4.10)

(6.4.11)

PtO) 100

[J:(r )Jmg,(-r)dr

x100

[:F(r)]mg(-r)dr from (6.4.3) (6.4.12)

AF(O) from (6.4.10)

The solution to (6.4.9b) is provided by (6.4.11), so that one need only inves

tigate the situation further for (6.4.9a).

When m = 1, the differential equation is easily solved, as follows:

F"( x) (A - fl) F' (x )

=} J~ J(A - fl)dxF'(x) dx

=} F'( x) -(/L-A)X- Cle

=} F(x) --.£Le-(/L-A)X + C
A-/L 2
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To evaluate the constants Cl and C2 we first observe that C2 = F( 00) = 1.

Thus F(x) = 1 + >':-11 e-(I1->')x.

Next (6.4.12) implies that Cl = F'(O) = .\F(O) = >,(>,~~;cd =} Cl = p(J.L - .\).

Finally, therefore, we have

F(x)
or X

1 - pe-(I1->')x

Exp ((J.L - .\)-1, p) (p < 1) (6.4.13)

which we recognise as the stationary M/M/1 waiting-time distribution. This

is more than mere coincidence. Since we are considering X > 0 (in fact,

x ~ 0) and m = 1, X = X+ rv (W +u)+ rv W.

Remark 6.4.1 (Basic Lindley Equation)

Before we proceed to consider more general values of m, we note the equiv

alence (except for x = 0) of (6.4.9a)/(6.4.9b) and (5.5.22) when m = 1, so

that the derivation of (6.4.13) is also valid for (5.5.22).

For m E 1N l , it is convenient to write (6.4.9a) as

F"(t) = (.\ - J.L)F'(t) + .\J.LF(t) [1 - [F(t)]m-1] t > 0

where t may be interpreted as time.

(6.4.14)

Initially we let x(t) = F(t), so that x(t) = <P [t, x(t), x(t)] and treat the

system as autonomous, i.e. , we obtain a second-order nonlinear differential

equation

(6.4.15)
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In accordance with a standard technique in dynamical systems (with one de

gree of freedom), we reduce (6.4.15) to a first-order plane autonomous system

(i.e., a system of two first-order differential equations) by letting y = x:

(6.4.16)

which, in view of (6.4.12), is subject to lL] = A.
x t=O

For convenience write T = (x,y). To find equilibrium points" of (6.4.16),

we simply solve r = 0, which yields T E {Tl = (0,0), T2 = (1,0)} V m and

(-1,0) if m is odd. Since x(t) = F(t), a distribution function, the point

(-1,0) does not interest us, so we restrict our attention to Tt and T2. More

especially, we require T E [0,1] X IRE}) (t > 0) (and x(oo) = 1).

Using the fact that m ~ 2, linearisation of the system at Tl takes the form

r = rA l where A l = (~ _(:~ >') )

The characteristic roots of A, are 11 = ,.\ > 0 and 12 = -/1 < 0, which means

that (0,0) is a saddle point of the original system in (6.4.16).

A little more effort is required to deal with the point T2. Let x = z + l.

Then

{: : >'J.l(z+l)[l-(z+1)m-l] - (J.l~>.)y}
4 also known as critical points or singular points in the literature

(6.4.17)
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with the linearisation

AfL(l - m)z - (fL ~ A)Y }
(6.4.18)

and critical point 1'~ = (0,0), where 1" = (z, y).

(6.4.18) may then be written more succinctly as

., , (0 Afl(l-m))
T' = l' A 2 where A 2 = 1 -(fl - A)

from which

Consequently the eigenvalues are determined by

where
~ (fl- A)2 - 4Afl(m - 1)

(/-l + A)2 - 4A/-lm

For convenience write

In order to find the nature of the critical point (1,0) of (6.4.16) , it is necessary
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to examine the behaviour of the discriminant ~.

where we observe that the other solution of the quadratic equation is not

feasible (under the circumstances).

Letting p = ~ (as usual) , we note that
J.L

~ ~ 0 {:} P '5:. 2m - 1 - 2jm(m - 1)
::} 81,82 both negative
::} (1,0) an (asymptotically) stable node

~ < 0 {:} p > 2m - 1 - 2jm(m - 1)
::} 81 and 82 are complex conjugates; ~(8j) < 0
::} (1,0) an (asymptotically) stable inward-spiralling focus

Remark 6.4.2

(a) There is a clear connection between Remark 6.2.1 and the present sec

tion, where the expressions for the traffic intensity p and the disriminant

~ recur.

(b) The interested reader is referred to Karpelevich et al. [35] where the

discussion of §6.4 is incorporated into a number of theorems on the

exponential case.
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CHAPTER 7

THE FAFS DISCIPLINE ON A GENERAL
NETWORK

7.1 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this chapter is to investigate the operation of a general circui t

switched network 'governed' by the FAFS discipline, which was introduced

in Chapter 4 and applied to the starlike networks of the last two chapters.

The reasonably unrestricted nature of the network model prevents our con

struction of a Lindley- Loynes equation to describe its waiting times. The

inclusion of this chapter in the thesis is justified nonetheless because of its

relevance not only to the FAFS protocol but also to complex queueing and

communication systems.

There is a strong connection between Chapter 6 (for instance, Remark 6.2.1)

and §7.5 where simplifying assumptions are made about the network. The

more general situation is treated in §7.4. The next two sections are concerned

with the inevitable description of new notation and concepts relevant to the

current chapter.
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7.2 THE STRUCTURE AND OPERATION OF THE NETWORK

The network we consider may be represented by a directed pseudograph

9 = [V, E] (Appendix A) where 9 is connected' and vertex set V is count

able, possibly denumerable. Write N( v) = {v' : (v, v') E E(9)} for the

neighbourhood of v (which may include v itself if there is a loop). If m( v, v')

is the multiplicity of arc (v,v') (Appendix A), then we require that

1 < L: m(v,v') < M YvEV(9)
v'EN(v)

(7.2.1)

To avoid confusion with the notation for waiting times, we represent a (finite)

diwalk by , and its length by 111. For completeness, we will allow for the

trivial case of a walk of zero length, which is then a walk consisting of a single

vertex. If we wish to emphasise that the initial vertex, the source, is v, we

write ,v. It is also convenient to define collections of walks as follows:

r v

r(l)
r

{walks with (fixed) source v}
{walks of fixed length l}
{walks of 9}

(7.2.2a)
(7.2.2b)
(7.2.2c)

rV(l) and ,v(l) are intuitively defined. Finally, we use the natural notation

v E ,v to represent the fact that v is a vertex on the walk ,v.
Definition 7.2.1 (Intersecting Walks)

The walks ,v and ,v' intersect, written ,v n ,v', iff :J v E V s.t. v E ,v and

v E ,v'.
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Much as before, the total arrival flow e= eO may be partitioned into streams

~v = ~o,v to each vertex v E V. The system is assumed to operate from time

0, while the first arrival to source v occurs at the moment t~. More generally,

t~ determines the time of the nth such arrival. The corresponding interar-
n

rival times are given by r; = t~+l - t~ such that t~+l = t~ + ?= rl.
J=l

The variables (tr,v E V) are IID and distributed as G1 , independently of

(r~; n E IN,v E V) which again is an IID sequence of random variables with

common distribution G and finite mean Er. Stationarity is supposed so that

1 ft
G1 (t ) = Er lo G(u)du (7.2.3)

which is also the distribution of the excess lifetime (Appendix B). We will

make use of this fact in the sections which follow.

Calls are given by y = [t; (8, , V)] where the mark ,v (with v explicitly given)

generalises i of Chapter 6, and the sequence of service times (S~; n E IN,v E V)

is IID with distribution F. Additional assumptions about F shall be made in

§§7.4 and 7.5. As usual, n is indicative of the relative position of the call in

its source (from time 0) and v gives its source. An analogous interpretation .

may be used for the IID sequence (,~; n E IN,v E V). For each fixed v and

any n E IN, ,~ has distribution cPv , where

(7.2.4)
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The collection {cjJV, v E V} satisfies the following constraint:

where P
00

l::[2M l
-

1
P l _ 1 < 00

l=1

(7.2.5a)

(7.2.5b)

Finally, marks S: and "'( are mutually independent, in addition to being dis

tributed independently of the (inter)arrival- time sequence.

We now turn to the issue of waiting times. The vector of initial conditions

WO ["'t] (imposed at time 0) shall be denoted by WO = WO [,V E I'"; v E V] E IR~I

where the trivial initial condition WO = 0 often will apply, and WO is inde

pendent of e.

At this stage it is useful to review briefly how the circuit-switched F AFS

network will operate. First a definition is in order.

Definition 7.2.2 (Generalised Predecessor)

Let y = [t; (S, ,V)] and y' = [t'; (S', ,V')]. Then y' is said to be a generalised

predecessor of y, written y' = p(y), iff t' < t and ,v n ,v'. More especially,

if these walks have vertex v in common, then y' shall be called a generalised

predecessor of y at v, denoted y' = pv(y).

Remark 7.2.1

As before pn(y) for n E IN1 and generalised successors «: (y) (n E IN) may

also be considered.
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The F AFS discipline for the more general network of this chapter may be

summarised as follows. y = [t; (S, ,V)] completes its wait Wt(y) = Wt[,V]

and is served at that first moment after WO [,V] when all its generalised pre

decessors {Pv(y); v E ,V} have left the network. After time S has passed, y

itself leaves the network (its sojourn time Tt(y) having elapsed).

Yet some more formalities will be needed before we will be able to state

and prove some theorems.

7.3 THE WAITING-TIME PROCESS & GENERALISATIONS

OF THE PREDECESSOR PATH

In this section our initial concern is with monotonicity of the waiting-time

process and the effect of shifts.

If we generalise the notation of Remark B.2.2, we may write NV(s) for the

number of arrivals to v in (0, s]. One may then consider shifted random

variables

X s,V - TNV(s)X - X
n - n - NV(s}+n

where t~, T~, S~ and ,~ may be substituted for X n , in which case the shifted

arrival stream shall be denoted byes.

Under the stationarity assumption associated with (7.2.3) (and the nature
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of the F AF5 discipline), we have

s (;S' \..J I lRe ==d, v S, S E EB (7.3.1)

We wish to investigate the waiting-time process with trivial initial condition

O. The process may be viewed as a vector of virtual waiting times Wt[,V]

(based on fictitious calls Yt == [t; (5, ,V)]), thus ui' == wt[,V E T", v E V].

More generally w t (w) is the waiting-time process arising from the initial

condition w. For reasons similar to those which give rise to (7.3.1), we have

(7.3.2a)

but, because the process is monotonic w.r.t. the initial condition,

wt(O) ::; wt(W S) which, on taking (7.3.2a) into account , implies

(7.3.2b)

This, in turn, means that E(wt(O)) ::; E(wt+S(O)). Thus, in order to show

convergence of wt to a stationary process, it suffices to prove that E(Wt[,V])

is bounded uniformly in t E lREB and v E V. Alternatively, it is enough to

demonstrate uniform boundedness/stability (cL §1.2) of Wt[,V]. (Recall the

related concept that a monotonic nondecreasing sequence converges iff it is

bounded.) We use the first approach in Theorem 7.4.1 and the second in

Theorem 7.5.1.
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Definition 7.3.1 (Chains of Influence)

Consider some fixed call yO = [to; (So "vo)]. Let v = (Vl' ... ' Vn ) E V n
,

k = (k1 , ... , kn) E :INn and t = (t1 , ... , tn) E IRffi. With v associate the

sequence of walks (,Vi, i E :INn).

(a) The walks form a plane chain, ,(v) = (,VI, ... , ,Vn), w.r. t. yO iff

,Vi-I n , Vi ViE :INn. The collection {,(v)} of plane chains of length n

shall be written as T'(n,v).

(b) The sequence of calls (yi = [ti;(Si"Vi)],i E :INn) forms a space chain

(of length n), ,(k, v, t), w.r.t. yO iff

(7.3.3)

(iii) ,(v) forms a plane chain (of length n) w.r.t. yO

(ii) k, calls arrive to the vertex Vi during the interval [ti' ti-l] (i E :INn)

(7.3.4)

(7.3.5)

The collection {,(k ,v , t)} of such space chains (of length n) shall be

denoted by I'(», k , v).

(c) ,(k, v, t) E r(n, k, v) shall be called an essential space chain iff

(i) ViE :INn call y i-l is served immediately after yi has left the

network

r E ( n, k, v) ~ T'{n, k, v) refers to the collection of essential space chains.
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Remark 7.3.1 (Notation for Chains of Influence)

(a) For the plane chain T(V) of Definition 7.3.1, we shall let Ti(V) = ,Vi.

(b) It is important to realise that one of the k, calls arriving to Vi during

the period [ii,ii-l] is yi itself, which implies that ki E IN. For i E INn,

it is therefore convenient to define

k~ ki - 1 E 7l ffil

k' k-1 E 7ln
ffi

n
tc; L ki

i= l

n
](' L k: K; - nn

i=l

Much as in the last chapter, we need to demonstrate that any call yO is in

fluenced by finitely many other calls w.p.l. Before we are able to do so, a

lemma is required.

We recall the following combinatorial results for r E 7lffi:

t(r;i) = (n+~+I)
j=O

(7.3.6a)

(7 .3.6b)
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Lemma 7.3.1

Suppose n E IN and K E 7l (f). Then

PROOF

We proceed by induction on n.

(K+n- l )
n-l (

K +n-l)
K (7.3.7)

Obviously I{ k1 E llEIJ : it ki = J(} I

(7.3.7) is true for some n E IN.

Then

1 (K)K (K+1-1)
K ' so suppose

K ]{ n}1L (k1 , ••. ,kn ) E 7lffi: l= ki = ]{'
!{'=o I -I

(
K +(n+l)-I)

K

which completes the proof.

where K' = K - kn+1

by (7.3.7)

by (7.3.6a)

o
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Remark 7.3.2

The combinatorial result, (:) ::; 2T
, which will also be used later, may be

determined immediately from (7 .3.6b). As a special instance, if n E IN and

K E 7l(f), then

(K+n- l ) < 2K+n-1
K

(7.3.8)

Proposition 7.3.1

If Nn denotes the number of plane chains of length n (as described in Defi-

nition 7.3.1)\ then

(7.3.9)

PROOF

Ini tially consider a fixed walk ;;y( la) : UaUl ... Ulo• If one of the la + 1 (not

necessarily distinct) such vertices Uj is to intersect with some other walk ,(l),

then ,(l) must be of the form ,(l) : XaXl ... (xk = Uj) ... xi.

In view of condition (7.2.1), there are at most M t such walks for each

k E {O} U INl • This, in turn, means that there are at most (l + 1)Ml walks

for each Uj (j E {O} U INto) which finally implies a bound of

(la + 1)(l + l)Ml

lnot to be confused with N(v) of §7.2

(7.3.10)
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on the number of walks of leng th 1 intersecting with a fixed walk of length

10 •

Next write I = (h, ... ,In) E 7lffi .

ENn = L EI[3,(v)Er(n ,V )]
VE V n

L P[3,(v) E r(n,v)]
VEV n

n

L L IT rPVj
(,Vj)

VE V n 1'(V)Ef(n ,V):1'i (V)=-y V i ,iElNn j = l

n

L L L IT 4>Vj(,Vj)

VE V n IEll$ ,(V)Er(n,V):' i(V)=-yVi(l i), iElNn j=l

Thus, using (7.3.10), we have

by (7.2.5a)

ENn < (l,vol +1) L (h + 1)Mi1p i1 [rr(lj-l + l)(lj + l)M/iP/i]
IEll ffi )=2

n 00

< (I,Vo I+1) IT L (l j + 1)2M i
j Pi j ( =)

j = l lj=O

< (I,VO 1+ 1)p n

which is (7.3.9).

(=) by (7.2.5b)

o
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Proposition 7.3.2
n

Suppose (Ti) is an IID sequence with T, rv G1 ViE IN and T(n) == .2: Ti.
t=l

Similarly, let (Ti) be an IID sequence, independent of (Ti), with Ti rv G ViE
m

IN and T(m) == .2:: Ti. For to > °
t=l

00

L P [T(n) + T(K:.J < to] < 2n
P[T(n) < to] L 2K

P[T(K) < to] < c-«
kElNn K=O

(7.3.11)

where C2 > 0, q E (0,1) and the bound c2qn holds for n ~ no E IN.

PROOF

It is clear? that ::3 no s.t. n, ]( ~ no =>

P[T(K) < to] < ef < (~) K

P[T(n) < to] < e~ < (~q) n

where qP < 1.

2For a formal proof, refer to Berezner & Malyshev [8, p. 367].

(7.3.12a)

(7.3.12b)
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Next

2: P [T(K~) < to]
kElNn

by (7.3.7)

(7.3.13)

Recall that both T(n) and T(K~) are nonnegative (in fact, positive) quantities.

Thus

T(n) + T(K~) < to =? T(n) < to 1\ T(K~) < to

P [T(n) + T(K~) < to] < P [{T(n) < to} n {T(K~) < to}] (=)

< P[T(n) < to] . P[T(K~) < to]

using independence

==? L P [T(n) + T(K~) < to] < P[T(n) < to] L P [T(K~) < to]
kElNn kElNn

00

< 2n
P[T(n) < to] 2: 2K

P[T(K) < to]
K=O

< c2qn

where the penultimate inequality is a result of (7.3.13) and the last step is a

consequence of (7.3.12a) & (7.3.12b) and, therefore, applies for n 2: no. 0
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Theorem 7.3.1

Any call yO is influenced by finitely many other calls w.p.1. Hence the waiting

times are finite w.p.l, and the functioning of the system is correctly defined.

PROOF

Let

An(k, v) = {3 T (k, v, t) E r (n, k, v) }

U U An(k,v)
kElNn VEVn

Bn(k,v) = {3 (yi = [ti; (Si,,·ti)],i E lNn) s.t. (7.3.3) and (7.3.4) hold}

(7.3.14)

Now

(a) P[Bn ( k, v)], which does not depend on V E V", clearly satisfies

(b) P[An(k,v) I Bn(k,v)] = P[3,(v) E r(n,v)]

since (7.3.16) is informally

P[(7.3.3) n (7.3.4) n (7.3.5) I (7.3.3) n (7.3.4)] = P[(7.3.5)].

This conditional probability does not depend on k E lNn .

(7.3.15)

(7.3.16)
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Hence, by using (7.3.16) and (7.3.15)

< L LP[An(k,v)]
k v

(==)

by (7.3.14)

< L LP[An(k, v) I Bn(k ,v)]P[Bn(k, v)]
k v

< L:P[:3 i'(v) E r(n,v)]LP [T(n) + T([{~) < to]
v k

< ENnLP [T(n) + T([{~) < to]
k

00 00

LP(An) == C4 +C3 L (,Pq) n
n=l n=no

< 00

by the Borel-Cantelli Lemma.

by Prop. 7.3.1

for n ~ no

since P« < 1

o
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7.4 CONVERGENT STABILITY OF THE GENERAL NETWORK

Theorem 7.4.1 (Existence of a Limiting Process)

Consider the general network - described in §7.2 - under the additional

assumption that the service distribution F has an exponentially-decreasing

tail, viz.

3so , fl > 0 s.t. S 2:: So =* F(s):S e- l1s (7.4.1)

Then 3a > 0 such that the network with arrival stream e~ = [atr, aT~, s~, ,~]

has equilibrium waiting-time distributions.

PROOF

As indicated in §7.3, we use the "bounded expectation" approach to prove

this theorem.

Consider (7.2.5b). Since (PI) is a positive sequence, it is clear that P > l.

Let us choose q (different from that in §7.3) satisfying

Next find

1 1
O<q<-<-

2P 2

00 > 1 s. t. 00e1
- Bo < R

2

(7.4.2a)

(7.4.2b)

which is always possible because f( x ) = xe1- x has a maximum of 1 at x = 1

and thereafter decreases rapidly towards its asymptote of O.
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For So and I-l as in (7.4.1), let To > 2 (so + ~) > 0 such that

(7 .4.2c)

Since G1 and G are assumed to be continuous at 0, we have that

:3 a > 0 s.t. p[atr < T~] G1 (To) < (%)2
(7.4.3)

and P[aTV < T~] G(To) < (%)2

where T~ == o:To.

In view of (7.4.1), we may write Si == S~+Sr where S~ ::; (i, SI' ::; So Vi E INn

and ((i) is an IID EXP(I1-1
) sequence, which implies that

n n

L Si < L (i +nso
i=l i=l

n
Obviously L (i rv Gamma(n, 11-1

) .
i=l

(7.4.4)

We will need to consider E[C~l Si) I[Ls;>mToJ] where m E [0, J{n]71", , as

«; ( ) ()2(J{ m) [( n) ]well as the sum ,Eo:n ~ n- E i~l Si I[LSi>mTo] , the reason for

which will become clearer in a short while. We separate [0, ]{n]llffi into two

subintervals that, at first, are dealt with individually.



Case 1: m < l&J < J{n ~ -2m 2 -iK;
- 2 - 2

Obviously we are able to write

so that
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(7.4.5)

(7.4.6)

(=) by (7.4.5) & (7.4.6)

(7.4.7)



Case 2: m > l&J + 1 > K n =? 2m ~ K; ~ n- 2 - 2

=? mTo - nSO ~ mTo - 2msO
= 2mBo

/.-L
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(7.4.8)

E [C~ S;) I[LS,>mTol]

< E [C~ (; +nso) I[L(i>mTo-nsol] by (7.4.4)

< E [Ctl (; +nso) I[D'> ''';.'0 I] (=) by (7.4.8)

< 1,00 (z + nso)~zn-1e-/.-LZdz (=)
2m90 (n-1)!

I-'

1,00 ~ 1,00 ~< n /.-LZ e-/.-LZdz +nflso /.-LZ e-/.-LZdz (=)
2m9o n! 2m9o (n-1)!

I-' I-'

< ~ [;'00 Y: «»dy + JlSo;'00 y~-l I«»dy] (=)
/.-L 2mBo n. 2mB

o
(n 1).

[ n n-l]< !!. L (2mBo)k + L (2mBo)k -2mBo
/.-L k! flSo k! e

k=O . k=O

n

< ~(l + flsO)e-2mBo L (2~~O)k
k=O

n

< ~(1 + flso)O~e-2mBo L (2~)k by (7.4.2b)
k=O

< ~(l + flSo)06me-2mBo e2m (=)

< n ( ) ( 1 B ) 2m-;; 1 + flSo Ooe - 0

< C4n (~) 2m

(7.4.9)
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By using the fact that q < 1 several times, we have

by (7.4.9)

K n

< C4n L: qKn

m=l¥J+l

(7.4.10)

On combining (7.4.7) and (7.4.10) , we deduce that

(7.4.11)

Recall Proposition 7.3.2 and (7.3.15) involving the sum of n Grdistributed

r.v.s (Ti) and ](~ independent G-distributed random variables (Ti). Denote

the joint sequence of these ](n variables, based on tin ,(k, v, t), by (O"i) , and
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let

I(k, v, m) - I[I{ai>To}l=m]

=? EI(k,v,m) - e~n)p[I{ai > To}1 = m]P[I{ai ~ To}1 = tc; - m]

- (~) [1 - (~rr (~r(Kn-m) by (7.4.3)

< e~n) (~) 2(K
n

- m )

(7 .4.12)

Next let

I~(k,v) - I[/(k,v ,t )Er E(n,k ,V)]

< I[/(k ,v,t)Er(n,k,v)]

clef t.i», V)

=} EI~(k,v) < Eln(k,v)

< ENn (=)

< [~P[3'Y(V) E r(n,v)l] by Prop. 7.3.1

(7.4.13)
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We note that the random variable

(a) C~ Si) I[l:Si>mTo] depends on (Si), but not on the nature of the walks

we consider

(b) I (k, v, m) is associated with (ai)

(c) In (k, v), on the other hand, does depend on the configuration of the

various walks

Thus C~ Si) Ill:Si>mTo] ' I(k, v, m) and In(k, v) (unlike I:(k, v)) are inde

pendent.

We shall also use the fact that if the waiting time is obtained on an essential

space chain of length n, then it is of the form [i~ Si - 21 <Tj ] + < i~l Si. This

leads to I[LSi>mTo] ~ I[LSi>LCTj]' a result also used in the sequel.

Hence, by applying (7.4.12), (7.4.13) and the independence of the three

recently-mentioned random variables, we have the sequence of equalities and

inequali ties on the following page.
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- E [~k~n v~nwtobVO]I!(k,v)t/(k'V,m)]

< E [~ ~ ~In(k, v)t/(k, v, m) C~ Si) I[Ls,>mToJ] (=)

< f= 2:2: E[In(k, v)] I= E[I(k, v, m)JE [C~ Si) I[LS,>mTol]
n=l V k m=O

00

< 'LC1pn'Lcn!<nqKn
n=l k

00 00

< Cl'Lpn 'L 'L cn!<nqKn

n=l K=o kEINn:Kn=K+n

00 00

< C''L np n'L ttc + n)(K+;-l)qK+n C' = cC1
n=l K=o

00 00

< C''L n2p n'L (Kin)qK+n
n=l K=o

00 00

< C''Ln2(Pq)n'L2K+nqK
n=l K=o

00

< C'L n2(2Pq)n
n=l

< 00

independently of to and Vo, as required.

C < 00 since 2q < 1 by (7.4.2a)

by (7.4.2a)

o
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7.5 A SPECIAL CASE

We now consider a specific instance of the more general network described

in §7.2. Our simplifying assumptions are as follows:

(a) (i) V ~ 7l

(ii) E={(v,v+l);vE71}

(iii) P["( = -yV] = 1 where ~( = v, v +1, v +2

As a result, for the associated essential space chain ,(k, v, t), k, = 1 and

Vi - Vi-l E M = {-1,0, I} Vi.

(b) (i) The interarrival times (T~) rv EXp(-\-l). Thus (Appendix B)

G1(t) = G(t) = 1 - e- At
.

(ii) The service times (S~) rv EXP(I1-1
) so that F(s) = 1- e"!",

k
The essential space chain of length n will consist of the vertices VQ + L ()i,

i=l

where k E {O} U INn and ()i E M. Much as in Chapter 6, a correspondence

between the essential space chain and the vector 6 E Mn may be established.

We shall write {, = 6} for the event that the actual wait is obtained on the

essential space chain corresponding to 6.

In proving the following theorem, we will also use other notation and ideas

similar to those in Chapter 6.
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Theorem 7.5.1

Suppose

or p < 5 - 2V6

inf Eea(S-T)
a>O

inf All
a>O (A+a)(ll-a)

(7.5.1)

Then there exists a limiting process of (stationary) waiting times.

PROOF

As we remarked earlier, it suffices to prove stability. Now for T E IRE!)

00

L L P [{Wto[,vo] > T} n, = 8] (=)
n=no+l 8EMn

00

< L L P [Wto[,vo] > T I , = 8] P[, = 8]
n=no+l 8EMn

< f: L P[.f: (Si - Ti) > T]
n=no+l 8EMn t=l

00

< L (3q')n
n=no+l

< (3q')no
1-3q'

t
< -

2

(=) by Cor. 6.2.1b
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for no sufficiently large.

Next, letting En denote the event that the actual wait is obtained on an

essential space chain of length n, we have

E

2no

Thus V E > 0, ::3 To s.t. T > To *
00

LP [{Wto[,VO] > T} n En]
n=l

no 00

L2~o + L L P [{Wto[,vo] > T} n, = 8]
n=l n=no+l 8EMn

< E

o

Remark 7.5.1

There is an obvious connection between (7.5.1) and Remark 6.2.1, where the

derivation (for the exponential case) of p from inf Eea(S-T) is given.
a>O
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CHAPTER 8

THE F AAFS DISCIPLINE ON A STARLIKE
NETWORK

8.1 INTRODUCTION

As its title suggests, this last, and very short, chapter is concerned with the

F AAFS discipline introduced in Chapter 4, where details on the starlike

network were also provided.

In §8.2 we briefly review results - from Berezner et al. [9] - pertaining

to the nonpreemptive and preemptive (resume) models.

It is indeed appropriate that the final chapter of the thesis be devoted to

new and exciting research.

8.2 THE F AAFS PROTOCOL

While the F AAFS-type discipline may be the most effective in practical

terms, it is the most difficult of the three protocols of Chapter 4 to analyse

mathematically. In the first place, waiting-times are system-dependent: they

are determined not only by the times of arrival {t} to the network, but also

by the shifted Poisson process {t +W[l]}.

In the F AAFSN starlike network, the waiting time, W(y), of some call y may
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be derived partially or completely from future arrivals. This dependence on

the future required us to estimate the workload on the quasidelayer, rather

than the true delayer, path (Definition 4.3.5). As a result, we were able

to prove the stability/uniform boundedness of the network under condition

(6.2.3), but not convergence to a stationary regime.

In our analysis of the F AAFSp network we were faced with the problem

of "indirect conditional future dependence". In its second-stage of process

ing, a call y will experience an initial wait (possibly 0), followed by a period of

service which is likely to be interrupted before the service is complete. Con

sequently, the call y will again wait before completing the next segment of its

service. This wait-service cycle for any call y is mathematically problematic

because it results in there being a random number of calls which make a direct

contribution to the workload of y. Again, therefore, we were not in a po

sition to prove convergence, and we had to be satisfied with uniform stability.

We may summarise the main result of Berezner et al. [9] as follows:

Theorem 8.2.1 (The Circuit-Switched Network)

Suppose that for some A > 0

inf EeaS _
A_ < ~

a>O A+ a 2
(8.2.1)

Then the (nonpreemptive or preemptive) F AAFS starlike network is stable

uniformly in the size (N) of the network.

Although the proof of Theorem 8.2.1 could proceed in a similar way for
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both the nonpreemptive and preemptive forms of the F AAFS discipline, an

approach based on the direct comparison WFAAFS ~ W F AF S (between the

waiting times of the F AAFSp and F AFS models) was adopted in Berezner

et al. [9].

The analysis of the message-switched network is more tractable. In particu

lar, several results - of especial interest when one considers the simulation

study data given in Chapter 4 - were proved about this network. The most

useful of these are included in the theorem below.

Theorem 8.2.2 (The Message-Switched Network)

(a) For each of the three disciplines, FCF S, F AFSand F AAFS, the first

stage of the message-switching network operates precisely as the first

stage of the network under the other two disciplines. In particular, each

queue in the first stage is simply of the form GI/GI/1/oo/FCFS.

(b) Suppose now that p[l] < 1 and p[2] < 1. Then for both the FCF Sand

F AAFS networks (W[l] W[2]) ~ (W[l] W[2]) and Ew[i] - Ew[i]
, n' n 00 ' FeF S - F AAFS

(i=1 ,2).

The research continues ...
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APPENDIX A

GRAPHS

A.I INTRODUCTORY CONCEPTS

The first two definitions given below use the term graph in a fairly general

sense.

Definition A.I.I (Graph)

A graph Q = [V, E] comprises a nonempty set of vertices or nodes (or points),

V = V(Q), called the vertex set of Q, together with a possibly empty edge

set, E = E(Q), of pairs of vertices of Q, called edges (or lines).

Definition A.I.2 (Classes of Graphs)

If a graph Q may have loops, i.e., edges e = vv joining a vertex to itself, then

Q is called a loop-graph.

A graph Q in which multiple or parallel edges (more than one edge joining

the same pair of vertices) are permissible, but loops are not, is termed a

multigraph. The number of parallel edges joining a distinct pair of vertices

is called the multiplicity of the "edge".

Should both loops and multiple edges be allowed in graph g, then 9 is a

pseudograph.

If Q has edge set E(Q) of ordered pairs of vertices (so e = (VI, V2) =V"(V2) ,

then Q is a directed graph or digraph with directed edges or arcs, and arc set

E(Q).
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That graph Q which has an edge set of unordered pairs of vertices (e = VI V2

or, equivalently, e = V2VI) and has neither loops nor multiple edges is referred

to as a simple graph or merely a graph.

Definition A.l.3 (Symmetric and Asymmetric Digraphs)

Let V be a digraph with arc set E(V).

Then V is a symmetric digraph iff

(u,V) E E(V) ~ (v,u) E E(V).

V is an asymmetric digraph or oriented graph iff

(u,v) E E(V) =? (v,u) tf- E(V).

Definition A.l.4 (Vnderlying Graphs)

The underlying graph of a digraph V is that graph 9 obtained from V by

replacing each arc a = (u,v) of V by the edge e = uv and deleting any

occurrence of a multiple edge.

The underlying graph of a pseudograph Q is that graph Q* obtained from Q

by deleting all loops and replacing any set of multiple edges of 9 with a single

edge.

Definition A.l.5 (Edges and Vertices)

If IV(Q)I = p and IE(Q)I = q, then p and q are called the order and size

respectively of Q (a graph or digraph). Then Q is a (p, q)-(di)graph.

If each of p and q is finite, then Q is termed a finite graph; otherwise it is an

infinite graph.
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Suppose 91 is a simple graph with edges e = uv and f = vw. Then e is

said to join u and v, which are called adjacent vertices. Each of u and v is

incident with e. Furthermore, e and f are adjacent edges (because they have

a vertex in common).

Next consider a digraph 92 with arcs al = (u, v) and a2 = (v, w). The termi

nology used is similar to that above except that the prepositions to and from

are used to convey the direction of the arcs. Vertex u is called the initial

endpoint or tail of arc al; v is its terminal endpoint or head.

Remark A.I.I (Diagram of a Graph)

It is customary to represent a graph by means of a diagram, which is often

also referred to as a graph. Line segments or curves are used for (undirected)

edges; arcs are represented by directed (or "arrowed") line segments. Ver

tices are indicated by small circles or dots.

Fig. A.I

(5,4)-Simple Asymmetric (Finite) Digraph

Vertex set V(D) = {VI, V2, V3, V4, vs}

Arc set E(D) = {(V2' VI); (V3' V2); (V3' V4); (vs,V4)}
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A.2 CONNECTEDNESS IN GRAPHS

Definition A.2.1 (Walks, Paths and Cycles)

Let 9 be a simple graph.

A walk W : Vo el VI ... Vn-I enVn of 9 is a (finite) alternating sequence of edges

and vertices, beginning and ending with vertices, in which e, = Vi-IVi ViE INn.

The length of W is n (the number of occurrences of edges).

Without ambiguity, we may also write

Vo and Vn are the initial and terminal vertices respectively. The remaining

vertices are called inner or intermediate vertices.

W is sometimes referred to as a VO-Vn walk; it is closed iff Vo = Vn and open

otherwise.

On the other hand, a path of 9 is a walk in which vertices (and thus, neces

sarily, all edges) are distinct.

W is a cycle of 9 iff it is a closed walk of length n ~ 3 with no repetitions of

vertices allowed (except, of course, that we have Vo = vn ) .

Remark A.2.1 (Walks in Digraphs)

The definitions of a walk, path and cycle in a digraph are analogous to those

for a graph, except that in a digraph we always proceed in the direction of the

arcs. To emphasise this fact, we may use the prefix di-, for instance, diwalk.
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Definition A.2.2 (Connectedness in Graphs & Digraphs)

Let U and v be vertices in a graph Q.

Then u is connected to v iff Q contains a u-v path; Q itself is connected iff u

is connected to v V (u,v) E [V(Q)]2.

A digraph D is connected iff its underlying graph is connected.

Fig. A.2

P : Ul U3 U4 Us U6 U7

A path of length 5 in a connected graph
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A.3 TREES

This section and the next are concerned with two special types of graphs

which are of particular interest in this thesis.

Definition A.3.1 (Tree)

Let Q be a graph of order p.

Then Q is a tree iff one of the following equivalent conditions holds.

(i) Q is connected and has size p - 1.

(ii) Q is acyclic and has size p - 1.

(iii) Q is a minimal connected graph (p ~ 2).

(iv) Q is a maximal acyclic graph (p ~ 2).

Definition A.3.2 (Directed Tree)

A directed tree is an asymmetric digraph, the underlying graph of which is a

tree.

Definition A.3.3 (Rooted Tree)

A rooted tree is a directed tree T with a distinguished vertex r , called the

root, with the property that T contains an r-u path V v E V(T).

Definition A.3.4 (n-Trees)

Let T be a rooted tree with root r,

For a fixed vertex v of T, let P; be the shortest r-u path, say of length l,
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Consider now another vertex u which lies on Pv , such that the shortest r-u

path has length 1- 1. Vertex v is then known as the successor of u.

A simple example of T is one in which each vertex has exactly n successors;

such a rooted tree is called an n- tree.

Remark A.3.1 (Branching Number)

The branching number of an n-tree is n. For a more general rooted tree,

the idea of a branching number is more complicated. Intuitively-speaking, if

we suitably define the "average" number of branches issuing from a typical

vertex of our tree, we obtain its branching number. The interested reader is

referred to the article of Lyons [A.l] for more details.

Fig. A.3

A rooted tree with root r (and branching 2)

v is a successor of u
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A.4 n-PARTITE GRAPHS

Definition A.4.1 (n-Partite Graphs)

Let n E IN. A graph Q is an re-partite graph iff there exists a partition of its
n

vertex set: V(Q) = UVi 1\ Vi n Vk i- 0 :::} j = k such that
i=l

uv E E(Q) =:::} u E Vi 1\ v E Vk 1\ j i- k.

If n = 2, then Q is a called a bipartite graph.

In the following definition we assume that IViI = m, ViE INn (so that IV(Q)\ =

Definition A.4.2 (Complete n-Partite Graphs)

Let n E IN. A graph Qis a complete n-partiie graph, denoted by ]{(ml, ... ,mn )

or ]{ml ,...,mn , iff it is an n-partite graph and u E Vi 1\ v E Vk 1\ j i- k =:::}

uv E E(Q).

Definition A.4.3 (Star Graph)

Let N E IN. The complete bipartite graph ]{l ,N is called a star (graph).

Remark A.4.1 (Star Network)

In communications applications (such as computing), a star network is one

in which there is a single central coordinating node, and distant devices are

connected along communications lines which radiate like spokes from the

central node.
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Fig. A.4

Star graph ](1 ,4

REFERENCE
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Probability 18(3), 931-958, 1990.
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APPENDIX B

POINT PROCESSES

B.l INTRODUCTORY CONCEPTS

Consider a Polish space E (Franken et al. [B.l , p. 62], Kallenberg [B.3]) with

Borel o-algebra E. Write E for the ring of bounded (relatively compact) sets

in E.

Definition B.l.l (Measures on E)

Let </J be a measure on E.

(a) The set of locally finite (Radon) measures on E is given by

M = {</J E E : </J( B) < 00 V BEE}

(b) The collection of point or counting measures is defined by

M; = {</J EM: cP(B) E ?lEE) V BEE}

(c) The set of simple point measures is given by

M, = {<p E M; : </J( {e}) ~ 1 V e E E}

Write M, Mp and Ms for the cr-algebras generated by the sets given in (a),

(b) and (c) respectively.
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Remark B.l.l

For convenience we write <!Y( e) for <!Y( {e}).

Definition B.l.2 (Dirac Measure)

Let e E E be fixed, and B E B. Then

The fundamental point measure 8e( · ) is called the Dirac measure.

B.2 RANDOM POINT PROCESSES

Definition B.2.l (Point Process)

A (random) point process <I> is a random element of the measurable space

(Mp, Mp). Consequently <I> may be given as a probability space (Mp, Mp, P)

which implies that <I> is a random counting measure on B.

Remark B.2.! (Alternative Definition of a Point Process)

An alternative definition, which is most appropriate when some other random

process generates point process <I>, is often encountered in the literature. In

this case, given a probability space (n, F, P), <I> is defined as the measurable

mapping (n, F) 1---7 (Mp, Mp).

Definition B.2.2 (Simple Point Process)

A point process <I> with associated probability space (Mp, Mp, P) is said to
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be simple iff P[<I> EMs] = 1.

V B E B define the 7l EB-valued random variable N(B) by

P[N(B) = n] = P[4> E Mp : 4>(B) = n] (n E 7lEB )

Thus N(B) gives the random number of points of <I> in B.

Remark B.2.2 (Point Processes on R)

When Polish space E = lR (or lREB ) , then .the random points of the process

<I> are most commonly times of events (tn , n E 7l) (or (tn , n E IN)) (for in

stance, moments of arrivals to a network) and Tn = tn+l - t.; are interevent

(interarrival) times. The sequence (Tn ) constitutes the incremental process of

(tn ) . In the time-context, a simple point process (informally) is one in which

Tn > 0 V n, so that there are a.s. no points where two or more events occur

simultaneously. (To understand why, consider Definition B.1.1(c). Since 4> is

a counting measure, and for every t 4> (t) ~ 1, 4>(t) = 0 or 1 (and no greater).)

When the (time) points are nonnegative, one conventionally writes N(t) =

N((O, tD for the number of events (arrivals) in the bounded interval (0, t]. It

is obvious that N(t) ~ n {:} t n ~ t.

We now briefly consider a well-known class of point processes.

Example B.2.! (Renewal and Poisson Processes)

A renewal process <I> is a point process characterised by an IID incremental

sequence (Tn , n E IN) rv C which is independent of the time t l rv Cl of the

first event. When Cl coincides with G, then <I> is said to be an ordinary
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renewal process; otherwise it is called a modified or delayed renewal process.

<P is an equilibrium or stationary renewal process iff

1 (S_
G1(s) == E(T) la G(x)dx (ET < (0) (B.2.1)

iff the process has stationary increments (L[N(s + h) - N(s)] == L[N(h)]

V s 2: 0, V h > 0). The equivalence of these two conditions is demonstrated

in Grimmett & Stirzaker [B.2, pp. 295-296].

When one considers a renewal process, two quantities of interest are the age

(or current lifetime) at t and the excess lifetime at t, given by 8(t) == t - tN(t)

and ,(t) == tN(t)+l - t respectively. In other words, 8(t) is the time since

the last event before t and , (t) is the time to the next event after t. It is

interesting to note that, if i 1 is nonlattice, then

1 l s
-lim P[,(t) ::; s] == E() G(x)dx

t-HX) T a

which is the same distribution as in (B. 2.1).

(B.2.2)

A renewal process of particular importance (certainly in queueing theory) is

the Poisson process, which is usually introduced by means of postulates or

axioms (e.g., Parzen [B.5, p. 118]). For the purposes of this discussion, it

suffices to note that G( s) == 1 - e- AS characterises the Poisson process with

rate A. (See, for example, Medhi [BA, Chapter 4].)

According to its axiomatic definition, the Poisson process has stationary
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increments so that it is valid to consider (B.2.1) which reduces to

which means, of course, that we are concerned with an ordinary renewal pro

cess, and, using (B.2.2), that lim P[,(t) ::; s] = G(s). Parzen [B.5, p. 173]
t-co

proves a more significant result (without the need for a limit), namely that

P[,(t) ::; s] = 1 - e- AS•

Before we proceed to investigate the concept of a marked point process, we

outline what is meant by a Palm distribution P.. Historically this distribu

tion was first introduced for (stationary) simple point processes <P (on the

real line), in which case Pt may be regarded as the conditional distribution

of <I> given that an event (arrival) occurs at t. For instance, the man after

whom this distribution was named investigated the conditional probability

of the absence of telephone calls in the interval (0, t), given the occurrence

of a call at time O.

Definition B.2.3 (Palm Distributions and Probabilities)

The Palm distributions Pe of point process <I> are given by

E (d<I>(e)I{~EL})
Pe(L) = E(d<I>(e)) L E M, e E E (a.s. - E<P)

More generally, Palm probabilities are defined by

E (d<I>(e)I{~EA})
Pe(A) = E(d<P(e)) A E F, e E E (a.s. - E<I»
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Remark B.2.3 (Campbell Measure)

Definition B.2.3 is based on the idea of the Campbell measure of <1>, which is

the measure

defined on B x M.

B.3 RANDOM MARKED POINT PROCESSES: RMPPs

Random point processes were originally derived to model the occurrence of

events of the same kind at random points of JR. It often becomes necessary,

however, to distinguish between different types of events in a process. In the

context of queues or networks , there are service times, priorities, customer

types, route-determining vertices and so on , which cause one customer to

differ from another. As explained in the following definition, RMPPs allow

for such an eventuality.

Definition B.3.! ((Random) Marked Point Process)

Consider E, £ and B as before. In addition, let X be a Polish space, called

the mark space , and M; be the set of all counting measures on B x a(X).

An RMPP <I>x (with mark space X) is a random element of the measur

able space (M;, M;), and thus can be determined as the probability space

(M;,M;,PX
) .
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Remark B.3.!

The RMPP <I>x is nothing more than a point process on the space E x X,

so that the discussion in §B.2 is applicable. Consequently theoretical details

will not be reproduced (in their appropriately modified forms) here. We do,

however, note that random attribute x E X is called a mark, which may ob

viously be a vector ~ = (Xl, .. . , X k ) where the Xi may, for example, specify

service times at the various nodes of a network, or the nodes themselves.

Example B.3.!

A compound Poisson process (Parzen [B.5, pp. 128-131]) is an example of an

RMPP in which marks are IID and independent of the points of the Poisson

process they label. The most common marked point process in queuing the

ory is some version of a compound Poisson process. As an example, consider

the M[XLqueues, i.e., queues with batch arrivals/service.

Remark B.3.2 (Independence of Marks)

In contrast with the compound Poisson process of Example B.3.1, one may

always consider RMPPs for which marks are not necessarily lID, or even

those that are not independent of the point process they label.
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APPENDIX C

STOCHASTIC ORDERING

Definition C.l (Stochastic Ordering of Random Variables and

Distributions)

Suppose X and Y are random variables with respective distribution functions

F and G.

Then X is stochastically smaller (or smaller in distribution) than Y, written

X :S;st Y (or X :S;d Y), iff

F(x) :s; G(x) Vx E IR

in which case F is said to be stochastically smaller than G, written F :S; d G.

X is stochastically larger than Y (F is stochastically larger than G), X 2:st Y

(F 2:d G), iff Y is stochastically smaller than X.

X is stochastically equivalent ( equa0 to Y , X = st Y, iff

F(x) = G(x) Vx E IR

in which case it may also be said that F and G are stochastically equivalent

(equa0, written as F =d G.

Remark C.l

The symbols st and d often are used interchangeably. Also, the concept of

stochastic ordering may be intuitively extended to sequences of random vari

ables and their joint distributions.
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Proposition C.l

Stochastic ordering is a partial ordering on the class of real-valued random

variables (or their distributions).

PROOF

Reflexivity, transitivity and antisymmetry are easily shown to hold.

Remark C.2

The ordering is, however , not complete since not all pairs of distributions

(random variables) can be stochastically ordered.

Remark C.3

If X, Y are as in Definition C.l, then F(x) = G(x) V x E IR ===> X =st Y but

it is not necessarily true that X = Y. An obvious and most likely instance

would be that in which X and Y are identically distributed.

Theorem C.l

X -.5:st Y iff E[g(X)] -.5:E[g(Y)] V nondecreasing functions g, whenever the

expectations are well-defined .

PROOF

Ross [C.l, p. 252] or Wolff [C.2, p. 486].
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APPENDIX D

STARLIKE NETWORK COMPUTER
SIMULATION PROGRAM

In this appendix, a short explanation is given of some of the aspects of the

simulation program mentioned in Chapter 4, where a summary of its out

put was also given. After a few theoretical details have been provided, the

program itself - written by the author in Turbo Pascal Version 6.0 - is

reproduced with brief comments.

The simulation program is written for the case of a Poisson arrival stream

and exponential service times. The properties of the exponential distribu

tion (especially its Markovian/rnemoryless character) allow us to model the

network using the principles of a Markov chain. This is not to say, however,

that more general distribution assumptions could not have been made (using

the approximation F(x) ~ LPiFi(X) - where ~Pi = 1 and F, is a gamma
i t

distribution function with parameters f3i and n, - for the distribution, F ,

under consideration).

One of the essential ideas of the program is certainly fairly general and may

be applied to a broad class of simulation studies. We refer to the concept

of discrete event simulation which is a useful mechanism for avoiding the

complexities of dealing with the dynamics of continuous time. Two different

approaches exist for discretizing the time.
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The first approach, interval-oriented simulation, uses fixed time increments.

Time is advanced by a constant amount /)..t, and the situation is reviewed at

... , t - /)..t, t, t + /)..t, .... The method applied in our program is the second

type, event-oriented simulation, in which time increments vary: the system

time is advanced to that of the next event, and the system evaluated at that

moment. This latter approach has several advantages over the first which

may update the time from t to t + /)..t without any events having occurred

during the interval (t, t + /)..t]. On the other hand, a considerable number of

events can occur, but these may be detected only at t + /)..t. Both of these

situations are wasteful.

Our preferred variable-time increment method, in accordance with our as

sumptions on exponential times, yields a useful result on how to establish by

random means the time and nature of the events (arrivals/departures/service).

In the context of the program, an in the theoretical discussion below should

be interpreted as the rate of the nth event happening (given the current

state of the system). For instance, in the case of circuit-switching, program

variable arrivalrate gives the rate of arrival to the network which is a con

stant N A, but departurerate depends on how many destination channels are

nonempty (and on time-ordering if the F AFS protocol is in use). a, on the

other hand, represents the (program variable) iotalrate for any of the proto

cols.
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Let {Tn } be a collection of independent random variables (representing in

terevent times) where Tn has the exponential distribution FTn(t) == 1- e-ant

with mean O'~l 0 Write T(l) == min T; and 0' == EO'no Then applying the
n

n

independence, we have

P[0{Tn >t}]
TIp [Tn > t]

n

( Xi P [Tk == s] P [ n {Tn ~ s}] ds
Js=o n#k
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Also, by again using the independence of the random variables:

ak <at-e
a

Consequently the type of the next event and the time interval until the next

event (which is T(I)) may be independently determined (by separately using

the (pseudo)random number generator).

To understand how the random number generator is actually used in this

program is not difficult as we apply some well-known properties of distribu

tions.

Let U be a uniform random variate with distribution function Gu:

Gu(u) = P[U~u] = u (0.1)

If T is exponentially distributed with mean a-I and distribution F, then

P[T < t] F(t)
P[U < F(t)] by (0.1)
P[F-I(U) < t]
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so solving T = P-1(U) or

U P(T)

U

T

I - aT-e

1- U

In(l - U)

and if U E [0,1) (as is the case with Turbo Pascal's uniform random num

ber generator), then _In(1;U) yields an (honest) exponential random variable

with mean a-I.

The program-listing is given in the pages that follow.
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PROGRAM Network; {Interactive version}
{Two-stage starlike network: disrete event-oriented simulation
for different disciplines & switching rules: channel in stage i
(i=1,2) is symmetric w.r.t. others in that stage: exponential
interarrival and service times}

USES CRT, DOS;

= RECORD
q1pointer

= -q2node;
RECORD

BYTE;
LONGINT;
REAL;
q2pointer

CONST
bigspace
space
underline

TYPE
boolarray
countarray
protocol
q1pointer
q1node

destindex
destrank1
arrivetime1
link1

END;
q2pointer
q2node

sourceindex
destrank2
arrivetime2
link2

END;
queue1

front1, rear1
END;
queue1array
queue2

main2, subsid2
END;
queue2array
servicetype

switchtype

=
=
=

=
=
=

=
=

=
=

=
=

=

I.,
I.,

1 ,.

,

ARRAY[1 .. 250] OF BOOLEAN;
ARRAY[1 .. 250] OF LONGINT;
(faafs, fafs, fcfs);
-q1node;
RECORD

BYTE;
LONGINT;
REAL;
q1pointer

ARRAY[1 .. 250] OF queue1;
RECORD

q2pointer

ARRAY[1 .. 250] OF queue2;
(nonpre , pre);
{nonpreemptive/preemptive}
(cir, mes);
{circuit/message}
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nnmberofdests, nurnberofsources,
nurnberoftrials, trial
factor, maxmessages
discipline
arrivalrate,
intensity, invnurndests,
lambda, mul, mu2, musystem,
overallav,
overallavl, overallav2,
overallwaitl, overallwait2,
rhol, rho2, rhosystem,
waitl, wait2, waitsystem
servicerule
switchrule
out

BYTE;
LONGINT;
protocol;

REAL;
servicetype;
switchtype;
TEXT;

{--------------------------------------------------------------}
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PROCEDURE ReadData {Interactive keyboard response on number of
source/destination channels, calls &
trials, and rates of arrival & service,
and so forth}

(VAR lambda, mu1, mu2: REAL; VAR numberofdests, numberofsources,
numberoftrials: BYTE; VAR maxmessages : LONGINT; VAR discipline:
protocol; VAR servicerule: servicetype; VAR switchrule:
switchtype);
VAR

selection
BEGIN

CLRSCR;
WRITELN;
WRITELN(' ':3,

'*** WELCOME TO THE STARLIKE NETWORK SIMULATION PROGRAM ***');
WRITELN; WRITELN; WRITELN;
WRITELN(' ':5,'DISCIPLINE');
WRITELN(bigspace, '1. FAAFS');
WRITELN(bigspace, '2. FAFS');
WRITELN(bigspace, '3. FCFS');
WRITE(' ':5,'Enter selection: ');
READLN(selection);
CASE selection OF

1: discipline:=faafs;
2: discipline:=fafs;
3: discipline:=fcfs

END;
IF discipline=faafs

THEN
BEGIN

WRITELN; WRITELN;
WRITELN(' ':5,'SERVICE RULE');
WRITELN(bigspace, '1. Nonpreemptive');
WRITELN(bigspace, '2 . Preemptive');
WRITE(' ':5, 'Enter selection: ');
READLN(selection);
CASE selection OF

1: servicerule:=nonpre;
2: servicerule:=pre

END
END

ELSE servicerule:=nonpre;
WRITELN; WRITELN;
WRITELN(' ':5,'SWITCHING RULE');
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WRITELN(bigspace, 11. Circuit ');
WRITELN(bigspace, 12. Message ');
WRITE(' ':5,'Enter selection: I);

READLN(selection);
CASE selection OF

1: switchrule:=cir;
2: switchrule:=mes;

END;
WRITELN; WRITELN;
WRITE('Please enter the mean arrival rate LAMBDA: 1,1 1:23);
READLN(larnbda);
CASE switchrule OF
cir: mu1:=0;
mes: BEGIN

WRITE('Please enter the stage 1 mean service rate MU1: ',
I ': 18) ;

READLN(mu1)
END

END;
WRITE('Please enter the stage 2 mean service rate MU2: 1,1 1:18);
READLN(mu2);
WRITE('Please enter the number of source queues<251: 1,1 1:20);
READLN(numberofsources);
WRITE('Please enter the number of destination queues<251: ',

I I: 15) ;
READLN(numberofdests);
WRITE('Please enter the number of calls/messages to bel,

I processed<2E9: I);

READLN(maxmessages);
WRITE('Please enter the number of trials<251: 1,1 1:27);
READLN(numberoftrials);
WRITELN('PROCESSING BEGINS');

END; {ReadData}
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PROCEDURE InitialiseAllTrials {Set to zero ~ait statistics that
~ill accumulate over all trials;
assign values to quantities that
remain constant over all trials}

(numberofdests, numberofsources: BYTE; maxmessages: LONGINT; VAR
factor: LONGINT; lambda, mu1, mu2: REAL; VAR arrivalrate,
intensity, invnumdests, musystem, overall~ait1, overall~ait2,

rho1, rho2, rhosystem: REAL; s~itchrule: s~itchtype);

BEGIN
factor:=TRUNC(maxmessages/10);
WHILE factor>5000 DO
factor:=TRUNC(factor/2);

arrivalrate:=lambda*numberofsources;
invnumdests:=1/numberofdests;
intensity:=arrivalrate*invnumdests;
overall~ait1:=O;

overall~ait2:=O;

CASE switchrule OF
cir: BEGIN

rho2:=intensity/mu2;
musystem:=mu2-intensity;
rhosystem:=lambda/musystem

END;
mes: BEGIN

rho1 :=lambda/mu1;
rho2:=intensity/mu2

END
END

END; {InitialiseAIITrials}

FUNCTION TrueMean {Calculate theoretical values of mean waiting
times for FCFS discipline}

(mu, rho: REAL):REAL;
BEGIN

IF (rho<1)
THEN TrueMean:=1/(mu*(1-rho))
ELSE TrueMean:=9999

END; {TrueMean}
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FAFS
FCFS

fafs:
fcfs:

END;
CASE switchrule OF
cir: WRITE(out, ' CIRCUIT-SWITCHING');
mes: WRITE(out, ' MESSAGE-SWITCHING')

END;
WRITELN(out,' ****');
WRITELN(out); WRITELN(out);
WRITELN(out,'Number of arrivals to network:', bigspace,

maxmessages:7, bigspace);
WRITELN(out); WRITELN(out); WRITELN(out);
WRITELN(out,' , :43, 'Stage',' ': 16, 'Total', ' ': 11);
WRITELN(out,' ':38,'1',' ':13,'2');
WRITELN(out); WRITELN(out);
WRITELN(out, 'Number of channels',' ':19, numberofsources:3,

, ':11, numberofdests:3,' ':7);
WRITELN(out);
CASE switchrule OF
cir: BEGIN

WRITELN(out, 'Mean arrival rate (per channel)',
lambda: 13:6, ' " intensity:13:6,' ':7);

WRITELN(out);
WRITE(out, 'Mean service rate MU',' ':25,mu2:13:6);
IF NOT(discipline=fafs) THEN
WRITELN(out, musystem:14:6)
ELSE WRITELN(out);

WRITELN(out);

PROCEDURE PrintData {Data, based on input & subsequent
calculations, pertinent to all trials is
written to a text file, to which
information will be appended}

(numberofdests, numberofsources: BYTE; maxmessages: LONGINT;
discipline: protocol; intensity, lambda, mu1, mu2, musystem,
rho1, rho2, rhosystem: REAL; VAR wait1, wait2: REAL; servicerule:
servicetype; switchrule: switchtype; VAR out: TEXT);
BEGIN

WRITELN(out); WRITELN(out);
WRITE(out,' ****
CASE discipline OF
faafs: CASE servicerule OF

nonpre: WRITE(out, 'NONPREEMPTIVE FAAFS');
pre: WRITE(out,' PREEMPTIVE FAAFS ,)

END;
WRITE(out, '
WRITE(out, '
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WRITE(out,'Traffic intensity (per channel)' " ':14,
rho2:13:6);

IF NOT(discipline=fafs) THEN
WRITELN(out, rhosystem:14:6)
ELSE WRITELN(out);

WRITELN(out);
wait2:=TrueMean(mu2, rho2);
waitsystem:=TrueMean(musystem, rhosystem);
wait1:=waitsystem-wait2;
WRITELN(out,'Theoretical waiting time', bigspace,

wait1:13:6,' " wait2:13:6, waitsystem:14:6);
WRITELN(out,'(FCFS circuit-switching)')

END;
mes: BEGIN

WRITELN(out,'Mean arrival rate (per channel)',
lambda: 13:6, ' " intensity:13:6, ' ':7);

WRITELN(out);
WRITELN(out,'Mean service rate (per channel)', mu1:13:6,

, " mu2: 13 : 6, ' ': 7) ;

WRITELN(out);
WRITELN(out,'Traffic intensity (per channel)', rho1:13:6,

, " rho2:13:6, ' ':7);
WRITELN(out);
wait1:=TrueMean(mu1, rho1);
wait2:=TrueMean(mu2, rho2);
WRITELN(out,'Theoretical waiting time', bigspace,

wait1:13:6, ' " wait2:13:6, (wait1+wait2):14:6);
WRITELN(out,'(FCFS message-switching)')

END
END;
WRITELN(out); WRITELN(out); WRITELN(out);
WRITELN(out,' ':5,' ','No. leaving',' ','No. leaving','

'Stage 1 mean ',' ','Stage 2 mean',' ','Network mean',
, ': 8) ;

WRITELN(out,'Trial',' ','-----------',, ','-----------' ,
underline,' ',underline,' ',underline);

WRITELN(out, '-----',' ',' Stage 1 ',",' Stage 2 ','
'waiting time ',' ','waiting time ',' ','waiting time',
, ' : 8) ;

WRITELN (out,' ": 5, ' , , ' ------- , , ',' ------- " '
underline,' ',underline,' ',underline);

WRITELN(out);
CLOSE(out)

END; {PrintData}
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PROCEDURE InitialiseATrial {Assign initial values (for a single
trial) to wait, count, boolean and
other quantities}

(VAR canleave, windowempty: boolarray; numberofdests,
numberofsources: BYTE; VAR nonemptydests, nonemptysources: BYTE;
VAR nexttoleave1, nexttoleave2, numarray1, numarray2,
orderarray1, orderarray2: countarray; VAR arrivalcount,
departurecount, interstagecount: LONGINT; discipline: protocol;
VAR stage1array: queue1array; VAR stage2array: queue2array; VAR
currenttime, totalwait1, totalwait2: REAL; servicerule:
servicetype; switchrule: switchtype);
VAR

counter1
BEGIN

FOR counter1:=1 TO numberofdests DO
canleave[counter1]:=FALSE;

IF (discipline=faafs) AND (servicerule=nonpre)
THEN

BEGIN
FOR counter1:=1 TO numberofdests DO

windowempty[counter1] :=TRUE
END;

nonemptydests:=O;
nonemptysources:=O;
FOR counter1:=1 TO numberofsources DO

BEGIN
IF switchrule=cir

THEN
BEGIN
nexttoleave1[counter1]:=1;
orderarray1[counter1] :=1

END;
numarray1[counter1]:=0;

END;
FOR counter!:=! TO numberofdests DO

BEGIN
nexttoleave2[counterl]:=1;
numarray2[counter1] :=0;
orderarray2[counterl]:=1

END;
arrivalcount:=O;
departurecount:=O;
interstagecount:=O;
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FOR counter1:=1 TO numberofsources DO
BEGIN

stage1array[counter1].front1:=NIL;
stage1array [counter1] .rear1:=NIL

END;
FOR counter1:=1 TO numberofdests DO

BEGIN
stage2array[counter1].main2:=NIL;
stage2array[counter1] .subsid2:=NIL

END;
currenttime:=O;
totalwait1:=O;
totalwait2:=O;

END; {InitialiseATrial}

{---------------------------------------------------------------}
PROCEDURE InterEvent {Use the uniform random number generator to

produce an exponential random variable
which gives the time between successive
events; the current time is updated to
that of the new event}

(nonemptydests, nonemptysources: BYTE; arrivalrate, mu1, mu2:
REAL; VAR currenttime, departurerate, servicerate, totalrate:
REAL; switchrule: switchtype);
VAR

exponvariate,
uniformvariate

BEGIN
servicerate:=nonemptysources*mu1;
departurerate:=nonemptydests*mu2;
CASE switchrule OF
cir: totalrate:=arrivalrate+departurerate;
mes: totalrate:=arrivalrate+servicerate+departurerate

END;
uniformvariate:=RANDOM;
exponvariate:=-LN(1-uniformvariate)/totalrate;
currenttime:=currenttime+exponvariate

END; {InterEvent}
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PROCEDURE EventType {Use the random number generator again, this
time to determine the nature of the next
event (arrival to, or departure from, the
system and, in the case of
message-switching, possibly completion of
first-stage service)}

(VAR arrival, departure, service: BOOLEAN; arrivalrate,
servicerate, totalrate: REAL; switchrule: switchtype);
VAR

arrivalprob, randomprob,
serviceprob REAL;

BEGIN
randomprob:=RANDOM;
arrival:=FALSE;
departure:=FALSE;
service:=FALSE;
arrivalprob:=arrivalrate/totalrate;
CASE switchrule OF
cir: IF randomprob<arrivalprob

THEN arrival:=TRUE
ELSE departure:=TRUE;

mes: BEGIN
serviceprob:=servicerate/totalrate;
IF randomprob<arrivalprob

THEN arrival:=TRUE
ELSE IF (arrivalprob<=randomprob) AND

(randomprob«arrivalprob+serviceprob))
THEN service:=TRUE
ELSE departure:=TRUE

END
END

END; {EventType}
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PROCEDURE EventIndex {Marks are assigned to, or extracted from,
the call (or message)}

(canleave: boolarray; arrival, departure, service: BOOLEAN;
nonemptydests, nonemptysources, numberofdests, numberofsources:
BYTE; VAR destination, source: BYTE; numarray1, numarray2:
countarray; discipline: protocol; switchrule: switchtype);
VAR

counter, destposition,
sourceposition

BEGIN
IF arrival

BYTE;

{nonempty queue}
{from which call}
{will leave the}
{network is}
{randomly establ.}

{source & destin.}
{determined randomly}
{for an arriving}
{call}

fafs

THEN
BEGIN

source:=SUCC(RANDOM(numberofsources));
destination:=SUCC(RANDOM(numberofdests))

END
ELSE IF departure

THEN
BEGIN
destposition:=SUCC(RANDOM(nonemptydests));
counter:=1;
destination:=O;
WHILE counter<=destposition DO

BEGIN
destination:=SUCC(destination);
CASE discipline OF
faafs, fcfs: IF numarray2[destination]>O

THEN counter:=SUCC(counter);
IF (numarray2[destination]>O)

AND canleave[destination]
THEN counter:=SUCC(counter)

END;
END;

END;
IF (switchrule=mes) AND service

THEN
BEGIN

sourceposition:=SUCC(RANDOM(nonemptysources));
counter: =1;
source:=O;

{in case of}
{mes-switch:}
{randomly}
{find in}



WHILE counter<=sourceposition DO
BEGIN

source:=SUCC(source);
IF numarrayl[source]>O

THEN counter:=SUCC(counter);
END

END;
END; {EventIndex}
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{which non-}
{empty first-}
{stage queue}
{service}
{completion}
{occurs}

{---------------------------------------------------------------}

PROCEDURE FindPosition {locate destination-queue position, which
is based on arrival times to the
network}

(destination: BYTE; temppointer2: q2pointer; VAR next, previous:
q2pointer; stage2array: queue2array);
BEGIN
previous:=NIL;
next:=stage2array[destination].main2;
WHILE (temppointer2-.destrank2>next-.destrank2)

AND (next<>NIL) DO
BEGIN
previous:=next;
next:=next-.link2

END
END; {FindPosition}

PROCEDURE PutInPosition {join queue at the appropriate (time-
dictated) position}

(destination: BYTE; next: q2pointer; VAR previous, temppointer2:
q2pointer; VAR stage2array: queue2array);
BEGIN

IF previous=NIL
THEN

BEGIN
temppointer2-.link2:=stage2array[destination].main2;
stage2array[destination] .main2:=temppointer2

END
ELSE

BEGIN
previous-.link2:=temppointer2;
temppointer2-.link2:=next

END
END; {PutInPosition}



{subsid2 is}
{service 'window'}
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PROCEDURE PutInLine {combines previous two procedures}
(destination: BYTE; VAR next, previous, temppointer2: q2pointer;
VAR stage2array: queue2array);
BEGIN
FindPosition(destination, temppointer2, next, previous,

stage2array);
PutInPosition(destination, next, previous, temppointer2,

stage2array);
END; {PutInLine}

PROCEDURE PutInWindow {for nonpreemptive FAAFS: call enters
service 'window' since queue is empty;
statistics are adjusted}

(VAR windowempty: boolarray; destination: BYTE; VAR
nonemptydests: BYTE; VAR temppointer2: q2pointer; VAR
stage2array: queue2array);
BEGIN

windowempty[destination]:=FALSE;
nonemptydests:=SUCC(nonemptydests);
temppointer2-.link2:=NIL;
stage2array[destination].subsid2:=temppointer2

END; {PutInWindow}
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PROCEDURE RemoveFromLine {if not the nonpreemptive FAAFS
discipline, leave from front of queue
(proper'}

(destination: BYTE; VAR source: BYTE; nurnarray2: countarray;
discipline: protocol; VAR stage2array: queue2array; VAR
timeofarriva12: REAL);
VAR

q2pointer;

nurnarray2[destination] OF
BEGIN
stage2array[destination] .main2:=NIL;
stage2array[destination] .subsid2:=NIL

END;
stage2array[destination].main2:=
stage2array[destination].subsid2;
stage2array[destination].main2:=
stage2array[destination].main2-.link2

ELSE

2:

temppointer3
BEGIN
temppointer3:=stage2array[destination] .main2;
timeofarrival2:=temppointer3-.arrivetime2;
source:=temppointer3-.sourceindex;
IF discipline=fcfs

THEN
BEGIN

CASE
1 :

END
END

ELSE stage2array[destination].main2:=
stage2array[destination].main2-.1ink2;

DISPOSE(temppointer3)
END; {RemoveFromLine}
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PROCEDURE RernoveFrornWindow {otherwise, for the nonpreernptive
FAAFS discipline, call leaves
service window & head of queue
proceeds to service window}

(VAR windowernpty: boolarray; destination: BYTE; VAR source: BYTE;
nurnarray2: countarray; VAR stage2array : queue2array; VAR
tirneofarriva12: REAL);
VAR

ternppointer3 q2pointer;
BEGIN
ternppointer3:=stage2array[destination].subsid2;
tirneofarriva12:=ternppointer3-.arrivetirne2;
source:=ternppointer3-.sourceindex;
CASE nurnarray2[destination] OF

1: BEGIN
stage2array[destination] .subsid2:=NIL;
windowernpty[destination] :=TRUE

END
ELSE BEGIN

stage2array[destination] .subsid2:=
stage2array[destination].rnain2;
stage2array[destination] .rnain2:=
stage2array[destination] .rnain2-.link2

END

{subsid2 is}
{service window}

END;
DISPOSE(ternppointer3)

END; {RernoveFrornWindow}
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PROCEDURE CheckWindow {If, in the nonpreemptive FAAFS situation,
the destinations of the departing call
& head of the associated source-queue
(also) coincide, then the latter customer
may have arrived prior to the head of the
destination queue. Thus that (front call'
must have its position in the service
window replaced before advancing the time}

(destination: BYTE; numarray2 : countarray; VAR stage2array:
queue2array);
VAR

temppointer4 q2pointer;
BEGIN

IF nurnarray2[destination]>1
THEN

BEGIN
IF stage2array[destination] .subsid2A.destrank2>

stage2array[destination] .main2 A.destrank2

THEN
BEGIN
temppointer4:=stage2array[destination] .subsid2;
stage2array[destination].subsid2:=
stage2array[destination] .main2;
temppointer4A.link2:=stage2array[destination] .main2A.link2;

stage2array[destination] .main2:=temppointer4;
stage2array[destination].subsid2A.link2:=NIL

END
END

END; {CheckWindow}

{---------------------------------------------------------------}

PROCEDURE NPFAAFSArr2 {arrival to stage 2: nonpreemptive FAAFS}
(VAR windowempty: boolarray; destination: BYTE; VAR
nonemptydests: BYTE; VAR next, previous, temppointer2 : q2pointer;
VAR stage2array: queue2array);
BEGIN

IF windowempty[destination]
THEN PutlnWindow(windowempty, destination, nonemptydests,

temppointer2, stage2array)
ELSE PutlnLine(destination, next, previous, temppointer2,

stage2array)
END; {NPFAAFSArr2}
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PROCEDURE PFAAFSArr2 {arrival to stage 2: preemptive FAAFS}
(destination: BYTE; VAR nonemptydests: BYTE; numarray2:
countarray; VAR next, previous, temppointer2: q2pointer; VAR
stage2array: queue2array);
BEGIN
PutInLine(destination, next, previous, temppointer2,

stage2array);
{incr. from 0 to 1 in}

IF numarray2[destination]=O {destination queue}
{means an increase in}

THEN nonemptydests:=SUCC(nonemptydests) {the number of nonempty}
{destination queues}

END; {PFAAFSArr2}

PROCEDURE FAFSArr2 {arrival to stage 2: FAFS}
(VAR canleave: boolarray; destination: BYTE; VAR nonemptydests:
BYTE; nexttoleave2: countarray; VAR next, previous, temppointer2:
q2pointer; VAR stage2array: queue2array);
BEGIN
PutInLine(destination, next, previous, temppointer2, stage2array);
IF previous=NIL {If customer joins front of FAFS queue, then}

THEN {either the queue is empty or customer has the}
BEGIN {earliest arrival of those in the queue}

IF stage2array[destination] .main2A.destrank2=

nexttoleave2[destination] {Possibly then call may}
THEN {leave next. If so,}

BEGIN {number of rnonempty'}
nonemptydests:=SUCC(nonemptydests); {destination queues}
canleave[destination]:=TRUE {increases by 1}

END
END

END; {FAFSArr2}



qlpointer;
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PROCEDURE FCFSArr2 {arrival to stage 2: FCFS - simply join back
of queue}

(destination: BYTE; VAR nonemptydests: BYTE; numarray2:
countarray; VAR temppointer2: q2pointer; VAR stage2array:
queue2array);
BEGIN
temppointer2A.link2:=NIL;

IF numarray2[destination]=O
THEN stage2array[destination].main2:=temppointer2
ELSE stage2array[destination] .subsid2A.link2:=

temppointer2;
stage2array[destination].subsid2:=temppointer2;

{incr. from 0 to 1 in}
IF numarray2[destination]=O {destination queue}

{means an increase in}
THEN nonemptydests:=SUCC(nonemptydests) {the number of nonempty}

{destination queues}
END; {FCFSArr2}

{---------------------------------------------------------------}

PROCEDURE Arriva11 {Call joins back of appropriate source queue}
(destination, source: BYTE; VAR nonemptysources: BYTE;
orderarray2: countarray; VAR numarray13: LONGINT;
VAR stage1array3: queue1; currenttime : REAL);
VAR

temppointerl
BEGIN

NEW(temppointer1);
WITH temppointer1 A DO

BEGIN
destindex:=destination;
destrank1:=orderarray2[destination];
arrivetime1:=currenttime;
link1:=NIL

END;
IF numarray13=O

THEN stage1array3.front1:=temppointer1
ELSE stage1array3.rear1 A.link1:=temppointer1;

stage1array3.rear1:=temppointer1;
numarray13:=SUCC(numarray13);
IF numarray13=1

THEN nonemptysources:=SUCC(nonemptysources);
END; {Arriva11}



front1:=NIL;
rear1:=NIL

END;
front1 :=rear1
front1:=front1~.link1
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PROCEDURE Remova11 {Customer leaves front of appropriate source
queue}

(source: BYTE; VAR destination, nonemptysources: BYTE;
VAR numarray15: LONGINT; VAR temppointer2: q2pointer;
VAR stage1array5: queue1; currenttime: REAL;
VAR timeofarriva11: REAL);
VAR

temppointer q1pointer;
BEGIN

NEW(temppointer2);
temppointer:=stage1array5.front1;
timeofarriva11:=temppointer~.arrivetime1;

destination:=temppointer~.destindex;

temppointer2~.sourceindex:=source;

WITH temppointer~ DO
BEGIN
temppointer2~.destrank2:=destrank1; {obtain update on marks}
temppointer2~.arrivetime2:=currenttime{& statistics of call}
END;

DISPOSE(temppointer);
WITH stage1array5 DO

BEGIN
CASE numarray15 OF

1: BEGIN

2:
ELSE

END
END;

numarray15:=PRED(nurnarray15) ;
{deer. from 1 to O}

IF numarray15=O {in source queue}
{means a deer. in}

THEN nonemptysources:=PRED(nonemptysources); {the number of}
{nonempty sources}

END; {Remova11}
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PROCEDURE Arriva12 {customer joins appropriate destination queue
in a position determined by the protocol in
use}

(VAR canleave, windowempty: boolarray; destination: BYTE; VAR
nonemptydests: BYTE; nexttoleave2: countarray; VAR nurnarray2:
countarray; VAR interstagecount: LONGINT; discipline: protocol;
VAR temppointer2: q2pointer; VAR stage2array: queue2array;
servicerule: servicetype);
VAR

previous, next q2pointer;
BEGIN

CASE discipline OF
faafs: CASE servicerule OF

nonpre: NPFAAFSArr2(windowempty, destination,
nonemptydests, next, previous,
temppointer2, stage2array);

pre: PFAAFSArr2(destination, nonemptydests,
nurnarray2, next, previous,
temppointer2, stage2array)

END;

fafs: FAFSArr2(canleave, destination, nonemptydests,
nexttoleave2, next, previous, temppointer2,
stage2array);

fcfs: FCFSArr2(destination, nonemptydests, nurnarray2,
temppointer2, stage2array)

END;
nurnarray2[destination] :=SUCC(nurnarray2[destination]);
interstagecount:=SUCC(interstagecount);

END; {Arriva12}

{update}
{stats}

{---------------------------------------------------------------}
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PROCEDURE CircuitArriva11 {Handles arrivals to circuit-switched
network: since there is no 1st-stage
service, call may be able to proceed
to stage 2 immediately}

(VAR canleave, windowempty: boolarray; destination, source: BYTE;
VAR nonemptydests, nonemptysources: BYTE; nexttoleave12 ,
orderarray12: LONGINT; nexttoleave2, orderarray2: countarray; VAR
numarray12: LONGINT; VAR nurnarray2: countarray; VAR
interstagecount: LONGINT; discipline: protocol; VAR temppointer2:
q2pointer; VAR stage1array2: queue1; VAR stage2array:
queue2array; currenttime: REAL; servicerule: servicetype);
BEGIN

IF orderarray12=nexttoleave12 {new arrival may proceed directly}
THEN {to second stage}

BEGIN
NEW(temppointer2);
WITH temppointer2- DO

BEGIN
sourceindex:=source;
destrank2:=orderarray2[destination];
arrivetime2:=currenttime

END;
Arriva12(canleave, windowempty, destination, nonemptydests,

nexttoleave2, nurnarray2, interstagecount, discipline,
temppointer2, stage2array, servicerule)

END
ELSE Arriva11(destination, source, nonemptysources,

orderarray2, nurnarray12 , stage1array2, currenttime)
{otherwise join stage 1 queue}

END; {CircuitArriva11}

{---------------------------------------------------------------}
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PROCEDURE EnterSystem {Controls arrivals to the first stage
(hence the network)}

(VAR canleave, windowempty: boolarray; destination, source: BYTE;
VAR nonemptydests, nonemptysources: BYTE; nexttoleave11: LONGINT;
nexttoleave2: countarray; VAR nurnarray11: LONGINT; VAR
orderarray11: LONGINT; VAR nurnarray2, orderarray2: countarray;
factor: LONGINT; VAR arrivalcount, interstagecount: LONGINT;
discipline: protocol; VAR temppointer2: q2pointer; VAR
stage1array1: queue1; VAR stage2array: queue2array; currenttime:
REAL; servicerule: servicetype ; switchrule: switchtype);
BEGIN

CASE switchrule OF {enter network}
cir: CircuitArrival1(canleave, windowempty, destination,

source, nonemptydests, nonemptysources,
nexttoleave11, orderarray11, nexttoleave2,
orderarray2, nurnarray11, nurnarray2,
interstagecount, discipline, temppointer2,
stage1array1, stage2array, currenttime,
servicerule);

mes: Arrival1(destination, source, nonemptysources,
orderarray2, numarray11, stage1array1,
currenttime)

END;
arrivalcount:=SUCC(arrivalcount); {update statistics on}
IF (arrivalcount MOD factor)=O {counting ... }

THEN WRITELN(arrivalcount:8, ' calls/messages arrived to the',
, network . ');

orderarray11:=SUCC(orderarray11); { ... and 'order'}
orderarray2[destination]:=SUCC(orderarray2[destination]);

END; {EnterSystem}
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PROCEDURE Stage1ToStage2 {Controls transfer of customers from
first to second stage in the network
for either of the switching rules}

(VAR canleave, windowempty: boolarray; source: BYTE; VAR
destination: BYTE; VAR nonemptydests, nonemptysources: BYTE;
nexttoleave2: countarray; VAR numarray14: LONGINT; VAR numarray2:
countarray; VAR interstagecount: LONGINT; discipline: protocol;
VAR temppointer2: q2pointer; VAR stage1array4: queue1; VAR
stage2array: queue2array; currenttime: REAL; VAR totalwait1:
REAL; servicerule: servicetype);
VAR

stage1wait, timeofarrival1 REAL;
BEGIN

RemovaI1(source, destination, nonemptysources, numarray14 ,
temppointer2, stage1array4, currenttime,
timeofarrivaI1); {leave stage 1}

ArrivaI2(canleave, windowempty, destination, nonemptydests,
nexttoleave2, numarray2, interstagecount, discipline,
temppointer2, stage2array, servicerule); {enter sta. 2}

stage1wait:=currenttime-timeofarrivaI1;
totalwait1:=totalwait1+stage1wait

END; {Stage1ToStage2}

PROCEDURE LeaveSystem {Controls departure from the second stage
(hence the network) for all protocols}

(VAR canleave, windowempty: boolarray; destination: BYTE; VAR
nonemptydests, nonemptysources, olddestination, source: BYTE; VAR
nexttoleave1, nexttoleave2, numarray1, numarray2: countarray; VAR
departurecount, interstagecount: LONGINT; discipline: protocol;
VAR temppointer2: q2pointer; VAR stage1array: queue1array; VAR
stage2array: queue2array; currenttime: REAL; VAR totalwait1,
totalwait2: REAL; servicerule: servicetype; switchrule:
switchtype);
VAR

stage2wait, timeofarrival2 REAL;
BEGIN

IF (discipline=faafs) AND (servicerule=nonpre)
{distinction between nonpreemptive & preemptive service, which
matters in FAAFS}

THEN RemoveFromWindow(windowempty, destination, source,
numarray2, stage2array, timeofarrival2)

ELSE RemoveFromLine(destination, source, numarray2, discipline,
stage2array, timeofarrivaI2);
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IF numarray2[destination]=O
THEN nonemptydests:=PRED(nonemptydests);

BEGIN
IF (numarray2[destination]=O) OR

(canleave[destination] AND
(stage2array[destination].main2-.destrank2<>
nexttoleave2[destination]))

THEN
BEGIN

canleave[destination] :=FALSE;
nonemptydests:=PRED(nonemptydests)

END
END

fafs:

stage2wait:=currenttime-timeofarrival2; {update stats: wait/}
totalwait2:=totalwait2+stage2wait; {numbers in queues/}
IF switchrule=cir {orders & priorities}

THEN nexttoleave1[source] :=SUCC(nexttoleave1[source]);
nexttoleave2[destination]:=SUCC(nexttoleave2[destination]);
numarray2[destination]:=PRED(numarray2[destination]);
departurecount:=SUCC(departurecount);
CASE discipline OF

{decrease in number of (nonempty' queues is dictated, inter
alia, by the discipline}

faafs,
fcfs

END;
IF switchrule=cir

THEN
BEGIN

IF numarray1[source]>=1
THEN

BEGIN {next customer with same source may leave stage 1}
olddestination:=destination;
Stage1ToStage2(canleave, windowempty, source, destination,

nonemptydests, nonemptysources,
nexttoleave2, numarray1[source] , nurnarray2,
interstagecount, discipline, temppointer2,
stage1array[source] , stage2array,
currenttime, totalwait1, servicerule);

IF (destination=olddestination) AND (discipline=faafs) AND
(servicerule=nonpre) {coincidence of destinations}

THEN CheckWindow(destination, numarray2, stage2array)
END

END;
END; {LeaveSystem}
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PROCEDURE PrintTrialData {Output analysis for a specific trial}
(trial: BYTE; departurecount, interstagecount : LONGINT;
averagewait1, averagewait2: REAL; VAR out:TEXT);
BEGIN

APPEND(out);
WRITELN(out, trial:3,'. ',' ',interstagecount:11,",

departurecount:11, averagewait1:14 :6, averagewait2:14:6,
(averagewait1+averagewait2) :14:6);

CLOSE(out)
END; {PrintTrialData}

PROCEDURE TrialStatistics {Data analysis: calculations & output
for a single trial}

(trial: BYTE; departurecount, interstagecount: LONGINT;
totalwait1, totalwait2: REAL; VAR overallwait1, overallwait2:
REAL; VAR out: TEXT);
VAR

averagewait1, averagewait2 REAL;
BEGIN

IF interstagecount>O
THEN averagewait1:=totalwait1/interstagecount
ELSE averagewait1:=O;

IF departurecount>O
THEN averagewait2:=totalwait2/departurecount
ELSE averagewait2:=O;

PrintTrialData(trial, departurecount, interstagecount,
averagewait1, averagewait2, out);

overallwait1:=overallwait1+averagewait1;
overallwait2:=overallwait2+averagewait2

END; {TrialStatistics}

{---------------------------------------------------------------}
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PROCEDURE EachTrial {Controls the operation of a complete trial}
(numberofdests, numberofsources, trial: BYTE; factor,
maxmessages: LONGINT; discipline: protocol; arrivalrate, mu1,
mu2: REAL; VAR overallwait1, overallwait2: REAL; servicerule:
servicetype; switchrule: switchtype; VAR out: TEXT);
VAR

canleave, windowempty
arrival, departure, service
destination, nonemptydests,
nonemptysources,
olddestination, source
nexttoleave1, nexttoleave2,
numarray1, numarray2,
orderarray1, orderarray2
arrivalcount, departurecount,
interstagecount
temppointer2
stage1array
stage2array
currenttime, departurerate,
finish, servicerate,
start, totalrate,
totalwait1, totalwait2
hr, hundth, min, sec

boolarray;
BOOLEAN;

BYTE;

countarray;

LONGINT;
q2pointer;
queue1array;
queue2array;

REAL;
WORD;

BEGIN
WRITELN;
WRITELN('Trial number ',trial:4, I initiated. ');
GetTime(hr, min, sec, hundth);
start:=3600*hr+60*min+sec+1/100*hundth;
InitialiseATrial(canleave, windowempty, numberofdests,

numberofsources, nonemptydests,
nonemptysources, nexttoleave1, nexttoleave2,
numarray1, numarray2, orderarray1, orderarray2,
arrivalcount, departurecount, interstagecount,
discipline, stage1array, stage2array,
currenttime, totalwait1, totalwait2,
servicerule, switchrule);

WHILE arrivalcount<maxmessages DO {stopping condition within}
{a trial}

BEGIN
InterEvent(nonemptydests, nonemptysources, arrivalrate, mu1,

mu2, currenttime, departurerate, servicerate,
totalrate, switchrule);
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EventType(arrival, departure, service, arrivalrate,
servicerate, totalrate, switchrule);

EventIndex(canleave, arrival, departure, service,
nonemptydests, nonemptysources, numberofdests,
numberofsources, destination, source, numarrayl,
numarray2, discipline, switchrule);

IF arrival
THEN EnterSystem(canleave, windowempty, destination, source,

nonemptydests, nonemptysources,
nexttoleavel[source] , nexttoleave2,
numarrayl[source] , orderarrayl[source] ,
numarray2, orderarray2, factor,
arrivalcount, interstagecount, discipline,
temppointer2, stagelarray[source] ,
stage2array, currenttime, servicerule,
switchrule)

ELSE IF departure
THEN LeaveSystem(canleave, windowempty, destination,

nonemptydests, nonemptysources,
olddestination, source, nexttoleavel,
nexttoleave2, numarrayl, numarray2,
departurecount, interstagecount,
discipline, temppointer2, stagelarray,
stage2array, currenttime, totalwaitl,
totalwait2, servicerule, switchrule)

ELSE IF service AND (switchrule=mes)
THEN StagelToStage2(canleave, windowempty, source,

destination, nonemptydests,
nonemptysources, nexttoleave2,
numarrayl[source] , numarray2,
interstagecount, discipline,
temppointer2, stagelarray[source] ,
stage2array, currenttime, totalwaitl,
servicerule)

END;
TrialStatistics(trial, departurecount, interstagecount,

totalwaitl, totalwait2, overallwaitl,
overallwait2 , out);

GetTime(hr, min, sec, hundth);
finish:=3600*hr+60*min+sec+l/l00*hundth;
WRITE('Trial number ',trial:4, 1 completed. I);

WRITELN(' Duration of trial: 1,(finish-start):15:8,
1 seconds. I);

END; {EachTrial}
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BEGIN {program} {Input of data -- generate and analyse system
model -- output analysis}

ASSIGN(out,'A:\Net~ork.out');

APPEND(out);
RANDOMIZE;
WRITELN(out,'-------------------------------------------------',

,-------------------------------');
WRITELN(out);WRITELN(out);
ReadData(lambda, mul, mu2, numberofdests, numberofsources,

numberoftrials, maxmessages, discipline, servicerule,
s~itchrule);

InitialiseAIITrials(numberofdests, numberofsources, maxmessages,
factor, lambda, mul, mu2, arrivalrate,
intensity, invnumdests, musystem,
overall~aitl, overall~ait2, rhol, rho2,
rhosystem, s~itchrule);

PrintData(numberofdests, numberofsources, maxmessages,
discipline, intensity, lambda, mul, mu2, musystem,
rhol, rho2, rhosystem, ~aitl, ~ait2, servicerule,
s~itchrule, out);

FOR trial:= 1 TO numberoftrials DO {overall stopping condition}
EachTrial(numberofdests, numberofsources, trial, factor,

maxmessages, discipline, arrivalrate, mul, mu2,
overall~aitl, overall~ait2, servicerule, s~itchrule,

out);
APPEND(out); WRITELN(out); WRITELN(out);
overallavl:=overall~aitl/numberoftrials;

overallav2:=overall~ait2/numberoftrials;

overallav:=overallav1+overallav2;
WRITELN(out, 'Mean over all trials',' ':11,overallavl:13:6,' ,

overallav2:l3:6,' " overallav:13:6,' ':7);
WRITELN(out);
WRITE(out,'Ratio: Grand mean/FCFS Theory', '

(overallavl/~ait1):13:6, ' " (overallav2/~ait2):13:6,' ');
CASE s~itchrule OF
cir: WRITELN(out, overallav/~aitsystem:13:6);

mes: WRITELN(out, overallav/(~aitl+~ait2):13:6)

END;
WRITELN(out);WRITELN(out);
WRITELN(out,'-------------------------------------------------',

'-------------------------------');
WRITELN(out);WRITELN(out); CLOSE(out);
WRITELN; WRITELN('PROCESSING COMPLETE')

END. {program}
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